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Preface
This book includes the articles which were originally published in the
theme issue of Contemporary European History, Vol. 6, Part 3
(November 1997). We wished to reissue this particular collection of
essays because it can rightly be seen as one of the very first fruits of our
endeavours, commenced five years ago, to establish and consolidate the
study of Eastern and East Central Europe at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology in Trondheim. Our thanks are due to the
Cambridge University Press for the generosity with which they granted
the permission and even in other ways assisted us to produce this book.

György Péteri
Trondheim – Dragvoll, November 2001.
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Abstract

The Development of Imre Nagy as a Politician and a Thinker
Imre Nagy was ®rst of all a politician. His way of thinking, mentality and the whole
of his life were essentially different from what was typical of leading Communist
Party functionaries. One explanation for this is to be found in his intellectual
inclinations. The article follows Nagy's life from the early interwar period on. It
identi®es his openness to and willingness to explore avenues of development alien
to Communist orthodoxy as one of the most important characteristics of Nagy's
politics and intellect. This is shown in three consecutive periods: during the era of
popular democratic transition (1945±9), recti®cation (1953±5) and opposition
(1955±6). The article ends with a discussion of Nagy's political testament, written in
Snagov, Romania, in 1957. Although this was a statement in his defence, written by
the ex-Prime Minister while preparing for his political trial, it also represents a
Communist reformer's interpretation of the 1956 revolution and a synoptic
intellectual self-portrait.
Possessed: Imre Lakatos's Road to 1956
This paper examines the political career of Imre Lakatos during his years in
Hungary. At the time of the Hungarian Revolution of 1956 he ¯ed to England,
where he became one of the world's foremost philosophers of mathematics and
science. A proteÂgeÂ of Karl Popper, he maintained an interest in politics and gained a
reputation as an outspoken defender of the `Open Society' and a ®erce opponent of
student radicalism, particularly during the so-called `Troubles' at the London School
of Economics. Few in his adopted home knew, however, of his previous incarnation
as a demonic Communist.
New Course Economics: The Field of Economic Research in Hungary
After Stalin, 1953±65
This article focuses on the origins of state-socialist Hungary's `reform economics'.
Two major transformations gave rise to a radical re-orientation of the ®eld of
5

academic economics in the New Course era following Stalin's death: on the one
hand, a shift took place in the epistemological regime of economics from classrelativism to naive empiricism, springing from an increased awareness of the political
power of its dependence on social-scienti®c expertise and knowledge. Naive
empiricism and a more pronounced professional attitude connected with it
provided, on the other hand, the young Communist intellectuals of the ®eld with a
feasible way out of the deep political and moral crisis into which their previous
party-soldier ethos and identity had brought them. Their opposition to the Stalinist
political and academic regime was expressed and fuelled by a revival of some of the
most central intellectual and political attitudes characterising interwar Hungary's
movement of sociographers.
Ulbricht and the Intellectuals
By examining their experience on an East Central European background, this article
attempts a reassessment of East German intellectuals' relative passivity in the months
after Khrushchev's 1956 secret speech. It departs from explanations that stress these
intellectuals' devotion to `antifascism', the strength of the Party apparatus, or the
peculiar position of the split nation, and identi®es instead the SED's consistent
policies of intelligentsia formation as the main source of East German intellectuals'
distinctive behaviour. From 1946 onwards, the Ulbricht regime, with strong
Soviet patronage, demonstrated unwavering commitment to creating loyal eÂlites. It
was the one leadership in the region which, rather than inheriting, made its own
intelligentsia.
Intellectuals and Mass Movements. Ideologies and Political Programmes in
Poland in 1956
Poland in 1956 saw a profound crisis of the political and social system created during
the Stalinist period. The decomposition of the system after Stalin's death resulted in,
and was at the same time accelerated by, a great political mobilisation and
participation. The aim of this article is to investigate this social dimension of the 1956
crisis. In the ®rst part, the author reconstructs the origins, dynamics and political and
ideological orientation of mass movements. Subsequently, he focuses on political
roles played by intellectuals, mostly on the political and ideological programmes,
which they formulated in 1956.
The Politics of Artistic Identity. The Czech Art World in the 1950s and
1960s
The article analyses changes in the organisational life of Czech artists and the
discourses surrounding art and artists in the years between the Communist putsch of
1948 and the Prague Spring. The main focus is on the 1950s. The author invokes
James Scott's methodology in seeking hidden expressions of resistance, arguing that
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private acts of resistance among artists emerged as public protest and an impetus for
change when circumstance permitted.

Extraits
Imre Nagy: l'eÂvolution d'un homme politique et d'un intellectuel
Imre Nagy fut d'abord et surtout un homme politique. Dans sa penseÂe, sa mentaliteÂ,
sa vie tout entieÁre, il fut tout le contraire de ce qu'on attendait d'un fonctionnaire
important du parti Communiste. On peut en chercher la raison dans ses inclinations
intellectuelles. Cet article suit la vie de Nagy deÁs le deÂbut de l'entre-deux-guerres.
Le fait que Nagy acceptait sans dif®culteÂ d'explorer des avenues de deÂveloppement
tout aÁ fait eÂtrangeÁres aÁ la penseÂe communiste orthodoxe est identi®eÂ comme l'une
des caracteÂristique les plus importantes de sa politique et de son eÂvolution
intellectuelle. L'auteur releÁve cette caracteÂristique aÁ travers trois eÂtapes conseÂcutives:
la transition vers la deÂmocratie populaire (1945±9); le peÂroide de la recti®cation
(1953±5); et celle de l'opposition (1955±6). L'article est compleÂteÂ par une consideÂration du testament politique de l'ex premier ministre, eÂcrit aÁ Snagov en Roumanie
en 1957. Tout en eÂtant une deÂfense preÂpareÂe par Nagy pour son proceÁs politique, ce
testament nous offre en meÃme temps une interpreÂtation de la reÂvolution de 1956,
vue par un reÂformateur communiste, et l'autoportrait synoptique d'un intellectuel.
Le posseÂdeÂ: Imre Lakatos en route pour 1956
Cette contribution analyse la carrieÁre politique d'Imre Lakatos pendant son seÂjour
en Hongrie. En 1956, fuyant la reÂvolution hongroise, il s'installa en Angleterre, d'ouÁ
sa renommeÂe comme philosophe des matheÂmatiques et de la science s'eÂtendit aÁ
travers le monde entier. Comme proteÂgeÂ de Karl Popper, il ne cessa de s'inteÂresser aÁ
la politique et fut connu comme un franc deÂfendeur de la `socieÂteÂ ouverte' et un
adversaire impitoyable du mouvement radical parmi les eÂtudiants, sourtout au
moment de la `crise' qui secoua l'Ecole des Sciences Economiques de Londres. Mais
peu nombreux eÂtaient ceux qui, dans son pays d'adoption, savaient que dans sa
premieÁre incarnation il avait eÂteÂ le plus deÂmoniaque des communistes.
La nouvelle direction des sciences eÂconomiques: les recherches
eÂconomiques en Hongrie apreÁs la mort de Staline, 1953±65
Cet article eÂtudie les origines des `sciences eÂconomique reÂformeÂes' dans la Hongrie
du socialisme d'eÂtat. Pendant l'eÂpoque de la `nouvelle direction' qui a suivi la mort
de Staline, deux transformations majeures ont provoqueÂ une reÂorientation dramatique du champ acadeÂmique des sciences eÂconomiques. D'un coÃteÂ, un changement
dans le reÂgime eÂpistomologique de ce champ d'eÂtudes a remplaceÂ le relativisme de
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classe par l'empirisme naõÈf: changement motiveÂ, en reÂaliteÂ, par le fait que le pouvoir
politique en venait aÁ reconnaõÃtre le besoin qu'il avait du savoir ± et du savoir-faire ±
des sciences sociales. De l'autre coÃteÂ, l'empirisme naõÈf, et l'attitude plus professionnaliste qui en deÂcoulait, offraient aux jeunes communistes intellectuels, actifs dans ce
domaine, une sortie acceptable de la profonde crise politique et morale ouÁ les avait
plongeÂs leur premieÁre identiteÂ eÂthique comme `soldats du parti'. Pour exprimer et
mourrir leur opposition au reÂgime politique et acadeÂmique de Staline, ils puisaient
dans le fonds d'attitudes intellectuelies et politiques qui avaient le plus fortement
marqueÂ le mouvement sociographe de la Hongrie avant la deuxieÁme guerre
mondiale.
Ulbricht et les intellectuels
Cet article vise aÁ porter un nouveau jugement sur la passiviteÂ relative des
intellectuels est-allemands dans les mois qui suivirent le discours secret de Khrushchev en 1956, en remettant leurs expeÂriences dans le contexte de la partie orientale
de l'Europe centrale. La conduite treÁs exceptionnelle de ces intellectuels ne peut
eÃtre expliqueÂe ni par leur l'`antifascisme' passionneÂe, ni par la force coercitive du
Parti, ni par la situation particulieÁre de l'Allemagne diviseÂe en deux. Elle eÂtrait due
au fait que la SED formait ses eÂlites intellectuelles sur la base d'une politique
solidement concËue. En effet, deÁs 1946 le reÂgime d'Ulbricht, fortement appuyeÂ par
les SovieÂtiques, s'eÂtait reÂsolument engageÂ aÁ produire des eÂlites ®deÁles au Parti. Il fut
en effet le seul reÂgime de la reÂgion qui, au lieu d'heÂriter ses eÂlites intellectuelles, les a
creÂeÂes aÁ sa propre image.
Intellectuels et mouvements de masse, les ideÂologies et les programmes
politiques en Pologne, 1956
En 1956 la Pologne veÂcut une crise profonde dans le systeÁme social et politique creÂe
Âpendant la peÂriode staliniste. La deÂcadence de ce systeÁme apreÁs la mort de Staline
provoqua une mobilisation et une participation politiques treÁs intenses qui, aÁ leur
tour, contribueÁrent aÁ acceÂlerer cette deÂcadence. C'est cette dimension sociale de la
crise de 1956 que l'auteur se propose d'eÂtudier. Dans une premieÁre partie il
reconstruit les origines des mouvements de masse, leur dynamique et leur orientation politique et ideÂologique. Par la suite il se penche sur le roÃle politique des
intellectuels, et avant tout sur les programmes politiques et ideÂologiques qu'ils
formuleÁrent en 1956.
La politisation de l'identiteÂ artistique: les beaux-arts en TcheÂcoslovaquie
1950±1970
Cet article analyse l'eÂvolution de la vie organisationnelle des artistes tcheÁques, et le
discours de l'art et de l'artiste, entre le putsch communiste de 1948 et le Printemps
de Prague, et sourtout pendant les anneÂes 1950. L'auteur invoque la meÂthodologie
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de James Scott pour deÂceler l'expression discreÁte d'une reÂsistance cacheÂe, et suggeÁre
que des actes priveÂs de reÂsistance de la part des artistes ont deÂboucheÂ sur la
protestation publique, donnant, aux moments propices, des coups de pounce au
changement.

Kurzfassungen
Imre Nagys Entwicklung als Politiker und Denker
Imre Nagy war in erster Linie Politiker. Seine Art zu Denken, seine MentalitaÈt und
sein ganzes Leben waren in hohem Maûe untypisch fuÈr einen fuÈhrenden FunktionaÈr
der Kommunistischen Partei. Eine ErklaÈrung hierfuÈr kann in seinen intellektuellen
Neigungen gefunden werden. Der Aufsatz verfolgt Nagys Leben von der
Zwischenkriegszeit an und erkennt seine Offenheit und Bereitschaft, EntwicklungsmoÈglichkeiten zu erkunden, die der kommunistischen Orthodoxie fremd waren, als
eine der charakteristischen Eigenschaften seiner Politik und seines Verstandes.
È ra des volksdemokratischen
Verdeutlicht wird dies an drei Phasen: waÈhrend der A
È bergangs (1945±9), derjenigen des `Neuen Kurses' (1953±5) und der OppositionsU
phase (1955±6). Der Aufsatz schlieût mit einer Diskussion von Nagys politischem
Testament, das er 1957 im rumaÈnischen Snagov schrieb. Obgleich es sich dabei um
eine Verteidigungsschrift handelte, kann es auch als eine Interpretation der Revolution von 1956 und als intellektuelles SelbstportraÈt eines kommunistischen Reformers
gelesen werden.
Ein Besessener: Imre Lakatos' Weg bis 1956
Der Aufsatz untersucht die politische Karriere von Imre Lakatos waÈhrend seiner
Jahre in Ungarn. WaÈhrend der Ungarischen Revolution von 1956 ¯oh Lakatos nach
England, wo er einer der herausragendsten Philosophen der Mathematik und
Naturwissenschaft wurde. Als SchuÈtzling Karl Popper behielt er ein Interesse an
politischen Dingen und erwarb sich den Ref eines freimuÈtigen Verteidigers der
`Offenen Gesellschaft' sowie eines scharfen Gegners von studentischem Radikalismus, insbesondere waÈhrend der sogenannten `Unruhen' an der London School of
Economics. Wenige in seiner neuen Heimat jedoch wuûten von seiner fruÈheren
Existenz als daÈmonischer Kommunist.
Die Volkswirtschaftslehre des `Neuen Kurses': Wirtschaftsforschung in
Ungarn nach Stalin, 1953±65
Der Artikel behandelt die UrspruÈnge der `Reformwirtschaft' im staatssozialistischen
Ungarn. Zwei bedeutende VorgaÈnge befoÈrderten die radikale Neuorientierung im
Bereich der Volkswirtschaftslehre waÈhrend des `Neuen Kurses' nach Stalins Tod:
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Zum einen verlagerte sich das erkenntnistheoretische Interessen von den KlassenverhaÈltnissen hin zu einem naiven Empirismus, der dem wachsenden Bewuûstein
entsprang, daû die politische Macht von sozialwissenschaftlicher Expertise abhaÈngig
war. Naiver Empirismus und eine damit verbundene, ausgepraÈgt professionelle
Haltung boten den jungen kommunistischen Intellektuellen zum anderen einen
gangbaren Ausweg aus der tiefen politischen und moralischen Krise, in die sie ihre
bisheriges IdentitaÈt und das Ethos als Parteisoldaten gefuÈhrt hatte. Ihre Opposition
zum stalinistischen Regime in Politik und Wissenschaft fand ihren Ausdruck in und
wurde zugleich gespeist von einer Wiederaufnahme einiger zentraler intellektueller
und politischer Haltungen, welche die Bewegung der ungarischen Soziographie in
der Zwischenkriegszeit gekennzeichnet hatten.
Ulbricht und die Intellektuellen
Der Artikel gibt eine neue Antwort auf die Frage, warum sich die ostdeutschen
Intellektuellen in den Monaten nach Chruschtschows geheimer Rede von 1956
vergleichsweise passiv verhielten. Er sucht sie vor dem Hintergrund ihrer ost- und
mitteleuropaeischen Erfahrungen. ErklaÈrungen, welche die Hingabe an den Antifaschismus, die StaÈrke des Parteiapparates oder die besondere Lage in einer
gespaltenen Nation betonen, erscheinen unbefriedigend. Stattdessen erkennt der
Artikel die Hauptursache fuÈr das andere Verhalten der ostdeutschen Intellektuellen
in der konsequenten Politik der SED, sich eine loyale Intelligenz heranzuziehen.
Von 1946 an legte das Ulbricht-Regime mit starker sowjetischer UnterstuÈtzung in
dieser Hinsicht eine unerschuÈtterliche Haltung an den Tag. Es war die einzige
FuÈhrung in der Region, die sich ihre Intelligenz selbst schuf, anstatt eine ererbte zu
uÈbernehmen.
Intellektuelle und Massenbewegungen: Ideologien und politische Programme in Polen im Jahre 1956
Polen erlebte 1956 eine tiefe Krise des politischen und sozialen Systems, das
waÈhrend der stalinistischen AÈra geschaffen worden war. Eine BetraÈchtliche politische Mobilisierung und Partizipation folgte auf und beschleunigte zugleich den
verfall dieses Systems nach Stalins Tod. Der Artikel untersucht besonders die soziale
Dimension der Krise. Im ersten Teil werden die UrspruÈnge, die Dynamik und die
politisch-ideologische Ausrichtung der Massenbewegungen rekonstruiert. Der
anschlieûende Teil befaût sich mit der politischen Rolle der Intellektuellen, indem
er die 1956 aufgestellten Programme untersucht.
Die politische Seite kuÈnstlerischer IdentitaÈt. Die tschechische Kunstwelt
der fuÈnfziger und sechziger Jahre
Der Artikel analysiert den Wandel in der Organisation tschechischer KuÈnstler und
die Debatten um Kunst und KuÈnstlerdasein in den Jahren vom kommunistischen
10

Putsch 1948 bis zum Prager FruÈhling 1968, wobei der Schwerpunkt auf den
fuÈnfziger Jahren liegt. Der autor zieht die Methode von James Scott heran, indem er
nach versteckten Formen des Widerstands sucht und argumentiert, daû private Akte
È ffentliche Proteste hervortraten und
des Widerstands unter KuÈnstlern dann als O
einen Anstoss zum Wandel gaben, wenn die UmstaÈnde dies erlaubten.
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Introduction. Intellectual Life
and the First Crisis of State
Socialism in East Central
Europe, 1953±6
È R G Y P EÂ T E R I
GYO

The Hungarian revolution of 1956 was a crucial event in the history of state
socialism in Eastern and East-central Europe. Its rami®cations reached well beyond
not only the geographical boundaries of Hungary but also the chronological limits
of late autumn and early winter 1956. Indeed, it was the culmination of the crisis of
state socialism in Eastern Europe, following upon Stalin's death and resulting from
the antagonistic con¯ict between the ever broader popular desire and demands for
sweeping economic, social and political reforms and a short-sighted, hesitant
nomenklatura (or class of functionaries) showing little if any willingness to
compromise even with the modest revisionism gaining adherents among their own
ranks. The crisis of 1953±6 brought to the political agenda a whole array of vast
problems of economic, social and political modernisation that the Stalinist strategy
of transformation, prevalent throughout the region from 1948±9 onwards, had been
unable and/or unwilling to face successfully and could only exacerbate. The Stalinist
modernisation project pursued a large-scale programme of industrialisation without
due regard to social needs, economic rationality or longer-term social and economic
feasibility. The apparatus of central economic planning executed gigantic development projects employing hundreds of thousands of new industrial workers for
whom not even the minimum of urban infrastructures had been provided and
whose efforts produced goods for which there existed neither needs nor markets.
The industrialisation efforts laid claim to an increasing part of the agricultural
workforce, while the agricultural population, radically reduced in numbers and
harassed by centrally administered violent collectivisation campaigns and merciless
taxation, had to cope with shortages of the most elementary food supplies.
The region's intellectual life had been exposed to demands of ideological purity,
political expediency and alleged socio-economic utility. Whole academic ®elds/
disciplines were purged from the old `class-alien' intellectuals and replaced by new,
young, inexperienced and uneducated but loyal party-soldiers. In the ®rst years of
the triumphant Stalinist revolution from above, even literature had annual plans
enlisting the themes to be treated in the output of writers. There was hardly any area
of social-political life that went untouched in the days of triumphant Stalinism and
subsequently avoided the breakdown and crisis experienced around the mid-1950s,
12

and no social-political groupings during these years could escape being profoundly
affected by the experience acquired and the choices made through the post-Stalinian
`new course' era to the anti-Stalinist revolution of late 1956. Indeed, one may say
that the experience of those years had been formative for several national statesocialist regimes in East-central Europe and that all of them had been considerably
affected in their general political style and make-up for the rest of their life-span.
Historical research within and without the region itself, especially since the
collapse of communist rule, has made a great deal of progress in exploring especially
the political dimensions of the period under discussion. In Hungary, the publications
of the Institute on the 1956 Revolution and of the Institute of Political History
constitute valuable contributions.1 Important works saw the light of day during the
1980s on the economic history and the history of economic ideas of the 1950s. A
major piece on the historical anthropology of Czech artistic life in the 1950s has
recently been completed in the Netherlands.2 Three papers in Hans Henning Hahn
and Heinrich Olschowsky's book, Das Jahr 1956 in Ostmitteleuropa, discuss various
aspects of the artistic life of Poland and the DDR.3
The workshop to which the articles in this theme issue were originally submitted
was organised to provide a forum for the most recent results and ®ndings of
international research into some as yet unexplored social and political dimensions of
the changes in intellectual life brought about (and brought to light) by the crisis and
revolt(s) of 1953±6 in East-central Europe.4 The political and social dynamics of
1
To take only the latest important items in what is a long series of highly valuable publications,
we should mention here JaÂnos M. Ranier, Nagy Imre. Politikai eÂletrajz [Imre Nagy: A Political
Biography], I: 1896±1953 (Budapest: 1956-os InteÂzet, 1996); EÂva Standeisky, Az ÂõroÂk eÂs a hatalom,
1956±1963 [The Writers and the Power, 1956±1963], (Budapest: 1956-os InteÂzet, 1996); or the threevolume handbook of the 1956 revolution: AndraÂs B. HegeduÈs, PeÂter Kende, GyoÈrgy LitvaÂn, (eds.), 1956
keÂzikoÈnyve, I: KronoloÂgia; II: BibliograÂ®a; III: MegtorlaÂs eÂs emleÂkezeÂs [Repression and remembering],
(Budapest: 1956±os InteÂzet, 1996). In the context of the present discussion, the most important item
published in the series of the Institute of Political History is ZoltaÂn Ripp, BelgraÂd eÂs Moszkva koÈzoÈtt. A
jugoszlaÂv kapcsolat eÂs a Nagy Imre-keÂrdeÂs (1956. november±1959. februaÂr) [Between Belgrade and Moscow:
Relations with Yugoslavia and the Imre Nagy Question], (Budapest: PolitikatoÈrteÂneti AlapõÂtvaÂny, 1994,
`PolitikatoÈrteÂneti FuÈzetek', V.)
2
MarusÏka SvasÏek, Styles, Struggles, and Careers: An Ethnography of the Czech Art World, 1948±1992
(Academisch Proefschrift; Amsterdam: Universiteit van Amsterdam, 1996).
3
Cf. Aleksander Wojciechowski's, Heinrich Olschowsky's and Jan Prokop's papers in Das Jahr
1956 in Ostmitteleuropa, ed. Hans Henning Hahn und Heinrich Olschowsky (Berlin: Akademia Verlag,
1996).
4
The workshop entitled `1956 and the Intellectuals', the ®rst of what is planned as a series of
Trondheim Seminars on the Intellectual Life of Eastern and East Central Europe, was held between 17
and 21 August 1996. Participants were as follows: Lee Congdon, John Connelly, Krystyna Kersten,
Pawel Machcewicz, GyoÈrgy PeÂteri, JaÂnos M. Rainer, EÂva Standeisky and MarusÏka SvasÏek. The
participants' thanks are due to Professors Kathleen Burk of University College London and Peter Pastor
of Montclair State University for the generous intellectual assistance they rendered us by acting as
rapporteurs to our seminar. We are also indebted to the Faculty of Arts of the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology and to the Royal Air Force Academy of Norway for the support and
hospitality which was so crucial for the success of our seminar. The assistance of research students Erik
Ingebrigtsen, and Aleksandra Witczak and of Professor Gudmund Stang should be credited here, too, as
it constituted the solid foundation upon which smooth organisation and a most conducive and pleasant
social atmosphere depended.
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intellectual life, academic professions (disciplines and/or research communities) and
various artistic ®elds were our central concerns. In certain cases, as in the case of the
DDR, it is the conspicuous lack of a longer-term impact of the intellectual foment
of 1956 that demands explanation and which is one of the main tasks undertaken in
John Connelly's paper. Throughout the Soviet bloc, the period of post-Stalinian
thaw witnessed the emergence of a wide gap between the political discourses
(aspirations and objectives) prevalent among the mass movements taking to the
streets and the anti-Stalinist (but Marxist and communist) intellectuals: this is ably
demonstrated in Pawel Machcewicz's paper on the Polish case, while JaÂnos Rainer's
biographical essay on Imre Nagy provides a highly sensitive analysis of the values
and attitudes that isolated communist anti-Stalinism from popular revolt. The efforts
of the state-socialist regimes to establish and maintain far-reaching controls over
intellectual/cultural life collided inevitably with the increasing needs for trained
expertise in a large number of areas connected to the economic modernisation
project and with the high level of interventionist ambitions which characterised all
major policy areas. The tolerance of and/or efforts to promote professional
development, manifest in many policy areas of the post-Stalinian thaw, brought by
necessity to the agenda a whole array of problems considered as highly sensitive and
inconvenient by the nomenklatura. Professionalism as well as artistic autonomy imply
a particular type of societal organisation within which trained expertise is the central
value and selection and reward by merit assessed by similarly educated experts is the rule for
recruitment to and advancement in occupational ®elds/hierarchies. Indeed, the
distinction between `critics' and `experts' (between critical intellectuals and the
intelligentsia consisting of well-educated professionals and experts) has been blurred
in several countries and intellectual ®elds in our period. As is shown in the paper on
Hungarian economics, for the young communist intellectuals revolting against the
Stalinist regime, professionalisation (the conscious cultivation of a new identity as
professional academics) was a major strategy pursued in order to emancipate
themselves from the role of party-soldier and to enable themselves to `provide a
critical, transforming challenge to the cultural assumptions and political powers' of
high-Stalinist society.5 In other cultural/intellectual ®elds (as MarusÏka SvasÏek has
shown in her paper on the Czech art world), the establishment of a `hidden
discourse', a second (partly underground) artistic ®eld, seems to have been the
dominant strategy which, in the short run, provided refuge for forms of artistic
expression that were of®cially oppressed but which, in a longer perspective, could
result in effectively transforming the of®cial or public discourse of artistic life itself.
In contrast to the autonomous artist or professional academic, the ideal of the
party-soldier intellectual de®ned loyalty and political-ideological reliability as the
5
For an interesting discussion of the conceptual distinction between intellectuals providing a
`critical, transforming challenge' to prevailing cultural assumptions and political power, and an
intelligentsia providing `a legitimating, technical support for the cultural and political systems that de®ne
and dominate our society', see Lloyd Kramer, `Habermas, Foucault, and the Legacy of Enlightenment
Intellectuals', in Leon Fink, Stephen T. Leonard and Donald M. Reid (eds), Intellectuals and Public Life.
Between Radicalism and Reform (Ithaca/London: Cornell University Press, 1996), 29±50.
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central value, and implied the presence of a politically controlled cadres administration
as the way of recruitment and promotion even (or, especially) in occupations of
high complexity and demanding educational prerequisites. The clash between these
diametrically opposite cultures and modes of societal organisation may be claimed to
have been the major issue around which the con¯icts and negotiations between the
nomenklatura and the practitioners of various cultural/academic ®elds developed in
1953±6. One of the most intriguing questions in this regard is how it came that
certain groups even within the `new' party-intellectuals adopted professionalist
strategies in the new era with demands for autonomy, freedom of intellectual
inquiry and artistic expression, in strong contrast to their own former party-soldier
identity and credo. As JaÂnos Rainer's paper demonstrates, in Imre Nagy's case the
transformation of the party-soldier (and high functionary) into an autonomous
intellectual was not a feasible option, and yet this did not prevent Nagy from going
a long way during the autumn of 1956 to accept and satisfy the demands of the
revolution. Important questions pertinent to the changing agenda and aesthetic
criteria of arts in the post-Stalinian thaw are raised and discussed in MarusÏka SvasÏek's
paper. After the upheavals of 1918±19 and 1944±8, the revolution of 1956 and the
terror that followed encouraged a third major wave of intellectual emigration to an
already existing Hungarian intellectual diaspora ± among them a number of
outstanding or prominent scholars and artists, such as the philosopher Imre Lakatos
or the composer GyoÈrgy Ligeti. To what extent and in what manner had their
experience before and during the developments of 1956 shaped their intellectual/
artistic trajectory in the emigration? This is one of the issues raised and discussed in
Lee Congdon's essay on Imre Lakatos.
The essays collected in the present theme issue are offered to the readers as a
contribution and encouragement towards further comparative study of various
intellectual/cultural ®elds in the countries of state socialist East-central Europe.
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The Development of Imre
Nagy as a Politician and a
Thinker
J AÂ N O S M . R A I N E R
Imre Nagy, Prime Minister during the Hungarian revolution of 1956, was above all
a politician. In his frame of mind, his mentality and his actions, he largely conformed
to the archetype of a `functionary' that typi®ed leading ®gures in the Communist
movement at the time. The two main features of this mentality were belief in the
infallibility of the Communist Party, and belief in the role, mission and vocation of
the Party and its functionaries to redeem the world, according to AndraÂs HegeduÈs
(member of the Hungarian Politburo 1951±6, and Prime Minister 1955±6 and a
dissident sociologist in the 1960s).1 Another important trait of functionaries in Eastcentral Europe was to see themselves as local representatives of a worldwide Soviet
empire, not just of the Party. Although the life and personality of Nagy resembled
this pattern, it departed from it in a number of ways that became dramatically
manifest, most of all in his ®nal years. One explanation for this departure lies in the
`intellectual attributes' or leanings of Nagy as a leading Party functionary. This side
of his character prompted him to undertake an intellectual appraisal of political
problems on several occasions in his life. In the period leading up to the Hungarian
revolution, it made him the leading ®gure in an expressly intellectual movement:
the opposition among the Party intelligentsia. This study is an attempt to trace the
speci®c intellectual path taken by Nagy as a politician.2
The concept of an intellectual used in this study is not a statistical one. The
de®nition applied here does not equate intellectuals with members of the intelligentsia who have attained a certain level of education, such as a university degree. What
I mean by intellectuals is those who have contributed trans-contextual, socially
accepted values that are capable of orientating and regulating others' behaviour.
During the period when Nagy was active, there appeared a group known as the
1
AndraÂs HegeduÈs, `A functionaÂrius' [The Functionary], SzaÂzadveÂg [End of the Century], No. 6±7
(1988), 123±32. There is, of course, a large body of writing on the functionary's frame of mind,
including for example Arthur Koestler's Darkness at Noon and Milovan Djilas's The New Class. The
problem is summarised in JaÂnos Kornai, The Socialist System. The Political Economy of Communism
(Princeton: Princeton University Press/Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992).
2
On Nagy, see Peter Unwin, The Voice in the Wilderness. Imre Nagy and the Hungarian Revolution
(London/Sydney: MacDonald, 1991); Tibor MeÂray, Thirteen Days That Shook the Kremlin (New York:
Praeger, 1959); JaÂnos M. Rainer, Nagy Imre. Politikai eÂletrajz, I. 1896±1953 [Imre Nagy. Political Biography,
I: 1896±1953] (Budapest, 1956-os InteÂzet, 1996).
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Party intelligentsia. The values they advocated were not endorsed by the vast
majority of society, although authority (the Party) rewarded them with intelligentsia
status and the material advantages that bestowed. The Party intelligentsia provided
the body of political and other experts behind the leadership, and acted as an
intermediary with the public, especially in the mass media and what was known as
political education. This stratum of the Communist eÂlite became signi®cant in
numbers after the Communists took power. It outlived the classical Stalinist system,
although its numerical proportion steadily fell. Various enclaves persisted until the
change of system began in 1989.
During the crisis of classical Stalinism, the Party intelligentsia acted like a catalyst
within the various movements in society that were pressing for reform and
democratisation. Its members were transmuted into true intellectuals by a process of
revision that usually originated in personal examination. This self-criticism went on
to engender social and political criticism. The process ®rst occurred in Hungary in
1953±6, when Imre Nagy was one of the foremost political ®gures (Prime Minister
1953±5 and a leading opposition ®gure 1955±6) and an explicit critic of Stalinism.
This study begins by looking at the intellectual attributes apparent in the early
stage of Nagy's political career, from the early 1920s to 1945 (Section I). It then
examines a speci®c feature of his political and his intellectual character ± his
`exploratory' activity in the period between 1945 and 1956 (II). Here I distinguish
three consecutive phases, marked by `popular democratic transition' (1945±9, II.1),
`recti®cation' (1953±5, II.2) and opposition (1955±6, III.3). The ®nal section of the
study deals with some central problems presented by the political `testament' that
Nagy wrote at Snagov, Romania, in 1957 (III). Although this is a statement in his
defence, written by the ex-Prime Minister while preparing for his political trial, it
also represents a Communist reformer's interpretation of the 1956 revolution and a
synoptic intellectual self-portrait.
I
Nagy, born in 1896, did not have a university degree. In fact he did not even
matriculate, because he was called up into the army in 1915. He joined the
Bolshevik movement in 1918 while a prisoner of war in Siberia, and served as a
low-ranking functionary at the end of the Civil War. A few articles by Nagy have
survived from that period, written for Hungarian-language prisoner-of-war papers.
So have one or two lectures he delivered. In someone whose education had ended
with an apprenticeship, they show some evidence of intellectual af®nities. By the
time Nagy committed himself wholeheartedly to the Communist movement, after
his return to Hungary, these af®nities had developed almost into a conscious choice.
He served with success as a Party of®cial in the south-western town of KaposvaÂr,
but when the Hungarian Party of Communists (KMP) offered him a post as district
organiser at the end of the 1920s, he turned it down, explaining that he wanted to
deal mainly with Hungary's agrarian problems. The agrarian question was central to
Hungarian society and politics because of the relative importance of the large estates
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and the large size of the peasant population compared with the area of cultivable
land. The KMP suffered throughout its history from a shortage of adequately
quali®ed agricultural politicians and specialists. Although Nagy only became a
middle-ranking Party of®cial in the 1920s, he embarked on a kind of intellectual
specialisation as an expert on Hungary's agrarian question. From the end of the
decade onwards, he wrote several studies on the economic problems of Hungarian
agriculture and on the position of the peasantry.
By the time of the KMP's internal disputes in 1928±9, Imre Nagy was writing
political papers in which he took a position similar to that of GyoÈrgy LukaÂcs in his
well-known Blum Theses. The gist was that, `in the case of a revolution', the
dictatorship of the proletariat would be preceded in Hungary by a `transitional stage'
which remained unspeci®ed in many respects. The transition would have to carry
out many `bourgeois democratic' tasks (such as democratic land reform and the
provision of civil liberties) before the switch to socialism could take place. This
question of transition became the other decisive, fundamental political and theoretical issue for Nagy. The advocates of a `more democratic' transition were defeated
in that debate. Nagy, by then the KMP's leading authority on the agrarian question,
was sharply criticised for right-wing leanings at the Party's ®rst congress, held near
Moscow in 1930, and dismissed from his Party post. In the spring of the same year,
he joined the scienti®c staff at the Comintern's International Agrarian Institute in
Moscow.
In practice, this institute acted as a `background' body for the Comintern,
dealing mainly with comparative `research' into international agrarian policy, in
other words with the peasant policies of Communist parties, rather than with the
agricultural sciences in the normal sense. This entailed examining two areas: the
agricultural situation in each country (mainly through statistics) and the strati®cation, living standards and main social and political problems of the peasantry, the
various political and representative organisations among them and so on. This is
where the various Communist parties' agrarian theses, programmes, plans of
action, pamphlets and on some occasions even lea¯ets on the peasantry and
agricultural subjects were drafted or assessed. Nagy's role as a party intellectual was
interrupted by the great purge of the mid-1930s. This left him in ®nancial straits,
prolonged because he lost his job and failed to ®nd another for several years. He
was expelled from the Party and only readmitted three years later. He was under
arrest for several days in 1938, was the subject of extensive investigation and so
on. When his circumstances were normalised again, he worked for a while as a
Â j Hang (New
full-time contributor to the Hungarian Communist periodical U
Voice).
The studies Nagy wrote around that time were as political in their motivation as
his earlier pieces. Their aim was to establish a Communist agrarian policy for the
future. However, they were not simply collections of political arguments gleaned
from the `classics', like the contributions of many others. Basing himself on the
available economic and statistical literature, he was engaged in the larger-scale
historical project of writing a work about the economic development of Hungarian
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capitalism, with the focus on agriculture, of course. He broadened his horizons
further at the end of the 1930s, centring his investigations on the interrelationship
between industrialisation and agricultural development.
II
At the end of 1944, when the Communist Party returned to Hungary in the wake
of the Red Army and obtained a share of power, Imre Nagy was appointed minister
of agriculture in the provisional government. For a Party intellectual (and a middleranking functionary ± assistant editor on Radio Moscow's Hungarian service), this
marked a sudden promotion into the leading circle. One factor behind his rise was
that the leadership of the Hungarian Communist Party (MKP) realised that it was of
vital importance to their prospects of remaining in of®ce and obtaining real power
to ®nd a correct solution to the question of land reform. The post was a reward
not to Nagy, the writer of thorough, ideologically correct studies, but to the
agricultural-policy expert, able to devise plans for Hungarian land redistribution in
an expert, rapid, succinct, politically ¯awless way that was open to professional
interpretation.
Nagy's career after 1945 can be seen as a long and far from even process of
adopting a critical stance that gradually became stronger, broader and more radical.
After a decade and a half in exile, Nagy was familiar at ®rst hand with the Soviet
model. The kind of alternative model he sought would not be divorced from the
Soviet Union's international teleological objectives. He wanted to fashion a new
version of the Soviet model, basing it on a critique that had long remained unstated.
I distinguish in this search for an alternative three stages that were successive (if not
directly so), so that the intellectual and political features, ideas and practical measures
of each followed on from the previous one.
1. Nagy was not alone after 1945 in asking how the countries under Soviet
occupation might follow a different path to `socialism' from the Soviet model, and
how long this was going to take. Others to address the issue were GyoÈrgy LukaÂcs
and Jeno@ Varga, Wladyslaw Gomulka, Georgi Dimitrov and even JoÂzsef ReÂvai. For
a time it was a subject of debate in the Soviet Union itself.3 These `path-seekers'
sought to account theoretically for the ways in which the so-called people's
democratic systems of post-war Central and Eastern Europe differed from the Soviet
type. One initial assumption was that the model, the Soviet scenario for the
`transition' to socialism, was ambivalent: the New Economic Policy of the 1920s
had been superimposed on a Bolshevik, revolutionary model of a war economy
(war communism). The concepts of `people's democracy' or `new democracy'
(Nagy often used the term `democratic ownership') were also derived from Soviettype `socialism' as their ultimate goal. However, it was plainly stated (for instance by
Nagy, during the establishment of peasant co-operatives in 1947±9) that socialism
3
See William O. McCagg, Jr, Stalin Embattled, 1943±1948 (Detroit: Wayne University Press,
1978), and Rainer, Nagy Imre, 377±439.
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would only be attained in the distant future. The second starting point for the
exploration was that international conditions had changed since 1917. Here less
heed was paid to the existence and role of the Soviet Union than to the changes
undergone by capitalism, and its `democratisation'. Cogent arguments for this
included the Communist participation in several post-war coalition governments in
Western democracies, the state welfare legislation introduced there and the general
rise of state intervention in the economy, including some elements of economic
planning. The third starting point was that Central and Eastern Europe displayed a
`twofold' distinction from the Soviet Union. On the one hand, it was argued that
the region resembled the West more closely than did Russia, and had more
developed economic and social relations. (Nagy identi®ed as factors that would
hamper collective farming the peasantry's developed sense of private property and
the almost total breakdown of earlier, communal forms of cultivation.) The
comparison was being made here with the pre-revolutionary Russia of old, but the
reverse argument was also advanced. There remained in the economic and social
structure of Central and Eastern Europe important anachronistic (`feudal') features,
which meant that progress could only be gradual. (Nagy argued that the task for a
few years after democratic land reform should be to consolidate `democratic'
ownership relations, not to carry out a radical transformation of them.) This implied
a comparison with an ostensibly more developed Soviet society. The conclusion on
either side was that the new people's democracy was a special case, travelling on a
different course of transition from the Soviet one. This transition quali®ed as a
revolution, but thanks to the `liberation' by the Soviet Union, it was possible to
omit, or at least limit, the elements of violence normally associated with revolution.
The abruptness and exhaustiveness of a revolution could be avoided. The `pathseekers' saw equalising tendencies in society, rather than social and political
polarisation. (An example was Nagy's theory about the `middle-peasantry®cation' of
the Hungarian village.) Among the factors ensuring stability during the transition,
they saw political coalitions (albeit communist-dominated and even pseudocoalitions), as an adjunct to the commitment of the vanguard and to some extent as
a replacement for it.
The `path-seekers' certainly criticised the Stalinist system, although they were not
always open about it. There was an element of criticism in their idea that the Soviet
model could not be applied in Hungary (or Poland, Czechoslovakia and so on), or
not in an unchanged form. Although they did not explicitly question the imperial
power politics of the post-war Soviet Union, criticism of that was implied by their
assumption that there were various national models.
While Stalin, for tactical reasons, was still emphasising the independence of
Communist leaderships in the future satellite countries and the importance of the
`people's democratic' transition, almost every Communist leadership retained a
more or less sentient `path-seeking' trend. The political pro®le of the small group
committed to `people's democratic transition' became clearer when Stalin's tactical
criteria changed. Thereafter the `path-seekers' revealed themselves most frequently
through internal debates in the party, after the event. This makes them all appear
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with hindsight to have been `political dreamers', and `politically naive' for trying to
base a theory on what for Stalin had been a tactical ruse in great-power politics.
Furthermore, they had to argue in a fashion that would not cast upon them
suspicions of heretical innovation (`revisionism'). This meant that they had to apply
Soviet thinking, terminology and techniques, and deny any kinship with the ideas
of those outside Marxism-Leninism, even those who were loyal or `fellow-travellers'
in their thinking.
During the MKP debate on economic-policy principles at the end of 1947, Nagy
still took quite a comprehensive economic approach to ®nding an alternative. As
time went by, the search gradually narrowed. By 1948/9, he was only attempting to
outline alternatives in a few areas of Hungarian agriculture. He recommended that
the co-operatives be organised in a slower, more deliberate, non-violent way, and
he opposed the elimination of the richer peasantry (kulaks). He debated at length,
but in the end was defeated. The `loneliness' of the path-seeker is clearly shown in
Nagy's case: it did not even occur to him to gather a faction around him. He
maintained his views for some time after Moscow had ®rmly terminated the pathseeking period and experiments of this kind in the international Communist
movement. Ultimately, Nagy still emerged at that time as a `party-minded' pathseeker. He acquiesced in his defeat in a disciplined way, followed the Bolshevik
ritual, exercised self-criticism and ®nally withdrew from his position.
2. The next stage in the search for alternatives came with the correctives and
reform of 1953. Nagy had three main objectives. The ®rst was to rectify mistakes
made in 1948±53 in the ®eld of economic and social policy. He drew up an
economic policy strategy that conformed more closely to Hungarian traditions,
giving preference to light industry and agriculture instead of heavy industry and
arms manufacturing. A greater share of GDP was devoted to consumption than
before. He declared an amnesty for the internees and deportees. He brought forced
collectivisation to an end, and even made it possible for peasants to withdraw from
collective farms. Nagy's second objective was to create a more democratic political
structure that would match the new economic policy and be capable of giving
expression to speci®c interests. He cautiously raised the idea of reviving the political
parties dissolved after the take-over, within the so-called Popular Front movement.
He worked for democracy within the Communist Party and for some degree of
freedom to express open criticism in the press. Finally, Nagy was concerned to
work out in a scienti®c fashion the course of gradual progress in the future. For
instance, a long-term development programme for Hungarian agriculture appeared
at the end of 1953. In the following year, work began on a new programme for the
whole system of economic policy and economic management. (The phrase
`economic mechanism', coined at that time, gained wide currency and favour in the
1960s.) This was not completed, but the ®rst of the Hungarian reform concepts,
later implemented after 1956, dates from Nagy's term as Prime Minister. He
probably considered the third of these tasks to be of prime importance, and to be
the one best suited to him.
Nagy looked back on his period as Prime Minister in a series of essays he wrote
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during 1955 and 1956. This personal appraisal after the event throws light on the
underlying ideas in the second stage of `path-seeking', although he took pains to
conform minutely to the party terminology of the time while writing in his own
defence after his fall.4 Nagy identi®ed the crisis that developed in the summer of
1953 as the initial impetus behind his actions. That is what convinced the Soviet
leadership and the more realistic of those running Hungary (primarily himself ) of
the need for change. The question was what to change and to what extent. The
crisis was construed in various ways by the main ®gures involved in it. To Nagy it
vindicated the path-seeking of 1945±9. His answer was a return to the latent
alternative of the so-called transition and, more speci®cally, to the 1947±8 phase of
the transition, when the Communists had been dominant without holding a
hegemony. This was the kind of situation he tried to approach during his ®rst
period in of®ce. It lay behind his desire to restore small-scale peasant farming, give
relatively more freedom in public life and the press and limited scope for
autonomous action, and restore the post-1947 pseudo-coalition when parliamentarianism was not yet a complete sham, so as to scale down the war on society.
Moscow's starting point in 1953 was less clear, based as it was on improvisations
by the strong men in the `collective leadership'. Busy squabbling over Stalin's
inheritance, their motivation was imperial stabilisation rather than concern for the
system. A classical Stalinist system of institutions had been built up in Hungary at
lightning speed, especially in the economy. This and the political mentality it
rapidly produced led to an exaggerated perception of corrective measures. They
became blown up, as it were, into a reform. It was no use Nagy arguing logically
that, if haste had caused a stage of development to be left out, they should return to
the previous course, to the point of departure. Compared with the RaÂkosi system
and the classical Soviet model, the changes did amount to more than a corrective
designed simply to make the system functional again. A comprehensive reappraisal
of economic policy was followed, for example, by the ®rst outline plan for `reform
of the mechanism'. This in many ways anticipated the notions of a `socialist market
economy' that reached fruition in the 1960s. To that extent, Nagy, in the autumn of
1954, can be called a reformer of classical Stalinism, but he would hardly have
considered himself to be that. The task he envisaged was not one of changing the
existing situation but of returning to another course of development, abandoned in
about 1947±8. However, that did not deter his enemies at home, headed by RaÂkosi,
from removing him from the of®ce of Prime Minister in March 1955, with
assistance from Moscow, and banishing him from the political scene altogether.
3. The course presented in the second stage was in effect an attempt to return to
the ®rst stage, to the `people's democratic' course that Nagy saw as having been
interrupted in 1947. The two defeats both illustrated an underlying feature of the
Soviet model: that it was primarily concerned with an empire, not with some kind
of communist or socialist system. When Hungary ®rst entered the sphere of interest
of that empire, consolidation, acceptance and legitimation of the `acquisitions' more
4
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or less demanded that there should be a slower, more cautious transformation that
took account of local characteristics and the interests of other, larger frames of
integration. There was a fortunate moment when the path-seeking by those well
acquainted with the original Soviet model coincided with the Soviet Union's
imperial interests. As soon as that moment passed, path-seeking became futile,
super¯uous and dangerous. There are no sources available to show what change
occurred in the relative importance attached after Stalin's death by the still changing
top Soviet leadership to rationalisation of the empire and further external consolidation on the one hand, and a possible internal reappraisal of the model on the other.
However, the imperial criterion remained the basic one at every critical juncture for
Hungary (the turn of 1954/5 and October 1956).
The third stage in Nagy's path-seeking was an attempt to respond to this
recognition. Initially, the studies he wrote as an internal exile in 1955±6 added little
to the internal `reforms' planned in 1953±4. His advocacy of a return to the situation
of 1947±8 was re-expressed in the slogan of a return to `the new phase of June
1953'. He was still stressing this on the evening of 23 October 1956, when he
addressed a crowd numbering hundreds of thousands in the square outside
Parliament in Budapest, as the curtain went up on the revolution. Although he did
not turn the matter into a plan of political action, the lessons of the earlier searches
for alternatives led him to realise the need to confront the classical Soviet model in
its entirety. Nagy's study on the moral and ethical aspects of Hungarian public life is
a passionate criticism of the dictatorial system. As late as the autumn of 1957, when
he was imprisoned, he underlined how `Stalinism' was the `trend of MarxismLeninism' to which he was opposed.5 The new factor in the third stage of the search
for alternatives was the basis of national independence, set against imperial policy.
Nagy had expressed this, in theory, in an analysis of foreign policy written at the
beginning of 1956, in which he advanced as objectives `active', Yugoslav-style
neutrality and a position outside the bloc.6 Practical steps followed during the
Hungarian revolution, with the withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact and declaration
of Hungarian neutrality.
After two essentially similar stages, Nagy in the third stage took his ideas further
in essential respects. There were three main factors at work. First, his removal from
the circle of power had distanced him from events and the sealed world of the Party
leadership. The break with Bolshevik ritual proved even more important. At the
end of 1954, Nagy had rejected the idea of the Soviet Union acting as an arbitrator,
and then refused to practise self-criticism. This move took him closer than ever
before to the stance of an intellectual. His gesture of refusing to exercise selfcriticism ended the political and personal isolation he had suffered throughout his
5
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life. His example provided orientation, by supplying the supporters of the reform
aborted in 1955 with a central ®gure and political representative. Meanwhile the
Party opposition around him, members of the reforming Communist intelligentsia
(writers, journalists, politicians victimised under the RaÂkosi regime, agronomists,
economists and so on), were altering the complexion and politics of Nagy.7 For the
®rst time in his life, he found himself to some extent in a re¯ective environment,
involved in discourse of an intellectual character. Basically and initially, he shared
the Party opposition's long-range ideas, and went on to debate several points with
them. This radicalised Nagy, although he did not follow them down the path of
disillusionment with Communism and critical revision until later, at a subsequent
stage. Nonetheless, he did not see these people simply as the political team of the
future, the cadres who would reinstate the policy of reform. Many of them became
his personal friends as well. The year 1956 showed politically that Nagy was capable
of moving further forward in his political decisions. The intellectual lessons he drew
from this and the way he brought his career to a culmination are considered in the
next section.
III
So far the destiny and career of Nagy as a thinker, taking at least partly an intellectual
view of political questions, had been inseparable from his life as a practical politician.
After the defeat of the Hungarian revolution on 4 November 1956, he had no
further chance of affecting real political activity. On being interned at Snagov,
Romania, at the end of November, he continued with the only task still open to
him ± summarising his views on the Hungarian revolution in a series of political
notes. Though incomplete and unpublished, this political testament is a work of
great importance, centred around a political analysis of the Hungarian revolution
of 1956.8
Nagy's underlying dilemma is the unbridgeable gap between his concept of
reform and the revolution as deed. Although the plan of reform encompassed the
idea of democratising the political structure and the question of national independence, the revolution raised the former in a radical form, as a call for a democratic,
multi-party system and free elections, and the latter as an immediate demand. At the
beginning of his analysis, Nagy blames this intensi®cation of the situation on the
narrow-mindedness of the Hungarian and Soviet Party leaderships. They had taken
this popular movement to be a `counter-revolution' and tried to crush it by force
of arms:
Out of this situation . . . arose demands characteristic of general national resistance evoked
7
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by armed Soviet intervention: withdrawal of Soviet troops, repudiation of the Warsaw
Treaty, declaration of neutrality, and attainment of internal democracy . . . with the
inclusion of other democratic and socialist forces and parties than the [Communist] MDP.9

If the `revolutionary democratic' concept had applied from the start, `it would
have been possible to stop at the platform of June 1953, and unnecessary to return to
the platform of the 1945±6 period'.10
We saw clearly, then as now, that the course of democratic development to which we were
committed was a compromise, but one that was thoroughly healthy and correct, in the midst
of Hungarian events, so that we might have saved most of the people's democratic system,
socialist relations and socialist achievements. . . .11

In fact the demands advanced during the revolution, as Nagy well knew, dated
from before the attempt to suppress the movement by force. Only through a onesided analysis was it possible to blame the appearance of the demands on the
intervention of the secret policy (AÂVH) or the Soviets ± on the application of a
`concept of counter-revolution'. Later on in his treatise, in the midst of a more
detailed treatment, he himself inclines towards a different approach:
. . . the demands that constituted the progressive content of the revolutionary uprising, the
national independence war, and tied in with defence of socialist achievements and the
demand for extending socialist democracy [demokratizmus], had been rooted deeply for many
years in the broadest masses of people, in every stratum of the nation.12

Nagy discusses at several points the origin of the Party opposition and the struggles
it waged. He called it a `vast and united movement comprehending the whole people,
under the leadership of Communists' who were campaigning for a return to the June
programme. The Party opposition dissociated itself emphatically from Gero@ 's type of
Stalinists and from JaÂnos KaÂdaÂr and his group, pragmatic opponents of RaÂkosi. The
latter, Nagy wrote, `were members of the opposition for as long as that did not
endanger the power positions held by the RaÂkosi-Gero@ clique'.13 In July 1956, after
RaÂkosi's dismissal, the resolution of the Central Committee [KoÈzponti Vezeto@seÂg] `was
the platform on which ``unity'' of political principle arose between Gero@ 's Stalinists
and KaÂdaÂr's neo-Stalinist ``opposition''. Neither Gero@ nor KaÂdaÂr wanted to go
further than that. It was on this platform that they prepared to act against the
opposition party members and the likewise opposing masses of the people.'14
Clearly, Nagy also knew that the `unity' between the Party opposition and the
masses opposing the system as a whole was relative. This was plain from his own
experiences in October. The Party opposition had only been able to represent all
opponents while society was still denied any other form of political expression.
9
Magyar KoÈztaÂrsasaÂg LegfelsoÈbb BõÂroÂsaÂg IrattaÂra [Archive of the Supreme Court of the Hungarian
Republic], Imre Nagy, Gondolatok, emleÂkezeÂsek [Ideas, Recollections], ms, Snagov, 1957 (hereafter
Gondolatok), 1.
10
Ibid., 2.
11
Ibid., 14.
12
Ibid., 50±1.
13
Ibid., 57.
14
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Nagy blamed the breakdown of this unity on the obstinacy of the Stalinists, who
`saw the struggle against the opposition as their main task, not the creation of
political conditions for development. Thereby they prevented the opposition from
taking charge of the movement in good time and ensuring democratic opportunities
for development . . .'.15 The radical mass movement that began to form several
weeks before the revolution resulted from the erosive, legitimacy-reducing activity
of the Hungarian Party opposition. Neither Nagy nor the vast majority of the Party
opposition agreed with certain objectives of this mass movement.16
One of the most painful dilemmas Nagy faced while isolated in Romania was the
experience in October of the breakdown of the national unity in which he had
believed. The only way he could resolve this dilemma was to divorce the Party
opposition from the Party, and to invest it, as the opposition, with a common
denominator with the mass movement on the decisive issue. The lessons of 1956 left
him prepared to take that decisive step, from which he had shrunk hitherto, on a basis
of `my party, right or wrong'. The Party and the masses together, he now wrote,
came out against a party leadership that was . . . anti-Marxist, anti-Leninist, a clique that
imposed dictatorship on the party, split the membership from the leadership, turned against
the people, imposed a reign of terror, committed masses of illegal acts, betrayed the
fundamental interests and independence of the country, etc., in a word, that was a traitor. . . .
To act against a leadership and a party of this kind is a virtue, not a crime. . . . This party was
an instrument for imposing a regime of terror on the people, based on a dictatorship by one
person or a clique. This party, along with this system, was inevitably due to collapse. So the
question of the party could never have been resolved simply by altering the personal
composition of the leadership. The fault was in the system, in the operation of the party, in
the selection and composition of its cadres and their behaviour towards the working people,
and in the relationship to the state, not just in the leadership and its methods.17

Nowhere in his notes does Nagy provide a de®nition of the events of October
1956 to which he could adhere throughout. However, he clearly saw the effort to
win national independence as a paramount feature. The expression used most
frequently is `revolution of national liberation'. The absence of national independence comes to include democratic aspirations and demands, since the most salient
15

Ibid., 46.
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aspect of the introduction of the anti-democratic system had been that it was based
on an alien, Soviet pattern:
People will only accept even socialism if it guarantees or provides national independence,
sovereignty, and equality of rights. The core of Hungary's tragedy lies in the fact that
socialism and the idea of national independence became opposed. The underlying object of
the Hungarian uprising was to seek and ®nd a way to end that antagonism and create the
required unity and complete harmony between them.18

This de®nition relegates criticism of the system and the directions of change to a
secondary position. In another attempt to de®ne the situation, they are thrown into
sharp relief. This was
the ®rst time in Hungarian history that a war of liberation, fought for national independence,
self-determination, sovereignty and equal rights, had been led by the working class. . . . It
was an attribute of this battle for independence that the working class was able to reply on the
unity of the whole nation. This national unity embraced all classes and strata in society, and
all political trends, from communists via democrats to right-wing reactionary tendencies.19

However, the ®nal half-sentence shows that Nagy recognised the divergence
within this national unity, apparent in the revolutionary objectives. The concept of
unity being expounded here would have been weakened if he had introduced
political divisions into the equation: `The working class, standing on the basis of
people's democracy and socialist achievements, led the struggle for national
independence. This was the other speci®c feature of the events in Hungary.' The
third feature arose simply from the opposing sides. The revolution `bore the
character of a struggle between the Hungarian people, which had risen to ®ght for
independence and the armed forces of the Soviet Union. The Hungarian working
class, as the main force behind the struggle for Hungarian independence, found itself
in armed con¯ict with the Soviet armed forces ± undoubtedly a tragic situation.'20
The other important characteristic of the revolution was de®ned by Nagy in
terms of an even older concept: the so-called people's democratic transition to
socialism. It was clear in 1947±9, and even in 1953±4, that Nagy ascribed strategic
relevance to this fundamentally tactical concept, devised to meet the situation after
fascism and the Second World War. He made efforts, punctuated by varying
interludes of `concealment' and latency, to return to this concept on every occasion
he thought favourable for doing so. Here he seems to have transcended this as well:
Undoubtedly, if the Hungarian revolution had won . . . if the revolution had gained its
social and national objectives, a new course of transition from capitalism to socialism would
have emerged, a new type of democratic development towards socialism, which would have
shown essential differences from the people's democracies of today, quite uniform in type,
and the concepts ± socialism, democracy, independence, sovereignty and so on ± the entire
socialist terminology, which Stalinism robbed of its real meaning, would regain its original,
true Marxist content and substance.21
18
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Nagy mentions two other essential features of this new transition, apart from
national independence. He refers several times to the initiation of a multi-party
system, in its polemical context and in the parts where he analyses the political
history of the revolution, as an inevitable, essential compromise, which the party
reached with the insurgent people. In calmer moments, he underlines the necessity
of this in principle:
[The] people's democracy, in form and content, has become a replica of the one-party system
of the Soviet state, in other words it has lost its popular democratic character, as the system of
state and society in the transitional stage. In other words, we have skipped a transitional stage
of development. . . . Is it possible to have socialist democracy in a one-party system? Probably
it is. The historical experiences here are none too convincing. The decay of party and socialist
democracy in the Soviet Union, the grave deformities in the economic basis of society and in
the legal, political, moral and other superstructures, and the similar indications in Hungary
provide evidence against, rather than for democracy in a one-party system. . . . I believe the
democratic foundations of society, in which we work towards socialism, will prove safer and
®rmer in the presence of a multi-party system of state and society.22

Nagy dismisses local, self-managing, spontaneous organisations run by direct
democracy as `particularist' and `provincial' initiatives. This judgement ties in with
the fact that the spontaneous organisations during the revolution had been much
more radical than Nagy's government and put political pressure upon it. On the
other hand, he also draws attention to `the spontaneous revolutionary activity of the
broad popular masses, parallel with the disintegration of the old bureaucratic
structure of state administration, which brought into being new, truly popular and
democratic administrative organizations that performed the tasks of the collapsed
council authorities'.23 He discerned the same democratic, anti-bureaucratic function
being performed by the workers' councils:
The persistent struggle of the working class that developed around the workers' councils
represented an effort by the working class to ensure itself institutionally, through the
workers' councils, real state power and the exercise of this in the running of the state and the
building of socialism, that it might really be the possessor of power, not just on paper or in
bombastic phrases, and that this power should not be exercised instead by a clique or the
bureaucratic apparatus of such, in the name of the working class.24

The role of the Soviet Party leadership in the development of the crisis remained
a sore point with Nagy, even in Snagov. For Nagy, the Soviet leadership had meant
both the policy-makers of an oppressive great power quite unconcerned with the
fate of Hungary and, at the same time, a kind of ultimate court of appeal, susceptible
to the arguments of sense and justice as well as the pledge and hope for a humanist
renewal of the international Communist movement, especially after the Twentieth
Congress. This con®dence, already riddled with ambiguities, had been shaken
to its foundations by the events of 4 November 1956. Only his indignation
over the personal faults and crimes of the RaÂkosi±Gero@ group and of JaÂnos KaÂdaÂr
22
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was stronger than Imre Nagy's disillusionment with the Soviets. Nagy had neither
the time nor the opportunity to conduct the kind of historical analysis that might
have covered the whole of Soviet socialism and its introduction into East-central
Europe.
Nagy makes several allusions in his notes to the Soviet intervention in the
Hungarian revolution, condemning it each time. However, there are signs of a shift
of opinion as he tries to account for the intervention. Early on in his notes he
indicates two aspects: the Stalinist methods that return and survive in spite of the
Twentieth Congress, and Russia's aspirations as a great power (without any
ideological attribution).
As [the Soviet party leadership] analyses and characterizes the events in Hungary and Poland
. . . and insofar as it recoils from exposing its mistakes . . . not setting aside the great-power
chauvinism apparent under the pretext of socialism, thereby ending its own ideological and
political monopoly, thereby placing, actually and forthwith, not just on paper and belatedly,
the relations between the socialist countries on a footing of the ®ve well-known basic
principles,25 and thereby preventing the events in Hungary from serving to excuse a return
to Stalinist methods . . . that shows that the tragic events in Hungary do not mark the
conclusion of one catastrophic stage in the destiny of socialism, and will usher in a series of
similar, perhaps even graver national and international tragedies.26

Nagy also described the formation of the Warsaw Pact as a means of realising the
same policy, arguing that it was `nothing other than a means of pursuing Soviet
chauvinist, great-power endeavours . . . the imposition of Soviet military dictatorship on the participating countries'.27
As for the concluding idea in the ®rst of the two quotations, it certainly proved
prophetic in the light of subsequent events. The idea really expresses an urgent
desire, based on the conviction that a great power and a small country really could
co-exist according to the `®ve basic principles', on the basis of a socialism cleansed
of Stalinism and `taken at face value'. However, Imre Nagy also realised that if one
points not only to Stalinism but to what was actually the driving force behind Soviet
policy, the interests of a great power victorious in war and expanding continually
for decades, this desire becomes at most a fruitless `incantation'. For what kind of
ideological change or `enlightenment' could alter an endeavour with deep historical
roots? Here, as elsewhere, Nagy's line of argument is characteristically contradictory,
and the way he handles the problem is characteristic as well. Since it would have
placed his main conceptual reference points at risk to think the matter right
through, Nagy simply converts great-power chauvinism into a component of
Stalinism, subordinate to it, and thereafter refers simply to Stalinism. He leaves no
doubt about his own position, yet leaves open the theoretical possibility that the
25
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`proletarian internationalism' so often mentioned by him may prevail on the basis of
some abstract insight.
The notes leave room for the conclusion that Nagy, at the end of his life, reached
the furthest point in his search for a course based on criticism of Stalinism, but
retreated by comparison with what he had done in October 1956. Nagy, as he
prepared for his political trial, sought to interpret his human, intellectual and
political path as a coherent whole. If he constructed his defence simply on his
choices during the 1956 revolution, he would be building it on a short episode in
his life. What he tried to do in his notes was literally to reconstruct the decisive
event in his life, the 1956 revolution, in such a way that the values which clashed in
it should be reconciled in their ®nal perspective. That would mean that the people
and he had wanted the same thing ± Hungarian socialism with a human face, free of
violent compulsion. It is easy for an analyst today (and not just because of extra
knowledge) to assert that these values did not converge in October 1956, that
society wanted something different, something more, that such a socialism was
inconceivable even then, and so on. The historical signi®cance of Imre Nagy lies
not primarily in his intellectual quests for a path but in his practical deeds during the
revolution, and in his loyalty to these right up to his death. For him to remain loyal,
however, he could not place the events beyond the frame of a lifetime, even if the
unity of values and decisions that gave security and peace lived only inside himself.
This search for a path was an integral part of Nagy's moral apology, even though
it was only a historical curiosity in other respects, because it provided the basis for
his inner sense of justice and endowed his moral decisions with the immediacy of
experience. This authenticated Imre Nagy even in the eyes of people indifferent or
opposed to Soviet and all other kinds of communism. Finally, there was the
stubborn faith that arose out of the inner tensions of the search, out of his political
and intellectual dilemmas, for this faith supplied the coherence of behaviour at the
end of his political and intellectual career, which was at the same time the end of his
life, on 16 June 1958.
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Possessed: Imre Lakatos' Road
to 1956

LEE CONGDON
Of those Hungarian intellectuals who ¯ed abroad after the 1956 revolution, the
maverick philosopher Imre Lakatos achieved the greatest prominence. In 1959,
nearly three years after he reached England's shores and two years before he
completed his doctorate at Cambridge, he began a brilliant teaching career at the
London School of Economics and Political Science. `A lecture by Lakatos was
always an occasion,' his colleague John Watkins has recalled, `the room crowded,
the atmosphere electric, and from time to time a gale of laughter.'1
Because of the time Lakatos devoted to class preparation, he did not immediately
revise his thesis for publication, but in 1963/4 he permitted part of it ± entitled
`Proofs and Refutations' ± to appear in The British Journal for the Philosophy of
Sciences.2 The title and argument of that seminal work owed much to Lakatos' LSE
colleague, Karl Popper;3 indeed, the Hungarian intended to show that Popper's
`fallibilism' ± his insistence that science, rightly understood, was fallible and hence
ever subject to revision ± applied to mathematics as well and thus that dogmatism
could not look to it as the basis for a wider epistemological certainty.
For Lakatos, the discrediting of dogmatism was not a purely academic exercise,
for in his youth he had bartered his soul for Communism's dogmatic promise to
bring heaven to earth. Only when the Communist Hungary he had helped create
proved to be more of an inferno than a paradiso did he seek to exorcise his demons by
contending against political fanaticism. True, he attempted to carry out his selfassigned mission indirectly, as a philosopher of mathematics and science, but in part
that was because he had concluded that `the analogy between political ideologies
and scienti®c theories is . . . more far-reaching than is commonly realised'.4 A valid
1
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scienti®c theory might therefore pave the way for a more sober political ideology.
The story behind that mission, and the brief but remarkable career that it inspired, is
itself a cautionary tale, but one that Lakatos himself chose not to tell.
The Demonic Revolutionary
Born Imre Lipsitz in Debrecen on 9 November 1922, Lakatos experienced an early
sorrow when his father Jacob, a wine merchant whose `forefathers were intellectuals,
most of them Rabbis, bankers and scientists',5 left the family home. As a
consequence, he and his mother moved in with his uncle. In 1944, as war continued
to rage, young Lipsitz graduated from the local university, where he studied
mathematics, physics and philosophy; by then he had contracted a `Marxist
marriage' ± a shared dedication to the class struggle6 ± with EÂva ReÂveÂsz. As a Jew,
even one who had converted to the `Hungarian religion' of Calvinism,7 he knew
that his life was in danger, especially after October 1944, when the Germans
removed Regent MikloÂs Horthy and installed Ferenc SzaÂlasi, the fanatical `Arrow
Cross'8 leader who imposed a Nazi-style regime on the country. Indeed, his
mother, uncle and grandmother were soon to perish in the Holocaust.9
Fortunately for ReÂveÂsz and Lakatos ± the Magyar name he had newly adopted ±
their tutor in Marxism, GaÂbor Vajda, located safe houses in and around NagyvaÂrad
(Oradea in Romania), a city the Germans had presented to Hungary as part of the
Second Vienna Award (1940). ReÂveÂsz lodged with a family in the city, while
Lakatos lived at the home of the historian (and Communist) DaÂniel CsataÂri in a
nearby village. As a cover, he carried identi®cation papers belonging to the brother
of a comrade in a Marxist study group he had organised in the belief that Marxism
was the true science of society and Communism the mortal enemy of anti-Semitic
Nazism.10
No one was more relieved than Lakatos when the Red Army liberated Budapest
in the spring of 1945, and before the year ended he moved to the war-ravaged
capital, where the drama of national renewal would be staged. The joy he
experienced upon discovering that his father had managed to survive was tempered
only by the pain of separation from ReÂveÂsz, with whom he had had one of many
quarrels. By 1947, however, the temperamental lovers had become reconciled and
married.
By then Lakatos had begun to play an active role in the Soviet plot to seize
5
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power in Hungary, and in the process of doing so he manifested to others a soul in
thrall to evil. `He calculated everything, in his eyes everyone was a means,' the
sociologist IstvaÂn MaÂrkus has recalled.11 According to the literary historian and
quondam Stalinist SaÂndor LukaÂcsy, he `gained immediate recognition as an intellectual of demonic character'. The widow of the famous psychologist Ferenc MeÂrei
described him as `diabolically clever, a genius'. The editor and ex-Communist
GaÂbor MihaÂlyi spoke of his `dictatorial temperament' and the historian and KaÂdaÂrist
cultural politician BeÂla KoÈpeczi called him `a fanatical Communist who believed the
end justi®ed the means'.12
KoÈpeczi did not exaggerate. Several people who knew the young Lakatos have
reported that quite often, in the heat of argument, he would cite someone his
opponent was certain to accept as an authority. To others, however, he would later
con®de that he had simply fabricated the supporting opinion. Nor, according to
Mrs MeÂrei, did he scruple at searching Professor AÂrpaÂd SzaboÂ's wastepaper basket
`for anything that might be incriminating'.13
Far more damning, however, was the leading role he had played in the 1944
suicide of nineteen-year-old EÂva IzsaÂk. A Communist and a Jewess, the young
woman was engaged in underground Party work in SzatmaÂr when she met one BeÂla
NaÂdler. Concerned that she might be arrested and consigned to the ghetto, NaÂdler
suggested that she go to NagyvaÂrad to seek anonymity. She arrived in that city in
April 1944, carrying the papers of MaÂria Ari, a gentile friend. Once there, she joined
È doÈn
the Marxist study group of which Lakatos, ReÂveÂsz, CsataÂri, ZoltaÂn RaÂcz, O
Wetternek, Levente (called `Nyuszi', or `Bunny') SooÂs and Alfonz Weisz were
members. Like everyone else, IzsaÂk fell under the hypnotic spell of Lakatos and
ReÂveÂsz.
Although she was a loyal comrade, IzsaÂk presented a problem. There seemed no
safe place to lodge her and her arrest could imperil the rest. Initially she stayed with
NaÂdler, but soon moved in with relatives of Alfonz Weisz. In May she took up
residence in Wetternek's family home, even though his father belonged to the proNazi Volksbund. She remained there until August, when she moved in with Weisz,
by then her lover, at his uncle's place. The uncle, however, was a member of the
Arrow Cross and she was in constant danger of being exposed.
Where could she hide? That was the question that preoccupied the other
members of the group. It was Lakatos who arrived at a solution: IzsaÂk must commit
suicide.14 Terri®ed, the young woman pleaded with him to think of some other
solution. He, however, remained adamant and called for a vote; all, including
11
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Weisz, signalled their approval of the diabolical plan. Turning to IzsaÂk, Lakatos
launched into a lecture to the effect that correct theory, once having been arrived
at, had always to be translated into practice.15
Thus instructed, IzsaÂk accepted the sentence of death and on that very day went
with Levente SooÂs to Debrecen because those who had passed judgement feared
that, if her body were discovered in NagyvaÂrad, her picture might appear in
newspapers and be recognised by someone who could lead the police to them.
Once in Debrecen, the two `comrades' walked into a wood and selected a secluded
area where SooÂs handed IzsaÂk cyanide mixed with water. She swallowed the deadly
draught and quickly expired.16 The deed done, EÂva ReÂveÂsz appropriated the
sacri®ced girl's winter coat.
The portrait that emerges from the above record is that of a brilliant but possessed
intellectual ± a character lifted from the pages of a Dostoevsky novel. It is therefore
not surprising that, after returning to Budapest, Lakatos joined the circle that had
formed around another Dostoevskian ®gure ± Georg LukaÂcs. Home again after long
years of exile, LukaÂcs had accepted a professorship ± tendered on the strength of his
pre-Marxist writings ± in aesthetics and the philosophy of culture at the University
of Budapest. At 60, he was a legend within and outside the Communist movement,
and Lakatos had read his major works, very much including the relentlessly
dialectical History and Class Consciousness.17 So, too, had other members of the
LukaÂcs circle, such as the philosopher JoÂzsef Szigeti and the literary historian IstvaÂn
KiraÂly.
At the time that Lakatos was active in the circle, LukaÂcs was propagating the
of®cial Party line, according to which Hungary should establish a `people's
democracy' in preparation for a future dictatorship of the proletariat. Such a
democracy would transcend a merely `formal democracy' that despite free elections
denied the masses any real power. More precisely, LukaÂcs understood a people's
democracy to be identical with the democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and
peasantry that he had called for in his controversial `Blum Theses' of the late
1920s.18 However paradoxical it might seem, he had then insisted that the
proletariat and peasantry had to engage in a struggle against the bourgeoisie in
order to complete the latter's Jacobin tasks. That was necessary because the
bourgeoisie had betrayed its own best self, succumbing to reaction and, eventually,
to fascism.
Keenly aware that the Party wished to make common cause with the left wing of
Hungarian populism (which spoke for the peasantry), rather than with Hungarian
15
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liberalism, Lakatos echoed LukaÂcs in a review he wrote of a book by Imre CseÂcsy,
editor of SzaÂzadunk (Our Century), the interwar voice of Hungarian Left-liberalism,
and devoted follower of OszkaÂr JaÂszi, a leader of the Reform Generation that came
of age around the turn of the century. Precisely because CseÂcsy championed JaÂszi's
bourgeois (or citoyen) radicalism, Lakatos charged, he failed to understand that a truly
progressive bourgeoisie could complete its historical task ± the establishment of a
people's democracy ± only by recognising the leading role of the working class.
In part, at least, that was because CseÂcsy could not grasp the fact that the people's
democracy, like the Jacobin government before it, would resort to violence only in
order to end violence forever. If, like Thomas Mann (whom LukaÂcs much
admired), CseÂcsy were ever to overcome his fear of carrying political democracy
forward to economic democracy, he would ®rst have `to see in the Soviet Union
not a ``darkness at noon'', but rather the great victory of the citoyen, the dawn of
true human freedom, the pillar of peace and democracy'.19
CseÂcsy did reject violence as a means to political ends, but when he founded the
Radical Party in March 1945 he viewed it as a home for sincere, if non-Marxist,
socialists.20 Knowing that a party consisting primarily of intellectuals could have
little prospect of success at the polls, CseÂcsy hoped that it might at least in¯uence
public opinion through its publications, the weekly HaladaÂs (Progress) and the more
theoretical Huszadik SzaÂzad (Twentieth Century). Because JaÂszi had edited the
original Huszadik SzaÂzad, an in¯uential journal of sociology and politics that
appeared from 1900 to 1919, CseÂcsy invited him to contribute something to the
resurrected journal.
JaÂszi entitled his essay `Huszadik SzaÂzad: Then and Now' and was careful not to
make any critical reference to the Soviet Union. He did, however, dismiss the
materialistic view of the world and stress the crucial importance, in a nuclear age, of
a religiously based system of ethics.21 The essay let loose a storm of controversy in
Hungarian intellectual circles, particularly those controlled by the Communists.
MikloÂs Gimes ± later a martyr of the 1956 revolution ± attacked JaÂszi and Huszadik
SzaÂzad in the pages of the Party daily Szabad NeÂp (Free People) and Lakatos weighed
in with a critique in Forum, a theoretical review over which LukaÂcs exerted a
decisive in¯uence.
Lakatos repeated his insistence that a `consistent' bourgeois transformation could
be brought about only if the working class, in conjunction with the peasantry, took
the lead ± a fact, he wrote, that members of the Huszadik SzaÂzad circle preferred to
ignore. For that reason they had been unable to mount any serious resistance to
fascism, which Lakatos, toeing the Party line, characterised as the bourgeoisie's
19
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desperate attempt to hold the rising proletariat in check. Nationally, it was the
working class that led the ®ght against fascism; internationally, it was the Soviet
Union, which some in the United States and England mistakenly judged to be no
more than another variety of (unprogressive) dictatorship.22
Lakatos indicted JaÂszi for the same thought crime, placing in evidence the
warning in the latter's article against old and new dogmas. `In plain language,' he
wrote, `[this translates] struggle against reaction and bolshevism.' Little good could
come from a journal that promoted such a view, and Lakatos could therefore only
applaud the Party's decision to proscribe Huszadik SzaÂzad and the Radical Party in
1949.
By, then, however, Lakatos had broken with LukaÂcs, in part because he thought
him insuf®ciently militant but also because he had had a falling out with Szigeti, at
that time the master's most prominent disciple. The issue was more personal than
theoretical in nature. Lakatos' marriage to EÂva ReÂveÂsz had been every bit as rocky as
their earlier life together, and matters came to a head late in 1947 when Szigeti
alienated her affections.23 Divorce soon followed and ReÂveÂsz and Szigeti married.
Lakatos then joined IstvaÂn KiraÂly, who differed with LukaÂcs on some literary
matters, in open rebellion. `Late in 1947,' KiraÂly later recalled, `in the Opera
Â rpaÂd SzaboÂ, and I] arranged a meeting of the ValoÂsaÂg
coffeehouse, [Lakatos, A
[Reality] Circle and entered the lists against LukaÂcs's ideology.'24
Unlike KiraÂly, however, Lakatos evinced little interest in literary questions. In
1947±8 he dedicated himself, at the Party's bidding, to destroying the prestigious
EoÈtvoÈs College, a teachers' training institute established in 1895 and named for
JoÂzsef EoÈtvoÈs, the nineteenth-century political thinker and liberal reformer.
Patterned after the EÂcole Normale SupeÂrieure in Paris, EoÈtvoÈs College sought to
support the education of a pedagogical eÂlite, particular preference being given to
those who, for ®nancial reasons, might not otherwise be able to pursue advanced
studies. Through its portals passed some of Hungary's most distinguished educators
and cultural luminaries.
The Communists targeted EoÈtvoÈs College not only because it was avowedly
eÂlitist but because, with its tradition of intellectual freedom, it would not willingly
transform itself into an agency of political indoctrination. For that purpose, the
more recently established GyoÈrffy College ± named for the ethnographer IstvaÂn
GyoÈrffy ± was better suited. That College opened its doors in 1940 and catered to
students of peasant origin. From the ®rst, a solid phalanx of left-wing students,
closely connected to the then illegal Communist Party, exerted a controlling
in¯uence.25 And with good reason according to AndraÂs HegeduÈs, who was one of
the activists: `There was a communist core, rather militant, violent in its outward
22
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form; to a certain degree ± it must be said ± it terrorized the College members.'26
After being forced to shut down during the German occupation, the College
reopened at the end of the war and began to train a political cadre.
Just as the post-war Communist Party set out to destroy its principal opponent,
the Smallholders' Party, so it resolved to co-opt or close GyoÈrffy College's chief
rival, EoÈtvoÈs College. Party leaders assigned the work of subversion to Lakatos, who
had written in ValoÂsaÂg that `the Marxists' ®eld of action has until recently been
con®ned to the workers' organisations, but now it is spreading explosively
throughout the entire country, and thus to the universities and the scienti®c
institutes.'27 Having concerned himself with the reform of higher education at both
the Ministry of Education and the Party Centre, he was an ideal choice to lead the
Communist `faction' that some EoÈtvoÈs Collegians had already organised. To have
him admitted to the College, the Party's cultural enforcer JoÂzsef ReÂvai brought
pressure to bear on Dezso@ Keresztury, the distinguished man of letters who had
accepted the position of director in 1945. `The Communist Party,' Keresztury
testi®ed in 1992, `forced him [Lakatos] on me when he applied to join the
college.'28
Keresztury tried to discourage Lakatos by reminding him that he was several
years older than most entering students, but to no avail. The resolute Communist
had no intention of withdrawing his application, and in the end Keresztury, who
clearly felt the pressure, overrode his own objections. The die was now cast, for as
he later observed, `Imre Lakatos' entry marked the beginning of the College's end.
More precisely, he was the emblem of ruin, the instrument of greater powers.'29
A fundamentally decent and trusting man, Keresztury was no match for Lakatos,
whom Collegians referred to as `Mephistopheles' and a `slinking wolf '.30 Indeed, in
the vain hope of warding off trouble, he bent over backwards to treat the
Communists as honorable and legitimate actors in the drama then unfolding in postwar Hungary. He did not hesitate, for example, to invite LukaÂcs and ReÂvai to
deliver lectures at the College. He was willing, too, to inject more politics into the
curriculum, without of course going as far as ReÂvai, who insisted that Hungarian
colleges, led by GyoÈrffy and the newly (1946) organised NeÂpi KolleÂgiumok
OrszaÂgos SzoÈvetseÂge (NEÂKOSZ; National Association of People's Colleges), should
educate `unyielding democrats' to aid in the building of socialism.31
Lakatos and the Communists interpreted Keresztury's conciliatory gestures, both
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as director of EoÈtvoÈs College and as Minister of Education, as signs of weakness.
They therefore prepared to step up their campaign. In the February 1947 issue of
ValoÂsaÂg, Lakatos published an essay bearing the ominous title `EoÈtvoÈs College ±
GyoÈrffy College (EoÈtvoÈs College in the Balance)'. In it he deplored the alleged lack
of `friendly collaboration' between the EoÈtvoÈs and GyoÈrffy Colleges and placed the
blame squarely on the former. The principal obstacle, as he saw it, was EoÈtvoÈs
College's apolitical tradition, which, he maintained, led its members to retire into
wartime isolation. Their much ballyhooed `critical spirit' never prompted them to
do anything to preserve Hungary's independence. That was not surprising, according
to Lakatos, because for the mainly bourgeois Collegians, the critical spirit had been a
weapon in the class struggle against the feudal aristocracy; only very hesitantly could
it be used against the fascists, who were, after all, bourgeois enemies of the working
class.32
The contemporary EoÈtvoÈs College, Lakatos continued, showed an insuf®cient
awareness of the great social and political transformation then in progress. Its
reactionary members viewed a people's democracy with suspicion and failed to
notice that the social and natural sciences had replaced literature and the arts as the
most relevant studies. Just as regrettable, they still wished to remain in their ivory
tower while `the vanguard of the young is discovering the road to democracy, to
public action'.33 Naturally enough, those in the vanguard turned with hopeful eyes
towards GyoÈrffy College, which was educating an intelligentsia comprised of the
children of workers and poor peasants and innocent of bourgeois ideology. It was
not too late, Lakatos averred, for EoÈtvoÈs College to collaborate in that historic
educational effort, but time was running out.
Lakatos left little doubt that the greatest obstacle to EoÈtvoÈs College's reorientation was Dezso@ Keresztury, whose national heroes were conservative liberals such as
IstvaÂn SzeÂchenyi, the father of Hungarian Nationalism, and Ferenc DeaÂk, architect
of the 1867 Ausgleich (Compromise) with Austria.34 Accordingly, he failed to
appreciate the far greater contributions of political radicals such as Lajos Kossuth,
SaÂndor Peto@® and Endre Ady.35 From such a director, Lakatos concluded, one
could scarcely expect any move in the direction of transforming EoÈtvoÈs College
into a `bastion of the people's democracy'. Unless he began to exhibit the talent for
innovation that some of his predecessors possessed, he might well be the College's
last director.36
Because of his distaste for his accuser and mounting personal fear, Keresztury did
not reply to Lakatos' article. That was left to a group of EoÈtvoÈs Collegians,
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themselves members of the Communist faction. Rather naively, they set about to
refute Lakatos' charges one by one. It was simply not true, they wrote rather
defensively, that EoÈtvoÈs Collegians did nothing for Hungary's freedom; students and
faculty members had joined the national resistance and some had even taken up
arms against the Germans. It was not true that Keresztury had agitated against the
people's democracy and disparaged Ady. Furthermore, the College had recently
added courses in the social sciences. The students concluded by insisting that they
were fully aware that times were changing and that a new society was in the process
of being constructed. Like that of their predecessors, their task was to grasp social
reality `with a love of learning, in the direction of progress, for the people!'.37
Unfortunately for the Collegians, the `debate' was not about ideas but about
power, and by 1948 it was men like Lakatos and ReÂvai who possessed it. Both
tightened the screws until Keresztury, exhausted and bereft of hope, surrendered his
post to the in®nitely more obliging Tibor Lutter ± on whom, nevertheless, Lakatos
also informed. By then it scarcely mattered, however, because in 1950 ReÂvai
disbanded both the College and the NEÂKOSZ ± the latter having in the interval
become `Titoist'. Keresztury never forgave Lakatos. `He subverted the College,' the
former director said in 1992, `and managed to bring about its demise.'38
For his efforts, Lakatos was rewarded with a scholarship to study in Moscow,
where, according to SaÂndor LukaÂcsy (his only friend at EoÈtvoÈs College), he
continued his duplicitous ways. LukaÂcsy's wife, already in Moscow on a scholarship,
had written a letter to her husband in which, along with fulsome praise for the
homeland of the Revolution, she complained of rats in her dormitory. LukaÂcsy
showed the letter to Lakatos who, when he arrived in the Soviet capital, denounced
his friend's wife for slandering the USSR.39
If Lakatos believed that such service to the cause would provide him with
immunity, he was mistaken. The Soviet police arrested him after a Romanian
Communist denounced him for his role in EÂva IzsaÂk's death. Lakatos blamed his
brief detention on the fact that he had raised certain `uncomfortable questions',40
but according to an of®cial document from the ®les of the Party's Central Control
Committee (an internal watchdog), he was summoned home `because of his murky
past and incorrect attitude'.41
In Budapest, more trouble awaited Lakatos. On 20 April 1950, the Central
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Control Committee expelled him from the Party. On the same day, the Hungarian
Â VH; AÂllam VeÂdelmi HatoÂsaÂg [State Security Authority]) took him
secret policy (A
into custody for engaging in `political activity against the state'.42 That at least was
one way to put it. GyoÈrgy LaÂzaÂr (b. LeoÂ LaÂm), who headed Communist dictator
MaÂtyaÂs RaÂkosi's governmental secretariat, once gave LukaÂcs' student AÂgnes Heller a
different reason. He and Lakatos, Heller has recalled, `became convinced that ReÂvai
was an imperialist agent and was derailing things, and they worked on denouncing
him'.43
This rings truer because Lakatos and ReÂvai were known to argue, sometimes
heatedly.44 Moreover, in a series of interviews conducted by the Oral History
Archive of the Budapest Institute on 1956, the retired editor ZoltaÂn ZsaÂmboki lent
support to LaÂzaÂr's testimony. While in the Soviet Union, he recalled, Lakatos
`collected the various deviations of JoÂzsef ReÂvai [ie, he copied passages from ReÂvai's
works that betrayed contradictory views ± a result of trying to follow the evershifting Party line]. He ended up with a mass of material. When he returned to
Hungary, he asked a Soviet of®cer on the ¯ight to get his notes through customs ±
which he did. Then he compiled the stuff and wrote the Party Centre a
memorandum entitled ``ReÂvai's Crimes''. That evening they came for him.'45
After brie¯y detaining him in the `screening' camp at Kistarcsa, just outside the
capital, the authorities transferred Lakatos to the newly opened, but of®cially nonexistent, forced labour camp at Recsk. Located in the MaÂtra Mountains north-east
of Budapest, Recsk could accommodate ± if that is the word ± about 1,300
prisoners, all of whom quarried stone when they were not constructing roads.
Those who failed to meet the assigned quota of work were put on half rations ± half
of a starvation diet of soup, ersatz coffee and bread, supplemented by insects,
mushrooms and roots.46 Inmates found it dif®cult to preserve their health and were
subjected to routine brutality. Lakatos' father was deeply disturbed by his son's
account of life in the camp. `Dear Imre,' he wrote from Australia in 1957, `the
history of your four years imprisonment has produced on me a deep impression, the
miseries you went through show that they have had the intention to kill you. My
imagination has not gone so far as to think of those horrible cruelties you had to
suffer.'47
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Nevertheless, the will of Lakatos and other inmates to survive and to preserve
something of a normal life remained strong. One former prisoner has given us an
account of some fugitive moments of relaxation.
Every evening, exhausted after the daily work, we gathered together on someone's straw
mattress and listened to a lecture on one or another chapter from Hungarian or world
literature, the atomic world, the wonders of the starry skies, mathematics, the profundities of
philosophy.48

It appears highly unlikely that Lakatos delivered any of the impromptu lectures, for
as one fellow prisoner has testi®ed, he `kept to himself '.49 He must, however, have
been eager to keep his mind alive, for he offered to instruct PaÂl JoÂnaÂs, another
prisoner, in the Hebrew language.50 At any rate, he remained in Recsk until the
government closed the camp in 1953, following the death of Stalin and the
appointment of Imre Nagy as Hungarian Prime Minister. Thanks to the `New
Course' that Nagy charted, he was released and permitted to return to Budapest,
though without work his prospects were dim.51 Perhaps that accounts for his readiness
to report to the security police concerning his activities and personal contacts.
There appears to be no doubt that, willingly or not, Lakatos compromised friends
and acquaintances. Even GaÂbor Vajda and his wife, who liked him, have said that he
`admitted to us he had informed the AÂVH about his contacts', though they added
that `none of the people involved were arrested. We do not know what he told the
Â VH, but it could not have been denunciatory because they would have been
A
arrested or summoned.'52 The Vajdas did not know, however, that in 1956 Lakatos
confessed to Ferenc MeÂrei that he had reported on his comings and goings.
The fact is that Recsk had not induced Lakatos to break his pact with the devil.
PaÂl JoÂnaÂs remembers that he boasted of having studied in Moscow and the Vajdas
recalled that `for about half a year he was still trying to justify the Party line and even
his internment, saying that ``The Party must have had some good reason for doing
what it did'' even though he believed himself to have been innocent. Then he
changed.'53 In 1954, the mathematician AlfreÂd ReÂnyi secured a job for him as a
librarian and translator at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences' Institute of
Mathematical Research. That afforded him access to a library containing `indexed'
books, including some by Karl Popper, which opened his eyes to a political outlook
that was non-Marxist and yet scienti®c.54
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Because he was beginning to rethink everything, Lakatos took an active interest
in the Peto@® Circle, which had been organised in 1954 under the aegis of the Partybacked Association of Working Youth. The Circle sponsored a few cultural debates
in 1955 without occasioning much of a stir, but, as one of its founders, AndraÂs B.
Hegedu@s (not to be confused with the Stalinist politician AndraÂs HegeduÈs), later
recalled, the Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, at
which Khrushchev denounced Stalin, `liberated the movement of the young
Budapest intelligentsia'.55 Indeed, where once the Circle attracted a mere handful of
people, it began to draw hundreds and eventually thousands.
The growing numbers attested to the longing of Hungarians of all ages to hear
and participate in open debates on every aspect of the country's public life.
Beginning in the spring of 1956, the Peto@® Circle sponsored important debates on
the economy and the historical profession. In June it followed those up with a
discussion of `The Twentieth Congress and the Problems of Marxist Philosophy', at
which LukaÂcs, who had been a non-person since 1949, was readmitted to public
life. His own dogmatism notwithstanding, the famous theorist had come to
symbolise an anti-Stalinist and hence more intellectually respectable version of
Marxism.
As important as the philosophical discussion was, however, it paled in comparison
with the press and literary debate of 27 June. On that evening more than 6,000
people crowded into the large, two-story Of®cers' House of the People's Army to
hear eighteen speeches, including a scathing attack on Stalinist cultural policies by
LukaÂcs's friend, the Communist writer Tibor DeÂry.56 Although DeÂry and the other
speakers conducted the debate exclusively in Marxist terms, they did present a
public challenge to RaÂkosi and the other Stalinist rulers.
By the time the Peto@® Circle held its debate on education and teacher training
early in October, the Russians had removed RaÂkosi from power, even if they had
replaced him with the equally despised Erno@ Gero@. It was at that meeting that
Lakatos delivered an impassioned speech that bore witness to his soul's freedom
from bondage. The lamentable fact was, he boldly asserted, that the nation's libraries
and secondhand book shops contained ever burgeoning `restricted' sections. As an
example, he said, he had happened upon a book in the Academy library that
described Senator Joseph McCarthy's anti-Communist `witchhunt' in the United
States. But when he went to borrow it he was informed that it could not be
circulated `because the authors of the book . . . were not communists and on every
®fteenth page or so there were reservations with respect to communism'.57
Nor was that the only impediment to serious scienti®c education in Communist
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Hungary. During the Stalinist years, Lakatos charged, any show of respect for facts
was stigmatised as `bourgeois objectivism'. Hence, while charlatans like T. D.
Lysenko commanded respect, `the sectarian dethroners of reason called the century's
greatest scholars and scientists ``bourgeois lackeys''.' Moreover, `they labelled as
``bourgeois sciences'' such important scienti®c schools and branches as genetics,
cybernetics, econometrics, mathematical logic and mathematical statistics.'58 The
impending re-establishment of EoÈtvoÈs College, which Lakatos, its gravedigger, now
applauded, would be meaningless, he argued, unless something was done to
rehabilitate independent thought, a scienti®c attitude of scepticism and a respect for
dissent.
When revolution broke out less than a month after his Peto@® Circle speech,
Lakatos sympathised with the rebels, and on 30 October he co-drafted a statement
on behalf of the newly organised National Committee of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences. Its crucial paragraphs read as follows:
The National Committee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences takes its stand with true
freedom of science. Only his own scienti®c conscience may guide the scholar. We demand
that every scienti®c conviction be allowed to be freely expressed in written and oral form, in
universities, in scienti®c institutes, and in other public forums; free from every power
restraint and moral pressure. Without delay a general meeting of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences must be convened. This meeting will be competent to rehabilitate unjustly
neglected and oppressed scholars and scienti®c trends, and to liberate Hungarian science
from the shackles of Stalinism.59

On 25 November, three weeks after Soviet tanks rolled in to Budapest, Lakatos,
his new wife EÂva Pap, and his in-laws escaped abroad, principally because of his
brother-in-law GaÂbor's suicide on 2 November.60 (A student and Peto@® Circle
activist, GaÂbor Pap had been confronted by two former friends whom he had once
denounced to the police.) Lakatos had serious reservations about leaving,61 even
though he must have known that to remain was to hazard re-arrest. At any rate,
having crossed the frontier, the party proceeded to Vienna. From there they moved
on to Cambridge, where, with the aid of a Rockefeller fellowship, Lakatos began
his doctoral studies under R. B. Braithwaite and T. J. Smiley.
`The Zhdanov of the Open Society'62
For approximately his ®rst ten years in England, Lakatos held aloof from direct
involvement in politics, though he engaged in rather light-hearted discussions with
his Hampstead neighbour George Lichtheim, an authority on Marxism. But in the
58
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late 1960s, at the time of the student revolt ± the so-called `Troubles' ± at the LSE,
he discovered that he was `still excitable politically'.63 At the height of the
disturbances he became so incensed that he penned an open letter to the School's
director, Walter Adams.64 In it he took issue with a recommendation that students
help determine academic policy. Such an innovation would, he maintained, violate
the important principle of academic autonomy, according to which academic policy
was exclusively the responsibility of professors who had attained seniority.
I came from a part of the world where this principle has never been completely implemented
and where during the last 30±40 years it has been tragically eroded, ®rst under Nazi and then
under Stalinist pressure. As an undergraduate I witnessed the demands of Nazi students at my
University to suppress `Jewish-liberal-marxist in¯uence' expressed in the syllabuses. I saw
how they, in concord with outside political forces, tried for many years ± not without some
success ± to in¯uence appointments and have teachers sacked who resisted their bandwagon.
Later I was a graduate student at Moscow University when resolutions of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party determined syllabuses in genetics and sent the dissenters
to death.

Lakatos did not mention his own role in the destruction of EoÈtvoÈs College, but it
was clearly uppermost in his mind as he warned that the student radicals, once they
became members of the LSE Council or Senate, would employ what RaÂkosi had
called `salami tactics' ± one slice of academic autonomy at a time until it disappeared
entirely. What the radicals really wanted, Lakatos concluded from personal
experience in Hungary, was not the right to criticise, a right that they should and
did enjoy, but the winning of power which would enable them ®rst to destroy
universities as centres of learning and then, in their place, to create centres for the
dissemination of social and political propaganda.
Initially, Lakatos was not optimistic about the cause he defended. `They yield to
Students' Power in a cowardly and unreasonable way,' he wrote to his father, `and I
am trying to turn the tide. I am very sceptical about the success.' But only two
months later, in June 1968, he was able to report that his letter had nearly become
of®cial policy and was circulating in some 1,500 copies.65 He could take some
credit, therefore, when, in the autumn, the LSE academic board passed a motion
that `the responsibility on behalf of the School for the determination of matters
involving general academic standards must rest, and be seen to rest, entirely with the
academic staff of the School.'66
By that time, however, the LSE had entered a new and even more perilous time
of troubles, and, early in 1969, Adams found himself obliged to close its doors. On
2 February, Lakatos wrote to his father. `This is only a short note,' he began, `to say
that the LSE has become the centre of new vandalism in Britain. It is now closed
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down. The Parliament discussed for hours the LSE and for two weeks it has been in
the headlines each day. It is all very depressing and we do not know whether the
University will survive or not. This is a Fascist movement with Communist slogans
and their ®rst aim is to destroy the Universities as centres of learning and turn them
into strongholds of a social revolution.'67
Determined to save the LSE from a fate similar to that which he had forced upon
EoÈtvoÈs College, Lakatos had, three days earlier, placed a motion before the School's
academic board. It read as follows: `This Board recognises that it is the confessed
aim of certain revolutionary groups to transform the LSE, if necessary by force, from
an institution of learning into a centre of social revolution; that they have made
shrewd use of any pretext to disrupt scholarly and educational work and to destroy
the con®dence between staff and students; that the damage already in¯icted on the
LSE is catastrophic; and that the very survival of the LSE is now at stake. Therefore
this Board calls upon its constitutional authorities to use any means open to them
under the constitution of the School and the law of the land to restore LSE by
sustained and determined efforts to its former status.'68
The LSE remained closed for twenty-®ve days, but Lakatos had every right to
believe that he had helped stiffen the authorities' backbone. In the end they adopted
strong measures, including the issuing of injunctions against thirteen student radicals.
By November Lakatos could report to his father that the student revolt was over,
but he added darkly that `the government now tries to do to the universities all the
harm that the students had intended: namely to turn universities into government
policy-making agencies and consultative organs in their day-to-day problems and
destroy them as centres of independent research. So this is the next political
battle.'69
All along, in fact, that had been Lakatos' principal fear. In his open letter to
Walter Adams he had warned that `there are no arguments for Student Power that
would not be arguments also for Government Power'.70 And government power,
he knew from experience, would be far more dif®cult to defend against. It was with
that in mind that Lakatos peppered the letters he wrote during his last years with
political commentary of the most bitter and combative sort ± on the leftist direction
of English policy, the degradation of the American press at the time of the
Watergate scandal, the weakening of American will and the threat of Soviet
aggression. Politics came more and more to occupy his thoughts ± so much so that,
in a 1972 letter to Boston University's Marx Wartofsky, he wrote that he had some
work to complete in both the philosophy of mathematics and the philosophy of
science. `And then I still hope to have enough energy left for a spell of political
philosophy.'71
Lakatos died suddenly on 2 February 1974, without having written his philo67
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sophy of politics. But we know that in formulating it he intended to adapt the
methodology of research programmes that he had championed in the philosophy of
science. A research programme, according to Lakatos, was a broad conceptual
framework that claimed to be able to solve problems and predict novel facts. In so
far as it made good on that claim, it established itself as a `progressive' programme, as
science at its most mature. A research programme that anticipated no novel facts or
that lagged behind in explanatory and predictive power was, on the other hand, a
`degenerating' programme.
Marxism was, Lakatos insisted, just such a degenerating programme in politics,
for in addition to creating problems it had never successfully predicted a novel fact.
`Never!' he wrote a year before his death. `It has some famous unsuccessful
predictions. It predicted the absolute impoverishment of the working class. It
predicted that the ®rst socialist revolution would take place in the industrially most
developed society. It predicted that socialist societies would be free of revolutions. It
predicted that there will be no con¯ict of interest between socialist countries.'72
Almost certainly, Lakatos would have selected an alternative Enlightenment
research programme, one that he believed was mercifully free of dogma and hence
capable of predicting novel facts and of solving political problems by `piecemeal
engineering':73 the `Open Society' liberalism of Karl Popper. That liberalism stood
in sharp opposition to the Marxian socialism of his youth. Political ideologies of the
latter sort, he wrote in a revealing note to Proofs and Refutations, `which ®rst may be
debated (and perhaps accepted only under pressure) may turn into unquestioned
background knowledge even in a single generation: the critics are forgotten (and
perhaps executed) until a revolution vindicates their objections'.74 He had in mind,
of course, the Hungarian revolution.
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New Course Economics: The
Field of Economic Research in
Hungary after Stalin, 1953±6
È R G Y P EÂ T E R I
GYO
We de®nitely have to stop speculating about theories believed to be perfect and, instead of
making deductions, we have to contribute to the construction of a positive general theory of
socialism through studying economic reality.1

Introduction
The years between Stalin's death and the revolution of 1956 witnessed some of the
most profound transformations in academic economics in the history of socialist
Hungary. First of all, the economic-political aspirations of the post-Stalinian New
Course brought about a thorough re-de®nition of the status and prestige of
economic expertise and intelligence. The economic, political and social crisis of the
early 1950s forced important sections of the Communist political eÂlite to consider
freeing the day-to-day political management of economic and social affairs from
ideology and propaganda. Reliable statistical information, empirically founded social
science expertise and intelligence readily and regularly accessible to the major
policy-making bodies and individuals were now seen to be a matter of systemic
survival.2 This new attitude of the political eÂlite towards the use and signi®cance of
social science knowledge created, between 1953 and 1956, a whole series of
opportunities for politicians and for scholars themselves radically to reshape and
restructure the ®eld of economic research as a whole. The monopolists of political
power provided for the establishment or re-establishment of important items of the
institutional infrastructure of normal academic life resulting in a new set of
committees of economics within the Academy of Sciences, in the resurrection of
the KoÈzgazdasaÂgi Szemle, the Economic Review, the only academic forum in print
available to Hungarian economists, the publication of which was stopped in 1949,
and in the establishment, in late 1954/early 1955, of a new academic research
institute, the Institute of Economics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. These
and other concessions made by the political powers were, of course, of great
1
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signi®cance. However, most important of all the changes initiated from above was
certainly the re-de®nition of the epistemological regime prevailing in academic
economics. In cognitive terms and in terms of the epistemological beliefs underlying
the practices and institutions of policies over the domain of social sciences, the crisis
of 1953±6 was a crisis of the radical class relativism of the high Stalinist era.
The Shift of the Epistemological Regime
The tendency characteristic of post-1953 developments as a whole was that class
relativism was gradually losing the con®dence and approval of political power itself.
In leading bodies responsible for science policy, criticisms were voiced as to the
dubious achievements of strictly class-based criteria applied to the recruitment to
and promotion along academic careers.3 Of®cial assessments made to identify the
reasons for economics' `lagging behind general development' revealed mechanisms
that drove away the best talents from academic careers and emphasised the
devastating effects of such features as `dogmatism', `the cult of personality',
`scholasticism', the lack of free debate, the lack of intellectual courage and the
prevalence of short-term political interests, all so typical of the Stalinist academic
regime.4
The importance of top-level political initiatives in eliminating the main impediments to, and establishing the preconditions of, a revitalisation of economic research
could hardly be over-estimated. The political will and resolution to introduce
profound changes resided by necessity in positions where the speci®c sorts and
necessary amount of experience con®rming the untenability of the old regime had
accumulated. Power, political courage, imagination and a sense of responsibility
were all necessary, but not satisfactory, pre-conditions to being able to bring about
such changes. To be really motivated, one also needed to be convinced of the
urgent need for reliable expertise in central economic management and of the
desperate situation prevailing in economic research ever since class-relativism took
control of the ®eld.
3
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IstvaÂn Friss and the New Institute of Economics
In the light of these demands, IstvaÂn Friss was quite probably the person best
quali®ed for the role of leading reformer of the academic regime of economics. As
head of the economic policy section of the party's central committee, he ranked
second only to ErnoÈ GeroÈ in the hierarchy of the country's economic management.
Between 1948 and 1954 he had to face day after day the grave problems resulting
from economic policies informed by utopian projections and propagandistic maxims
rather than by professional assessments based on a regular ¯ow of intelligence.
Simultaneously, he was also the chairman of the Standing (later Chief ) Committee
of Economics of the Academy and, as such, carried a great part of the responsibility
for the ®eld as a whole. Thus, he could not avoid becoming fully aware of the
stagnation that had characterised the ®eld ever since the Communist takeover.
Friss was certainly not a liberal reformer, especially not when it came to
economic policies. The introduction of new course policies eventually cost him his
position as section chief in the central committee, in October 1954. But the politics
and intellect of Friss were much more complex and of a grander format than those
of a `normal Stalinist'. He was deeply aware of the crisis in state socialism
experienced in the early 1950s, and he seems honestly to have believed that
considerable improvements could be achieved in the ef®ciency of the system by
placing the process of political decision-making upon scienti®c foundations. Indeed,
to promote the development of those foundations was to become his life-time
programme. Without dwelling on the merits and ¯aws of this programme, Friss has
to be credited with a vital contribution to a change in the system of economic
research during the period of thaw ± a contribution that reached and radically
changed the very core of academic culture: its epistemological beliefs.
The political intention to establish a new Institute of Economics had already
been announced in early 1954. High-level party politicians considered the matter of
such signi®cance that they practically excluded the of®cials of the Academy from
the preparatory work and from the major decisions concerning the Academy's new
research institute. Late in July 1954, the leader of the central of®ce of the Academy
wrote to the administrative secretary of the IInd section: `As to the Institute of
Economics, the works of preparation ought to be started'.5 From a `strictly
con®dential' internal note we understand, however, that even as late as 4 November
1954, conditions seemed to the functionaries of the Academy to be pretty chaotic.6
In the meantime, the design for the new Institute was developed by young KaÂlmaÂn
SzaboÂ, under the careful guidance of IstvaÂn Friss and Andor Berei.
The proposal for establishing the institute was dated 5 November 1954, and was
signed by Andor Berei (who had just left his position as head of the Section for
Culture and Science in the Central Committee apparatus to take over the National
5
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Authority of Planning), IstvaÂn Friss and the President of the Academy, IstvaÂn
RusznyaÂk. Together with proposals as to the director, deputy director and
composition of the scienti®c council (the highest organ established to control the
institute), the plan was discussed and approved by the Politburo of the Party's
Central Committee on 10 November 1954.7
The plan emphasised that the Institute was to be established to boost economic
research with the conditions of a socialist economy in the focus. The most important
statement of the plan was the following:
The character of the research methods [adopted by the Institute] is in accordance with the
nature of economic research and with the tasks of the Institute of Economics. That is to say,
[the Institute] is to study the concrete events of our economic development and the
connections between them, and will draw its theoretical conclusions from them.

Although only in a summary, embryonic and not entirely explicit form, this was the
®rst statement to declare empiricism as the fundamental methodological norm upon which
the renewal of economic research was to rely. To demonstrate that empiricism was
the new component coming to replace class relativism in the epistemological core of
new course economics, it is necessary to take a look at the further development and
exposition of the principle in the years following 1954.
Empiricism triumphant
Launched in January 1955 as a knowledge producer, the Institute's strong policy
orientation was from the beginning just as obvious as its ®rm conviction that serious
social scienti®c knowledge can only be produced by meticulous empirical study. As
one of the very ®rst reports to the superior organs at the Academy put it, `When
de®ning the topics to be dealt with, we have to consider that scienti®c research
should start out from a profound and many-sided analysis of the [empirical] material
at [its] disposal even if the goal is to establish correctly the tasks for the future (e.g.
the tasks of the second ®ve year plan).'8
It also persisted in consistently avoiding the discussion of abstract and general
issues. Instead, the projects pursued by the scholars of the Institute had to address socalled `partial problems', by which they meant temporally, spatially and institutionally delimited areas and questions. Their view was that only through the careful
study of minute details of the `particular' could one hope to comprehend the
`general laws' of the whole:
We have to carry out a [great number of ] many-sided research projects, based on the careful
study of facts, which together will then make it possible for us to scienti®cally discover the
7
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economic regularities and laws of the society building socialism. . . . The road to a scienti®c
solution of this great task leads through partial research [projects]9

A report written immediately after the Twentieth Congress of the Soviet Communist Party forcefully restated this research strategy:
In our opinion most of our topics were correctly chosen. These projects have not aimed at
directly solving the central problems of the economy, nor have they focussed on the study of
the broadest questions. They have to disclose such partial connections as would together
result in the understanding of greater regularities and laws explaining the movement of the
whole economy. The bulk of the projects aimed at producing monographic studies of
fundamental questions in delimited areas, because only in this way one can best ensure that the
research should really be based on the concrete analysis of facts and that the conclusions should really be
drawn from the scienti®c study of facts and not from preconceived abstract doctrines.10

The profundity of the change brought about by the adoption of naive empiricism
is well indicated in the relation of new course economics to the economic tenets of
Communist ideology. In fact, the strong emphasis laid upon the methodological
norm which only approves theories `proven from the facts' was directed ®rst of all
against the axiomatic assumptions with which the ruling political-economic
ideology operated. Hence the express preference shown for working with wellde®ned, concrete and `partial' research projects. Everything else belonged to the
realm of `speculative generalisations' with which the Institute did not wish to deal.
Of course, the Institute was heavily criticised for its neglect of the `fundamental,
theoretical issues of socialist economy', but IstvaÂn Friss showed little willingness to
compromise on this point.11
Signi®cantly, the empiricist position had not only been con®rmed but reached
even greater maturity (in terms of a more explicit exposition) after the revolution of
1956. The ®rst yearbook of the Institute, published in late 1957, carried a `Preface'
by the Director, IstvaÂn Friss. It is worth quoting this important document
extensively. Friss gave a brief history of the establishment of the Institute, placing it
in the background of the political-economic crisis of the Stalinist regime and the
need for scienti®c expertise in economic management. Then, in connection with
the original research programme of the Institute, he proceeded to say:
The principles adopted at that time have been serving as the guidelines of our research
activities ever since. The principles themselves have not been invented or formulated by
ourselves. These are the fundamental principles of all truly scienti®c research and, especially,
of all Marxist, that is, materialist and dialectical research. We were compelled to restate them
because of the unscienti®c methods widespread in economics. We have to declare war on all
[sorts of ] dogmatism. For years, the scienti®c work had been substituted for by quotations
9
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from Marx, Engels and to an even greater extent, from Lenin and Stalin ± the quotations
were explained and elaborated on. This dogmatism went hand in hand with scholasticism.
Instead of studying facts and processes, they attempted, by merely thinking, to reach from correct
principles to new insights. This, however, resulted mostly in arbitrary constructions. Besides, it
became a fashion and it pretended to be science, to back up and justify, post festum and using
scienti®c language, the measures and resolutions of the Party and government, again, with
the help of quotations taken from Marx, Engels and, especially, from Lenin and Stalin. We
have radically abandoned this pseudoscience. From the beginning, we have regarded it as our
task to do research in the practice of our economy. We strove conscientiously to gather facts,
possibly all the facts relating to the various phenomena, and to study these [facts] exhaustively
considering all their possible connections in order to be able to come to more and more exact inferences
concerning the inherent connections, regularities, movements and conditions of development of the
phenomena and processes. We did our best to consider everything that had been written about
the phenomena under study (or about phenomena related to them) by researchers (especially
by Marxist researchers) before us. But we have never regarded anyone's statements as sacred,
[especially not] if they weren't con®rmed by carefully made factual observations. In one word: to the best
of our capabilities, we have worked scienti®cally.12

Instead of a matter of the scholar's class af®liation, the cognitive value of
knowledge-claims was now seen as a function of their empirical foundations:
theoretical propositions had to be supported or proven by `objective facts'. The
epistemological beliefs characterising new course economics were the ideals of a
naive empiricism rather than those of modern critical positivism. An indispensable
political pre-condition for the new empiricist orientation, however, was the understanding that no institution of the existing socialist economic system could be made
an exception from under the economist's critical scrutiny and such an understanding, of course, had to be sanctioned by the political power. Thus, when the
team of PeÂter ErdoÈs launched their project described as a `research of the facts' with
the `working hypothesis' that maintained `a radical reform of our methods of
economic management is possible and necessary',13 they exhibited just as much, or
rather more, political as intellectual courage by targetting a central axiom of the
economic ideology of high Stalinism (the one according to which the prevailing
institutional order could not be reformed without dismantling socialism as a whole).
A more general formula for this political pre-condition, combined with a statement
in favour of careful `inductive generalisations' proven by facts, as against speculative
generalisations based on uncontrolled axiomatic assumptions, is found in TamaÂs
Nagy's presentation of the Institute's activities:
The various forms and institutions of socialist economy, the methods of planned [economic]
management are very young and, as yet, they cannot be regarded as fully developed. In many
12
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cases it cannot be seen quite clearly which of the given, existing connections belong to the
essence of the socialist economic system and are objective in this deeper sense of the word,
and which of them have simply to do with the concrete form of the system's realisation, thus
being only in a more super®cial sense of the word objectively given. In such circumstances, a
considerable part of the great generalisations has necessarily little content or is not proven
enough, they are of speculative character and their validity is contingent. . . . In the given
situation, it seems more justi®able for an economic research institute to deal ®rst of all with
the research of the facts, with the critical study of the prevailing conditions, than to devote
itself to speculative generalisations on the basis of existing literature and a super®cial
knowledge of the facts.14

The central methodological norm was to proceed gradually from carefully
observed facts to generalisations of ever broader validity ± just as in the ideal science
of the seventeenth-century Enlightenment: `One had to start from indubitable
factual propositions from which, by gradual valid induction, one could arrive at
theories of ever higher order. The growth of knowledge was an accumulation of
eternal truths: of facts and ``inductive generalizations''.'15
The relationship between the epistemology of new course economics and its
almost 300-year-old source of inspiration (the physics of Galileo and Newton) was
also manifest in the frequent use of analogies with the development of and references
to the scienti®c norms and ideals of classical physics. GyoÈrgy PeÂter, for example,
acting as chairman of the discussion on JaÂnos Kornai's dissertation for the degree of
`candidate of science', praised Kornai's work in the following manner:
I used to study physics, and we were told that in physics true science started with Galileo.
[Everything] that was before him was speculation, inventing things. It was Galileo who, in
physics, took to the yard-stick, the clock, the weight and started to measure things. And this
is how the history of exact sciences started. Somehow, I am reminded of this by the
objectivity exhibited in the dissertation, by the honest, unemotional way of dealing with
things: this is so, that is so, [Kornai] places the phenomena under a microscope, he dissects
them and describes what he sees.16

Just as class relativism was the very essence of Stalinist academic culture, with all
its disastrous consequences for the social sciences (and some ®elds of the natural
sciences, too), the adoption of naive empiricism constituted the most central and
most important single development in the emergence of the set of intellectual, social
and political phenomena that in Hungary later on came to be called `reform
economics'.
14

TamaÂs Nagy, `Az inteÂzet munkaÂja eÂs koÈzgazdasaÂgtudomaÂnyunk feladatai' (The activities of the
Institute and the tasks of our economic science), The 1957 Year Book of the Institute of Economics (Budapest,
1957), 18. Professor Nagy was appointed chief for the `General Theory Section' of the Institute.
15
Imre Lakatos, `Changes in the problem of inductive logic', in his Mathematics, Science and
Epistemology. Philosophical Papers, Vol. 2, ed. J. Worrall and G. Currie (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1978), 131.
16
Minutes of the public disputation of JaÂnos Kornai's candidate of science dissertation, 24 Sept.
1956, 11. Even one of the opponents of the dissertation, MikloÂs Ajtai, used the early development of
physics as an analogy in describing the state of the art prevailing in Hungary's newly born (or, rather,
reborn) economics. Typescript of Ajtai's opposition dated 22 Sept. 1956, 9. I am indebted to Professor
Kornai for having provided me with a copy of the unpublished typescript of the minutes and of the
opinions of his opponents.
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Empiricism and the Politics of Academe
As against class relativism, the intellectual and political-ideological potential of this
naive empiricist economics was enormous. It provided legitimate foundations for
the separation of science (research) and politics (ideology and propaganda). The gulf
between economics and political economy, an important feature of Hungarian
economic thought throughout the KaÂdaÂr era, was in fact rooted in that separation.17
Remaining under the control of the agitprop apparatus of the Party (and the Chief
Section for Marxism-Leninism of the Ministry of Education), the university
departments of political economy came to be the `citadels' of leftist dogmatism
where the political, ideological service of the ruling Party was paramount in any
scholarly intellectual interest and motivation. The sector as a whole had got stuck in
the dead end of class relativism. Naive empiricism, on the other hand, promised to
restore economics as `science' by allowing it to be an `uncompromising pursuit of
truth'. In an article assessing the impact on economics of the Twentieth Congress,
Friss suggested that economics was on its way to becoming again `Marxist research
which ± as with all truly scienti®c methods ± is characterised, among other things,
by the premise that it knows of no authority in its search for truth'.18
Naive empiricism gave a bene®cial push towards the secularisation (deideologisation) and re-professionalisation of the concept of competence. It made
economics a research ®eld, an academic enterprise where one could only excel by
virtue of gathering and disclosing new facts and establishing and identifying
unknown connections, regularities between them. All this, however, did not mean
abandoning Marxism. On the contrary, the whole empiricist renewal was presented
as a return to the genuine Marxist methods. As we have just seen, this was the light
in which IstvaÂn Friss presented the Institute's norms concerning method. KaÂlmaÂn
SzaboÂ's article, summing up the ills of economics and the suggested cure for them,
also made use of the authority of the `classics', stressing that `as it is very well known,
the classics of Marxism reached all their theoretical statements through processing an
enormous amount of facts and experience organised systematically by research'.19
Only by restoring it as science, at least in the naive empiricist sense, could
economics become a politically-socially useful intellectual endeavour. Empiricism
was, in this connection, a delimited domain of freedom offered by the politically
powerful to the economists, whose expertise was expected to underlie economic
policies and institutional development, a domain of freedom that proved, most of
the time, well protected from interference from the agitprop apparatus. In exchange,
however, economics had to remain strongly policy- or `practice'-orientated and free
from the in¯uence of `bourgeois theories'. All the documents pertaining to the
17
On the structure of the intellectual ®eld of Hungarian academic economics see my `Controlling
the Field of Academic Economics in Hungary, 1953±1976', Minerva, Vol. 34, no. 4 (1996).
18
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development and the tasks of economic research), KoÈzgazdasaÂgi Szemle, Vol. 7±8 (1956), 786.
19
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activities of the Friss Institute of Economics, the original proposals for the establishment of the Institute as well as their annual and longer-term research plans, strongly
emphasised the orientation towards economic political practice, which was regarded
as being just as important as the move from `speculative generalisations' to empirical
research. In the words of PeÂter ErdoÈs, the central concern of economic research was
`to study what benevolent or harmful tendencies, regularities result from our
economic institutions. We have to investigate what sort of change in our institutions
would help most in actually exploiting the enormous potentialities springing from
socialist ownership.'20 This central Problemstellung, which in the 1980s was christened
the `economic mechanism paradigm',21 proved to be attractive enough for that
young generation of Communist scholars who, although increasingly keen to
establish and preserve a greater degree of intellectual autonomy after their disillusionment and alienation from the Stalinist regime, still retained a great deal of their
utopian attitude and eÂlan.
The Signi®cance of Anthropological Method
New course economics meant a new academic regime striking a happy medium
between the ideological and the practical needs of the political authority in another
respect. Due to its inability to cope with theoretical knowledge, naive empiricism as
the methodological basis of new course economics helped postpone by about thirty
years the re-integration of Hungarian economic thought into international scholarship. The aversion of new course economics to all sorts of abstract theorising was
double-edged. It dismissed not only the `speculative generalisations' of Stalinist
economic ideology, but also all theoretical traditions of the history of economic
thought. The `theory' offered by Stalinist political economy consisted of a set of
sterile ideological constructs, such as `the fundamental economic law of socialism' or
`the law of distribution according to work'. The remainder, that is, `bourgeois'
economic thought, including neo-classical economics, was regarded as irrelevant
when it came to socialist conditions and therefore it was considered to be a waste of
time to pay attention to it. Even at the very peak of the new academic intelligentsia's
revolt, that is, the series of discussions arranged by the PetoÈ® Circle, the reintegration of Hungarian economics into international scholarship was hardly
alluded to. JaÂnos Kornai was by far the most radical in this respect, as he was the
only one who did at least raise the question `Is it correct to call all the bourgeois
20
ErdoÈs PeÂter, `A tervgazdaÂlkodaÂs neÂhaÂny elmeÂleti keÂrdeÂseÂroÈl' (On some theoretical issues of the
planned economy), KoÈzgazdasaÂgi Szemle, Vol. 1 (1956), 676.
21
Cf. LaÂszloÂ Szamuely, `NegyedszaÂzados vita a szocialista gazdasaÂg mechanizmusaÂroÂl MagyarorszaÂgon' (A quarter century debate on the mechanism of socialist economy in Hungary), editorial
introduction to A magyar koÈzgazdasaÂgi gondolat fejloÈdeÂse 1954±1978: A szocialista gazdasaÂg mechanizmusaÂnak
kutataÂsa (The development of Hungarian economic thought, 1954±1978: Research into the mechanism
of socialist economy), (Budapest: KoÈzgazdasaÂgi eÂs Jogi KoÈnyvkiadoÂ, 1986), 9. For a critical assessment of
the `mechanism-paradigm', see AladaÂr MadaraÂsz, Uj paradigma feleÂ? (Egy fejezet a szocialista gazdasaÂgelmeÂlet
toÈrteÂneteÂboÈl) (Towards a new paradigm? A chapter from the history of socialist economic theory),
manuscript (1984).
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economists and [their] theories who came after Marx vulgar? Is our method applied
in education stressing exclusively the de®ciencies, limits and malevolent distortions
[of bourgeois economics] correct? What [parts] of it could we use and how should
we deal with them?, TamaÂs Nagy's answer was as follows:
To call the whole of bourgeois economics vulgar is basically correct in the sense that the
apology of capitalism is overwhelming in this [sort of ] political economy. This must not be
confused with the issue of whether it is correct to talk only of the mistakes of bourgeois
economists. Our manner of dealing with their mistakes is vulgar, too. I cannot say what we
could learn from them. For years now we have got out of the habit of seriously studying [the
works of ] bourgeois economists. What use to make [of them] is a hard problem. The
mathematical school, for example, has done very good research into the interrelationships of
demand and supply and prices.22

Indeed, the `habit of seriously studying' what `bourgeois economists' had to say had
never been resumed during the reign of state socialism in Hungary. After 1964 it
was taken off the list of `criminal acts', but it was not sanctioned as `normal conduct'
on the part of an economist. Undergraduate students were offered only a Marxist
assessment by Antal MaÂtyaÂs,23 but they had been neither expected nor encouraged
to read the original works and to keep themselves informed of recent developments
and discussions in Western economics. The same applied to the post-graduate level
and to the research economists themselves.
A low theoretical pro®le, and especially the emphasis on the `peculiarity of
socialist conditions', allegedly frustrating anyone trying to apply the concepts and
questions of Western economics, have been the contributions of naive empiricism
to an increased political ideological feasibility of new course (or reform) economics
in the conditions of state socialism. Indeed, the ideal scholar of this new economics
was happily (and purposefully) ignorant of (or indifferent towards) theories. His
efforts to achieve `inductive generalisations' were hardly in need of being informed
by any (necessarily `preconceived') theoretical considerations. Within the framework of naive empiricism, theory as a `body of substantive hypotheses', the validity
of which is tested through comparing predictions with experience, does not make
sense. Even theory as a language, i.e. as a logically complete and consistent set of
tautologies serving to organise the empirical material,24 was to come from the
`reality' observed and not from anywhere else.
New course economics therefore bore much more resemblance to economic
22
`A marxista politikai gazdasaÂgtan idoÈszeruÈ keÂrdeÂseiroÈl eÂs a maÂsodik oÈteÂves terv iraÂnyelveiroÈ' (On
the present problems of Marxist political economy and the directives of the second ®ve-year plan),
Protocols of the debates arranged by the PetoÈ® Circle, 9 and 22 May 1956, in AndraÂs B. HegeduÈs and
JaÂnos M. Rainer (eds), A PetoÈ® KoÈr vitaÂi hiteles jegyzoÈkoÈnyvek alapjaÂn, I: KeÂt koÈzgazdasaÂgi vita (Budapest:
KelenfoÈld KiadoÂ-ELTE, 1989), 39, 57.
23
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24
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anthropology and historiography than to the common idea of economics prevailing
at the time in the Western world. It was concerned ®rst of all with fact-®nding and
correct description. It was primarily interpretive and was less interested in generalising. It understood its call on the basis of the historical novelty of the socialist
economy ± an economy the actors, institutions, typical events, facts and processes of
which had hardly been given names. The ®rst attempts to make the working of this
New World intelligible, therefore, concentrated on the language of the practical
economic life of socialism and, of course, on the meanings carried by it. That is to
say, the leaning of new course economics towards economic anthropology was not
only a function of its naive empiricist beliefs. It was partly a necessity springing from
a `reality' understood still to have been in a ¯uid state, apparently not yet mature
and suf®ciently crystallised to generate standardisable statistical data and thus to lend
itself to studies of the formally more rigorous, hypothesis-testing sort. This is an
indispensable part of the explanation why the economics of this revisionist revival
gives almost the same impression as life sciences at the early `morphological' stage of
their development. The latter was described by Sir Frederick G. Hopkins, one of
the founding fathers of biochemistry, as follows:
In the history of all science which has dealt with living organisms a natural sequence may be
traced. There is ®rst the purely descriptive phase with the morphological studies which
ultimately tempt efforts of classi®cation. Then comes the study of function and the endeavour
to correlate function with structure. Later the nature of the materials which support structure
and form have received attention, and later still, the endeavour has been made to follow the
dynamic molecular events which underlie all displays of active function.25

Indeed, the bulk of the efforts of new course economics hardly went beyond the
attempt to provide a `morphology' of socialist economic institutions.
From the nature of the subject matter and of the sources pertinent to it springs
also the importance attached to personal observation ± a feature so clearly
pronounced by a report of the Friss Institute from early 1958:
The raw material for us is the reality of economic life. Until recently, however, it has been
hermetically closed to researchers. Here we are talking not only of statistical data, the great
bulk of which was classi®ed as secret and was inaccessible to economists, but also of the direct
observation of the reality behind the statistics: the activities, problems and plans of the leading organs and
companies. Well before the present very favourable practice of regular statistical publications
started and when almost all data were secret, the leadership of our Institute had been able to
secure, and indeed had secured, access for its members to the materials necessary for their
projects. The professional prestige of our director and our section chiefs gave enough weight
to the Institute to ensure that the leading organs and companies revealed for the research all
that is not contained by statistics but is necessary for the economist to know in order to be
able to reach correct inferences.26

When it comes to the method of anthropology, a case in point is the most
celebrated and most characteristic work of the new course era, JaÂnos Kornai's
25
Sir Frederick Gowland Hopkins' presidential address at the anniversary meeting of the Royal
Society in November 1934, Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. 148 (1955), 24±5. Quoted by J. D.
Bernal, The Social Function of Science (London: George Routledge & Sons Ltd, 1939), 67.
26
`JelenteÂs' (Report), 3 Feb. 1958, PIA 288. f., 33/1958/19. oÈe., 8 (emphasis added).
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Overcentralisation of Economic Administration.27 David Granick was one of Kornai's
contemporary Western readers and he made in his review of the English edition
some acute observations on the methodology embodied in the book: `The approach
is basically a fact-®nding one, and Kornai's view of the problems is that of the
administrators with whom he talked ± rather than that of most academic Marxist
economists [emphasis added].'28
`Participant observation', i.e. generating relevant data concerning a culture by
watching it from a `native point of view', is the basic research method applied by
anthropologists in their ®eld-work. The style of thought, the approach, the methods
represented by Kornai's book constituted for a long time to come the model for a
great part of economic research in KaÂdaÂrist Hungary. In 1980, upon the publication
of the Economics of Shortage, I heard in Budapest several economists of various
generations maintaining that Overcentralisation had been Kornai's best work. A new
edition of the book has recently been published in Hungary with a new preface by
the author. Kornai admits there that, compared with the knowledge of a contemporary PhD student of economics at any Anglo-Saxon university, he knew
practically nothing about economic theory when writing the book. As he himself
describes it, he was `working instinctively: I did not use any other analytical
instrument than the interpretation of elementary statistical data, the observation of
individual cases, the words of the participants of economic events and their
confrontation with one another'.29 Nevertheless, the method of ethnography seems
to have been a deliberate choice of the Theory Section in the Institute:
The method of the research is to study directly the technique of the practice of planning at the
companies, at the superior authorities of the companies, including the National Authority of
Planning, partly by personal observations and partly with the help of working teams
consisting of specialists employed at the companies and at higher levels.30

These working teams were groups of informants: managers and ministry of®cials
who, through a series of meetings with researchers, helped the latter gain a better
understanding of the everyday reality of economic life. In his preface of January
1957, Kornai himself stressed the `particularly important role of direct observation'
combined with repeated `many-sided consultations, conversations with specialists
and practical leaders of economic life'. He came to his insights by way of an openminded `listening to their [the informants'] experience' and comparing their views
and experience with one another.31 A considerable part of the material he was to
27
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write up had taken the form of `®eld-notes' registering his observations made during
the interviews and team discussions. In accordance with the above, Kornai ®nds
today that, in terms of its `fact-®nding' method, the book was done in the spirit of
the 1930s `rural sociography' ( falukutataÂs) in Hungary,32 which, in turn, is a
Hungarian relative of the Chicago school of urban ethnography.
It could be shown that one sort of `®eld-work' or another was an important
common experience of the upcoming revisionist economists on the whole front of
re-emerging economic research. At this point we only wish to stress that, while in
obvious harmony with its naive empiricist epistemology, the dominance of
ethnography among the research methods of new course economics was also a
matter of an objective constraint arising from the lack and/or inaccessibility of
statistical and other information about the economic process.33 While the (highly
personal) ethnographic mode of acquiring empirical information (of necessarily
individual character) has remained with Hungarian economic research as a major
methodological feature throughout the last forty years, the lack of standard statistical
data before 1955/6 made the option of a theoretically informed hypothesis-testing
mode of research almost impracticable. The prevailing controls of information, in
addition to the susceptibilities of the ideological monopoly position of MarxismLeninism and to the profound suspicions of naive empiricism against all `speculative
generalisations', carried part of the responsibility for the isolation and provincialism
that continued to characterise economic research even after its revisionist revival.
Gyepsor: The Corridor of Empiricist Revolt
No other single academic institution had so important a role in bringing about the
empiricist revival of economic thought as the Academy's newly created Institute of
Economics. The very establishment of the Institute was a triumph of the new
empiricist research programme emerging in open opposition to the class-relativist
political economy. From 1954 on, no socially politically informed understanding on
the whole or any segment of Hungarian economic thought is possible without due
consideration of this fundamentally bipolar structure of the academic ®eld. Institutionally, the recurring con¯icts and rivalries between the Karl Marx University of
Economics and the Institute of Economics of the Academy were only one aspect of
this division.34 The intention here is to describe and explain the emergence of the
32
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empiricist position within the ®eld, the position from where the major heterodox
challenges to the of®cial orthodoxy of Marxist-Leninist political economy of
socialism originated. This concluding section will be devoted to an exploration of
the social ground that proved so receptive to and, indeed propelled the cause of, the
empiricist research programme. To put it more concretely, the concern hereinafter is
with the social and political constitution of the most important single group of
economists who are to a great extent to be credited with the empiricist breakthrough
and who, within a short period of time, turned the Institute of Economics into what,
in the eyes of the party's agitprop apparatus, was the seat of a `purulent abscess'.35 Of
course, the group itself was far from being a homogenous formation. One important
line of division was hierarchical: it went between the leaders (director, deputy
director and section chiefs) and the young research associates of the Institute. It
should be emphasised that the role of some personalities in the former group, the
role of such high-ranking politicians and political economists as IstvaÂn Friss, TamaÂs
Nagy or PeÂter ErdoÈs, was crucial in initiating and bringing about the move towards
an empiricist epistemological regime. They acted as patrons, protectors for the ®eld
as a whole and for their Institute especially. They acted as a vital interface between
the professionally orientated segment of economics and the ideological core of state
socialist economic thought (the political economy of socialism). Their and especially
IstvaÂn Friss' role in mediating between the ®eld and the top political leadership of
the country must not be overlooked if one is to understand the relative autonomy,
stability and international visibility achieved by economic research in Hungary. For
reasons of space, however, concentration will be on the young rank-and-®le
members of the Institute. After all, it was these young research associates of this early
period upon whose changing politics, attitudes, preferences and inclinations the
success of the empiricist research programme depended. It was their activities that
earned the Institute its pivotal position within the ®eld in a few years' time after
1954. Without their active part in seizing the opportunities offered by the new
political climate and by the transformation of the academic regime, the Institute
would have certainly failed to exercise any signi®cant impact upon the intellectual
and political structure of academic economics in Hungary.
The Sociology and Politics of the Party-soldier Intellectual
These young people entered the post-1948 era of unrestricted Communist rule with
great optimism about and high expectations of the new society to come and their
Friss Institute). But the university as a whole was rightly considered to be a major bastion of the
conservative Left, politically as well as ideologically, which made it an institution hardly conducive to
initiating and sustaining high-quality or, indeed, any interesting research.
35
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own role in it. Their relation to their Party (its leadership) was one of unfailing
loyalty. Indeed, they tended to identify themselves as soldiers of the Party,
determined to attain personal happiness and virtue by compliance and voluntary
subordination. They advanced into positions of responsibility and competence
(which they usually lacked to begin with), ®lling the vacuum created by purges in
the academic and white-collar professions. It was of them that RaÂkosi said in 1947:
In spite of our 700,000 members, there is an enormous lack of cadres. . . . We may take it for
granted that the lack of cadres will stay with us for the coming few years, simply because the
tasks to be taken care of by the Party grow faster than the size of the Party and of our body of
cadres. . . . how should the Party, under such circumstances recruit the cadres? . . . By
resorting courageously to new forces and to the youth.36

The young Communist intellectuals recruited to the Friss Institute in early 1955
represented a generous sample of the upcoming generation of researchers whose
impact had been so decisive upon what economics was to become in socialist
Hungary after Stalin.
Before 1954/5, some of them occupied positions outside academe. Among these
we ®nd the economic editor of the party daily Szabad NeÂp ( JaÂnos Kornai) and the
secretary of the President of the Hungarian People's Republic (Ferenc Fekete).
Two others worked in industry while studying economics at evening classes at the
University of Economics. But the majority had already started their academic
careers when the Friss Institute was launched. They came from the department of
political economy of the University of Economics (RoÂbert Hoch), from the
department of industrial planning of the Budapest University of Technology (Antal
MaÂriaÂs), or from the former Institute of Agricultural Organisation of the Ministry of
Agriculture (BeÂla Csendes and others). The staff of the Friss Institute was recruited
gradually in the course of 1955±6.
There is a list from 1956 of the Institute's employees disclosing the occupation of
their father.37 In Table 1 of the Appendix, I have included only the scienti®c
members of the institute from the director down to the research assistants. I have
complemented the data by adding three cases of whom two did not ®gure at all on
the list, while the third was listed without naming the father's occupation. The
social composition of the Institute was slightly less favourable, from a class relativist
point of view, than that of the whole doctoral student body at the Academy of
Science. But it was worse only in terms of lower representation of members with
worker and peasant backgrounds, while the share of children of intellectual fathers
was actually higher in the PhD student body as a whole than in the Friss Institute.
Comparing the institute's staff with the PhD student body within the social and
historical sciences only, the result for the Institute presents an even less favourable
picture, in terms of class relativistic criteria: the gap between the presence of the
36
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worker and peasant category in the PhD student body and their presence among
the members of the Institute is more pronounced than in the former case, while the
share of members from an intellectual background seems to be higher among the
Institute's staff (see Tables 1±3 in the Appendix). However, a comparison with
the aggregate data covering the scienti®c staff in Hungarian higher education as a
whole gives the institute an obvious advantage within a class relativistic regime: the
statistical chances for a professor in Hungary's universities and colleges to have come
from an intellectual background were much higher (and to have come from a
worker or peasant background were much lower) than the same chances were for
a member of the Institute of Economics (see Table 4 in the Appendix).
Workers' and peasants' children constituted hardly more than a quarter of the
scienti®c staff. IstvaÂn Friss, Deputy Director Ferenc DonaÂth, Deputy Section Chief
LoÂraÂnt Nagy, SaÂndor Ausch, GyoÈrgy Enyedi, Judit SzaÂnthoÂ and RoÂbert SzuÈcs were
the people whose backgrounds were not disclosed by the list. We may therefore
safely assume that any reduction of the `Unknown' category by further identi®cation
of social backgrounds would not increase the presence of `Workers and Peasants'
among the scienti®c staff. In terms of party membership, however, the staff of the
Institute was well above the levels exhibited by both the professoriate and the
scienti®c staff as a whole within Hungarian higher education. While in the
Institute's case the share of Party members was certainly at least around (or, rather,
above) ninety per cent, it was considerably under forty per cent among the ranks of
the Hungarian professoriate (see Table 5 in the Appendix). Even the scienti®c staff
employed in Hungarian higher education as a whole amounted to only thirty-seven
per cent Party members (with the conspicuous, though understandable, exception
of the departments of Marxism-Leninism ± among them, the departments of
political economy ± where almost ninety per cent of the staff were members of the
ruling Communist Party).
The junior research economists were without exception Communists, joining
the Party most often immediately before or after the war. Prior to 1949±50,
practically none of them had any doubt as to the cause represented and the policies
pursued by their Party. They were the most disciplined soldiers of the Party on the
`front of intellectual life' (or on some other `fronts'). A few of them came indeed
from the poor social circumstances of industrial worker or peasant families. But the
majority had intellectual and/or lower middle-class backgrounds. They were from
families where, by tradition, learning had been highly valued. Even if they knew
little of economics as such, it presented no problem for them to acquaint themselves
with the basic works of Marxism-Leninism. They would often be able to speak
and/or read in one or two foreign languages (a ®nal exam in an average gymnasium
of the Old World implied that one could at least read German). Taking a degree at
the new University of Economics was so small a burden for them that they,
simultaneously with their studies, could undertake the teaching of various subjects
to their class-mates. It was from among their ranks that the `assistant librarians' and
`demonstrators' were recruited to the new under-staffed departments of the
University of Economics. Their belief in and loyalty towards the Party and its
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leaders was unlimited and resolute. Communism seemed to them the only effective
cure (because of its radical nature) for a profoundly sick society that not only
tolerated racial and religious discrimination but also was capable of producing such
horrors as the Arrow Cross rule and the Holocaust. As with almost all the senior
economists, a considerable part of the junior group as well was of Jewish origin, and
though they came from environments which had been entirely assimilated (magyar)
for a long time and secularised, they could not but be affected by the experience of
the recent past. The Party which acted most swiftly, radically and resolutely in doing
away with the old regime, and which promised the fastest march towards a society
free of all discrimination and injustice, was an obvious choice for them. And the
Communist Party leadership was eager to rely on them and to make use of them:
`Those young comrades who, one way or another, seem to be ®tting for scienti®c
work ± urged the party's Committee of Science in September 1948 ± should be
brought into the university departments . . . by creating places for them through
additional budgetary support'.38
Indeed, the Hungary of the second half of the 1940s and early 1950s must have
been a land of promise and opportunities for young Communist intellectuals.
Inexperienced and untrained as many of them were, it did not seem to make a great
difference for them what sort of career they got involved in. Upon the Party's call,
they were ready for swift advances into the vacant positions in the emerging new
bureaucracies of state socialism as well as at the universities, in the press, or in GaÂbor
PeÂter's much feared State Security Authority. Those who happened to be in
suf®cient proximity in 1948±9 to economics (and that could mean anything from
being a student at the university's normal or evening courses to having taken a
`degree' on the two- or four-month Party school course `specialising' in political
economy) could safely count upon a position and upon the opportunity of a rapidly
ascending career within the new academic regime of economic research.
One of them told the author of the circumstances in which he began his career as
an economist in 1948.
In fact, I started ¯irting with Marxism already before the liberation [from Nazi-German
occupation in 1945]. I became a member of the [Communist] Party in 1945 and started
seriously studying Marxism and carried out propaganda work. It has to be admitted that, at
that time, even [the alternative of ] becoming a philosopher was open for me. From 1945 I
regularly went to the lectures of LaÂszloÂ Rudas which had a tremendous impact on me. . . .
But the direct push was given by the [Communist] Party committee of the Vth district [in
Budapest]. They called in some of us, young MADISZ-members [Communist-controlled
youth organisation], in the summer of 1946. [We had several such conversations.] We were
told to choose between various alternatives. On one of these occasions I chose [to work at]
the [foreign trade] company of the Party. . . . It is interesting to note that the other alternatives
were as follows: police, military, state security police . . . [at the time] when we were called,
Â VO [State Security Authority, the Hungarian KGB] was to detect fascists.
the task of the A
That was an enormously attractive task. But one who then entered that [organisation] could
hardly leave before the Rajk-process and, then, he could no longer be master of his own life. I
38
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have to say that my luck was that my ®anceÂe told me to choose: either her or the armed
forces. . . . A further push [towards economics] was given by the fact that I was enrolled in the
evening course at the economic faculty of the University of Technology organised by the
Communist and Social-democratic Parties in 1946. I was happy to undertake these studies.
Early in 1948, my [foreign trade] company told me I would continue to get my full salary
from them and I could go over to the normal `morning' courses at the university. . . . [Then]
I met TamaÂs Nagy [entrusted by the party to reorganise the faculty of economics], partly as a
representative of the `evening' students, and partly because [my] party company recommended me to him, that I would be an excellent choice as a colleague in his [political
economy] department. Thus, when I started [as a student at the new University of Economics]
I immediately started [as a member of ] TamaÂs Nagy's department.39

RaÂkosi's Stalinist regime exploited their enthusiasm and grossly misused their
loyalty. Yielding to the pressures one was exposed to under the classical (Stalinist)
version of state socialism meant joining the gangsters and becoming one of them.
The people we are concerned with here were lucky enough and/or had the necessary
strength to preserve a minimum of self-respect and moral integrity. But they could
not avoid the humiliation of complicity. Fortunate circumstances and/or their moral
strength enabled them to offer resistance to, and face con¯icts with, what they used
to value over and above everything: their Party and the cause of Communism. But
the con¯ict came, as a rule, too late to save them from sins of omission and
commission and from the personal crisis they had to undergo when fully realising the
moral implications of the monstrous enterprise in which they had engaged themselves with much enthusiasm and to which they had given their name and talents.
Con¯ict with the Party, Moral Crisis and the Ethic of Revisionist Opposition
For these people, the New Course era starting in mid-1953 made it possible to ®nd
a fragile but feasible solution for what by then had proved to be the fundamental
tension in their lives ± between the need to assert, through resistance, their personal
integrity without thereby having to compromise the historical project of socialism, to
betray the avant garde of that project, the Communist Party, or to make themselves
outlaws in the eyes of the political power that was unable to accept organised or
outspoken opposition.
By the time the New Course era started, many of these young Communist
intellectuals had come into con¯ict with their Party and its Stalinist leadership.
Indeed, the Friss Institute seems to have been pre-eminently a gathering of political
outcasts of one or another phase of the RaÂkosi era. This applies even to some of the
leaders of the Institute: IstvaÂn Friss40 was forced to leave his position as the head of
39
Author's interview with Professor RoÂbert Hoch, at the Institute of Economics, Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, Budapest, 27 Nov. 1986.
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the Central Committee's economic policy department (his was the only case,
however, where the fall was not precipitated by Friss having taken the side of proreform forces within the Party). Ferenc DonaÂth, the Deputy Director of the
Institute, was victimised in 1951 in one of the purges administered by RaÂkosi's
political police and was imprisoned to serve a ®fteen-year sentence. After his release
and `rehabilitation' (1954), he joined the revisionist circle around Prime Minister
Imre Nagy. During the revolt of 1956 he was one of Imre Nagy's closest political
collaborators. PeÂter ErdoÈs was accused of having called Stalin in his lectures `ZsugaÂs
Vili' (a play on Stalin's Georgian family name, meaning, in Hungarian slang,
something like `Billy the Card-player'; the name was, in fact, in use as a code-name
for Stalin in the pre-war illegal Communist movement in Hungary). ErdoÈs was also
said to have cited the work of RaÂkosi as an example of the concept of `unproductive
work' in Marxian economics.41 He lost his job and was expelled from the Party in
early 1953. He, too, was rehabilitated in 1954. TamaÂs Nagy, head of the Institute's
General Theory Section, lost his position as kuraÂtor (at the time, the highest chief ) of
the Karl Marx University of Economics in late 1952. The background to that highlevel political decision was a drama of the sort which only the Communist
movement has been capable of producing. TamaÂs Nagy's wife had close personal
contacts with some of the defendants of the Rajk-process. In the autumn of 1949,
RaÂkosi called Nagy to his of®ce and told him that the Party expected him to
divorce his wife. Mr and Mrs Nagy, loyal and obedient soldiers of the Party as they
were, divorced. In 1952, TamaÂs Nagy again approached the cadres section of the
central committee asking whether they could not be allowed to marry again, for
they still loved one another dearly (and they had children). The answer of the
section was this: `That is regarded by the Party as a private matter.' So they
remarried ± as a consequence of which, he lost the position of kuraÂtor, though he
continued to hold the chair of political economy.42
The researchers in junior positions at the IstvaÂn Friss Institute also tended to
distinguish themselves by having been involved in serious con¯icts with their Party.
One example was AndraÂs Nagy, a central person in the politics of the scholarly
community of the Friss Institute. He was twenty-nine years of age in 1955. He came
from a middle-class family. His father was the chief stage manager of the National
Theatre in Budapest and professor in the Academy of Performing Art (SzõÂniakadeÂmia). As an eighteen-year-old boy, putting his life at risk, AndraÂs Nagy joined,
through his elder brother, the underground anti-fascist resistance. Immediately after
the war he became a member of the (Communist-controlled) Democratic Association of Hungarian Youth (MADISZ). He worked in the Foreign Relations Section
of MADISZ, where he was entrusted with the preparations for the founding congress
of space, that, while many of his writings and political speeches rightfully earned him the bad reputation
of a conservative Communist, Friss had a special and very positive role in his relationship to the
country's economic research community (and, personally, to a great majority of the best scholars) based
on his acting as their most important single patron and protector vis-aÁ-vis the political authority.
41
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of the Democratic Association of World Youth to be held in London in November
1945. He was a pupil of one of the best secondary schools in Hungary, the Trefort
Street Gymnasium in Budapest, and became, in the spring of 1945, a student in the
country's best higher education establishment in the humanities, the EoÈtvoÈs
Collegium, where he studied English and French. In the Collegium (where one of
the students was Imre Lakatos), as well as in the apparatus of MADISZ, he came into
contact and worked together with many young Communists. In August 1945 he
joined the Communist Party himself and, upon his return from the London congress,
was appointed chief of the Foreign Relations Section of the MADISZ apparatus.
This meant dividing his attention between two full-time jobs: the administrative
duties at MADISZ and his studies in the Collegium. In 1948, he was already head of
the Foreign Relations Section of the Communist Democratic Association of Youth
(DISZ) when his party's Cadres' Council (OrszaÂgos KaÂdertanaÂcs) ordered him to
suspend his university studies and to devote all his time, as Chief Organiser, to the
preparations for the Second Congress of the World Association of Democratic
Youth which was to be held in Budapest on 2±8 September 1949.
This proved, later, to have been the summit of AndraÂs Nagy's political career.
On 26 September 1949, the death sentences were announced in the Rajk Process.
Due to his contacts with some of the numerous victims of the purge, to his
knowledge of languages and to his social background which made him highly
suspect in the circumstances of the `ever intensifying class-war', AndraÂs Nagy found
himself, from one day to another, without a job. One morning in June 1950, when
he wanted to enter the building of the central of®ces of DISZ, he was denied
admission by the guards. He was not only expelled from his position but the DISZ
leadership saw to it that he found it very dif®cult to get another job. Positions
having to do with foreign relations were entirely out of the question. He was
rejected even when he tried to become employed as a worker in a factory in
Budapest. Following benevolent advice, he then moved away from the capital to
work in SztaÂlinvaÂros (`Stalin's town'), the largest single project of socialist industrialisation in Hungary, producing a gigantic ironworks located in a little village,
Dunapentele, at the southern section of the Danube in Hungary, where a whole
city was erected in the middle of maize ®elds. He was employed there ®rst as an
unskilled construction worker and, later, as a semi-skilled worker in the ironworks.
The time he spent in SztaÂlinvaÂros gave him a great deal of personal experience with
the appallingly low ef®ciency and the unforgiveably wasteful use of resources that
characterised state-socialist central planning. In September 1951, now as someone
with an industrial worker's background and with good recommendations from his
factory in SztaÂlinvaÂros, he could start his studies at the Karl Marx University of
Economics in Budapest. He supported himself with casual work such as writing
articles which appeared in daily papers with others' signatures. In early 1953 he was
`rehabilitated' and offered a job in the Ministry of Education. He became a
corresponding student and took the position. Finding his job at the ministry less
than stimulating, he asked for and was granted a transfer to the Joint Department of
Marxism-Leninism of the Academies of Arts (SzinmuÈveÂszeti, ZenemuÈveÂszeti,
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KeÂpzoÈmuÈveÂszeti and IparmuÈveÂszeti FoÈiskola). Thus, typically for those times, he
started teaching political economy to future actors, musicians, artists and designers
three years before he completed his own studies at the University of Economics. He
was even Head of the Department for a while. At the School of Political Economy
(Politikai GazdasaÂgtan Szak) of the University of Economics, he distinguished
himself as a student. In February 1955, KaÂlmaÂn SzaboÂ, then part-time associate of
the Department of Political Economy and the right hand, in matters of economics,
of Andor Berei at the Central Committee's cultural and scienti®c section, recruited
him to the newly established Institute of Economics. He became a research associate
of TamaÂs Nagy's General Theory Section and the scienti®c secretary of the Institute.
He assumed within a short period a central position in the informal social and
political life of the community of researchers in the Institute. He was one of the few
who uncompromisingly adhered to the policies and spirit of the New Course. After
the revolt of 1956, he refused to apply for membership of KaÂdaÂr's new Hungarian
Socialist Workers' Party. During the revolt, he acted as a liaison between the
Revolutionary Committee of Intelligentsia (EÂrtelmiseÂgi Forradalmi BizottsaÂg) and
the Revolutionary Committee of the Institute of Economics. To represent the
Institute to the outside world was also part of the job of the scienti®c secretary. On
such occasions, especially after February 1956, AndraÂs Nagy did not hesitate to act as
a spokesman for the spirit and ideas of the rebellious intellectuals, criticising with
increasing radicalism the Stalinist academic regime. It was he who, at a Communist
Party meeting of the Second Section of the Academy, summoned to discuss the
lessons for scientists of the Twentieth Congress, demanded that the Section's report
for the 1956 Assembly of the Academy should give
emphasis to the question of democracy within science. . . . It should be criticised in concrete
terms how and in what way democracy in our ®elds has been pushed into the background
and strangled. How it was affected by the fact that the management of science, the assessment
of scienti®c achievements were very often not, or only to an insuf®cient extent, in the hands
of the scientists themselves. It ought to be told what remains to be done in this respect, how
the tasks of managing and assessing science will to a much greater extent be returned to the
hands of scientists. Of course . . . the leading organs of the Party and the state have to have a
considerable in¯uence and role in this respect. . . . But the situation that has prevailed up till
now is absurd as the scientists wield so little real power.43

There are other examples. SaÂndor Ausch, one of the most promising younger
talents at the Institute, received a long prison sentence in one of the bi-acts of the
Rajk-process.44 Released in 1954 he had worked, until he was recruited to the new
Institute of Economics, at the Publishing House for Economics and Law (KoÈzgazdasaÂgi eÂs Jogi KoÈnyvkiadoÂ). AndraÂs BroÂdy was a publisher after the war. After his
company was nationalised, his bourgeois class-alien background and con¯ict with
JoÂzsef ReÂvai's Ministry of Culture over policy issues (such as the ministry's order that
the publishers should annul their contracts with certain authors) cost him his
43
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membership of the Communist Party (which was not restored until 1953). Between
1949 and 1952 he worked as an industrial labourer and studied at evening courses of
the University of Economics.45 RoÂbert Hoch worked at the Department of Political
Economy of the Karl Marx University of Economics until late 1954. Together with
another colleague of his, Hoch was subjected, in 1954, to a Party disciplinary
procedure which found him guilty because he criticised top Stalinist Party leaders
(like ErnoÈ GeroÈ) for sabotaging the policies of the new course. Antal MaÂriaÂs had
worked as an assistant professor at the Department of Socialist Industrial Economy at
the Budapest University of Technology before he went over to the newly established
Friss Institute. Because of a critical and self-critical lecture of his delivered during the
autumn term of 1953 (on the economic and industrial policies of the country prior to
Imre Nagy's new course programme), he was taken to task and thoroughly criticised
by a special meeting of the University's Communist Party Committee.46
JaÂnos Kornai was hardly more than twenty when (in 1948) he became chief of
the column of economic policy in the Party's daily, Szabad NeÂp, a position which he
held until his expulsion from the newspaper in 1955. In 1954, he was also appointed
Secretary of the Editorial Committee. In the formal hierarchy of the Party, the
position of Szabad NeÂp was as high as that of a section of the central committee
apparatus. Moreover, as the paper was one of the few organs of mass media (and
among these the most signi®cant forum for publicity), the power and importance
attached to the of®ce of editor (and, especially, to that of the economic editor) in
Szabad NeÂp probably surpassed its formal ranking in the nomenklatura. The majority
of the members of the government responsible for various economic areas were
neither formally members nor were they invited to attend the meetings of the
Committee of State Economy (AÂllamgazdasaÂgi BizottsaÂg), the party's highestranking collegial body for economic policy, chaired by ErnoÈ GeroÈ. Kornai, as the
economic editor of Szabad NeÂp, was present, from 1949 on, at the meetings of the
Committee and he was entitled to study the highly quali®ed documents submitted
to, discussed and/or produced by the Committee (though he was not entitled to
participate in the discussions). In his editorial work he was `instructed' (supervised),
on the part of the Central Committee, by IstvaÂn Friss, then, head of the Central
Â llamgazdasaÂgi OsztaÂly). All this makes it
Committee's section for economic policy (A
little wonder that Kornai's former status, as perceived by some of his young
colleagues at the Friss Institute, assumed quite unrealistic proportions which are well
re¯ected by the remarkable piece of `urban folklore' that maintains, even today, that
he was at the side of Chief Secretary MaÂtyaÂs RaÂkosi in East Berlin placing the
wreath of the Hungarian government delegation (27±9 October 1952) at the Tomb
of the Unknown Soldier. Someone even insisted on having seen a photograph
depicting the event in a newspaper. (It can be con®rmed that Kornai was a member
45
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of a group of ten attached to the delegation47 but the story of his being at the side of
RaÂkosi in a photo published in the Hungarian press cannot.) Whether the story is
true or not, it did not affect favorably Kornai's initial reception by his young
colleagues at the Friss Institute even though Kornai's salary at the Institute was just
as low as theirs. Of course, Szabad NeÂp as a work place offered more than everyday
proximity to those wielding power over the country and more than the experience
of the actual exercise of that power. Editing a daily paper was always an intellectual
task which put certain limits upon the Party's efforts to ensure that the composition
of the editorial staff was proper from a class point of view. Indeed, the editorial staff
of Szabad NeÂp consisted to a large extent of relatively well-educated men coming
from intellectual middle-class families: MikloÂs VaÂsaÂrhelyi, Imre PatkoÂ and PeÂter
Kende, for example, who were Kornai's close friends and wanted him to join
Szabad NeÂp, were all from urban middle-class families. To begin with, there was
nothing wrong with their loyalty to the Party and to the cause it embodied. They
worked with great enthusiasm running RaÂkosi's propaganda machine. They were
shocked and alarmed by the slaughter within the ranks of the Party leadership called
`the Rajk process', but they did not think of calling the wisdom and objectives of
GaÂbor PeÂter's state security police, controlled directly by RaÂkosi, into question.
They had close friends and highly respected acquaintances among the people
executed or imprisoned, but their speeches delivered at various meetings and their
articles published in Szabad NeÂp and elsewhere showed no doubt whatever as to the
tenability of all the fancy allegations concocted during those infamous sleepless
nights of RaÂkosi.48 Similarly, the ostrich-like policy of the Party soldier allowed
them to still their consciences over the propaganda journalism they produced, a
`journalism' for which serving the needs and interests of the Party, as de®ned by the
top leadership, was more important than reporting facts, inquiring into events and
charting the processes that characterised the `real sphere' of social life.
As with the cases of other groups of Communist intellectuals, the political changes
of 1953, the introduction of Imre Nagy's New Course policies, provided the
background to the radical change in the attitude of a considerable number of Szabad
47
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NeÂp's journalists, too. The new course era brought with it the intense need for critical
self-scrutiny at all levels and, especially, at the level of individuals. The party openly
admitted that the country had been mismanaged for at least four years and that major
political and economic mistakes had been committed. Indeed, the political struggle
after June 1953 was largely about the exact de®nition of what those mistakes were,
what gave rise to them and, last but not least, who was to shoulder the responsibility for
them? RaÂkosi and his followers within the mighty Party apparatus were for a long
time rather successful in restricting this process of critical reappraisal to the inevitable
minimum. This success of theirs could not, however, put a stop to the moral and
political awakening that swept over the ranks of the Communist intelligentsia.49
However unwillingly and half-heartedly RaÂkosi's men proceeded in the `rehabilitation' of the many victims of the show trials and other forms of terror, a public
condemnation of the preceding years' lawlessness could no longer be avoided and it
was made by the very same people responsible for it. Nor could they completely
prevent the release from prisons and camps of some of their most prominent victims,
who had themselves had held, before their fall, high positions within the Party and
state apparatus. These days were highly traumatic for anyone with any sensitivity left
in his or her soul: How did you face people returning from hell? What did you tell
them and what could you do about the appalling injustice they had been exposed to
with one's own consent and loud approval? One famous line of LaÂszloÂ BenjaÂmin's
poem To repair the irreparable ( JoÂvaÂtenni a joÂvaÂtehetetlent), written on 3 September 1955
and widely circulated in manuscript among Budapest Communist intellectuals, is
probably the epitome of the experience described here: I plead guilty of having believed
in your crime.50 Signi®cantly, the poem was dedicated to SaÂndor Haraszti, a prominent
home Communist and journalist (chief editor of the Communist SzabadsaÂg), who
was imprisoned by RaÂkosi in 1951 and released in July 1954 (together with Ferenc
Â jhelyi and other leading
DonaÂth, JaÂnos KaÂdaÂr, Gyula KaÂllai, GeÂza Losonczy, SzilaÂrd U
personalities of the interwar Hungarian Communist underground). The same SaÂndor
Haraszti personally told Kornai of his life in RaÂkosi's prison, of the tortures he had
had to suffer at the hands of RaÂkosi's security police:
What actually happened was that, within a year or a year and a half, about ten±®fteen leading
employees in the staff of Szabad NeÂp underwent a profound change in their way of thinking,
in their outlook. And this change, I believe, was attributable in all cases, including mine, to
the release of and personal encounters with those who were unlawfully arrested [and
imprisoned]. That is to say, it was not the speech [of Imre Nagy, introducing the programme
of his government to Parliament in June 1953]. The speech could be taken simply as a
correction of the Party line. For example, for me the great collapse [of my previous world
49
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view] came when SaÂndor Haraszti was released from prison and he told me personally how
he was tortured. . . . The great dramatic change was brought about by meeting with these
people, and by the moral trauma following it. . . . this was something like an axiomatic
system which, when you discarded two of its axioms, would inevitably collapse. . . . I think
here you had to do with people of moral integrity, who served a cause because they believed
in it with the whole of their heart. And if there only had been some `mistakes', the whole
thing could have been maintained. But when it proved to be morally indefensible, then the
revision of ideas commenced and resulted, within a few months, in profound changes in this
group of interacting people of considerable intellectual talents and high moral standards. This
process reached its culmination in the meeting [of the Szabad NeÂp's Party organisation,
22±25 October, 1954].51

For those who grew aware of the (personal) moral implications of what had been
going on in the country, there could be no doubt as to which side to take in the
protracted power struggle between the revisionist-reformer and the Stalinist factions
within the Party leadership. They did not simply follow Imre Nagy, but they went
in many respects ahead of him in demanding a radical break with Stalinist policies
and practices and a thorough rethinking and revision of the socialist political and
social order. In their eyes, the cause of socialism could only have a chance of success
and, indeed, of survival, if the political change unfolding after the introduction of new
course policies had been towards increasing democratisation. Indeed, it was in this circle
of young Communist revisionist intellectuals at the Szabad NeÂp that the ®rst ideas of
a reform of the political system of existing socialism originated. Kornai's best friend
among the paper's editors, PeÂter Kende, wrote a twenty-six page petition to the
Third Congress of the Hungarian Workers' Party. The essay, entitled `On the
question of our democratism',52 proposed hardly more than what the modest
political reforms of the late 1970s and 1980s in Hungary achieved. Leaving intact the
Communist Party's monopolistic position by accepting the principle of the dictatorship of the proletariat, it pleaded that greater weight in the political process should
be given to the organisations of popular representation (local councils and the
Parliament). However, in the eyes of the protagonists of the totalitarian regime in
1954, such reforms amounted to a counter-revolution. But the real strength of the
essay lay in its critique of the Stalinist political regime. It attacked the alienation of
the privileged stratum of leaders from the people. It admitted that `some bourgeois
democracies' performed better in certain respects than Hungary's state-socialist
political system: they provided greater freedom for their citizens to criticise publicly
the management of the state's affairs; they gave better protection to the individual
against the state apparatus; they proved to be superior to the `dictatorship of the
proletariat' in making it possible to articulate and express individual opinions; and
51

Interview with professor JaÂnos Kornai, Budapest, 14 May 1987.
PeÂter Kende, `Demokratizmusunk keÂrdeÂsehez. BeadvaÂny a paÂrt kongresszusaÂhoz', enclosed to a
letter to Central Committee Secretary MihaÂly Farkas, 17 May 1954, in which Kende asks the latter's
opinion about the petition and information as to the possibility of submitting the petition, including the
attached proposals for resolutions, to the delegates of the Congress. Farkas forwarded the petition to
Imre Nagy, writing that he did not think it advisable to submit the petition to the Congress. MihaÂly
Farkas to Imre Nagy, 24 May 1954. In the end, the petition was not forwarded to the Congress. PIA
276 f. 67. cs. 9. oÈe., fols 1±26.
52
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they secured a genuine control by the representative legislative branch of power
over the executive apparatuses. Kende explained the `backwardness of our democratism' by, among other things, the misuse of the Party's monopoly position:
The fundamental problem here is that we have not been able organisationally and institutionally to restrict and counteract [ellensuÂlyozni] the opportunities for the abuse of power arising
out of the Party's monopoly position. In quite a few respects, this has resulted in the
transformation of the ideological and political leadership of the party into a party dictatorship
[a paÂrt eszmei eÂs politikai vezeteÂse szaÂmos vonatkozaÂsban paÂrtdiktaturaÂvaÂ csuÂszott el].53

It was, then, in this millieu where the con¯ict between the Stalinist leadership in the
Party and the rebel Communist intellectuals in the newspaper's editorial of®ce, who
could no longer accept a return to the state of affairs prevailing before June 1953,54
led, right after the Stalinist backlash of March 1955, to the expulsion of a number of
journalists (with JaÂnos Kornai among them) from the Szabad NeÂp.55 Thus JaÂnos
Kornai landed, not at all against his wishes, in the newly established Institute of
Economics, losing a great deal of his salary, prestige and status, but gaining a position
which offered opportunities to ®nd a new identity and role and which enabled him
to combine moral integrity and intellectual creativity with the search for truth as a
scholar as well as a socially politically committed individual.
Gyepsor Ethos ± the Legacy of Interwar Sociography
For the young Communist economists, the crisis of 1953±6 was a profoundly
personal crisis of a moral, intellectual and political nature from which the only
feasible way out, personally and politically, appeared to be leading through the
professionalisation of economic research. Professionalisation in this context meant
the attainment and preservation of academic autonomy as well as the construction of
a new identity by engaging in a set of new roles. It meant opting for and cultivating
a positivistically orientated scienti®c ethos, for an emancipation from the ethos of
the party soldier. Indeed, the political changes brought about by the new course and
53
PeÂter Kende, `Demokratizmusunk keÂrdeÂseÂhez', ibid., 15, fol. 18. Kende's petition was not
forwarded to the delegates of the Congress, but Kende submitted the material to the Party's theoretical
monthly, TaÂrsadalmi Szemle (Social review), for publication. The editorial committee discussed the essay
on 10 Aug. 1954. None of the committee members declared himself ready to accept the essay without
major revisions. But Kende, who was also present at the discussion, rejected most of the critical
comments and refused to rewrite the whole text. He suggested that the Review publish the essay as a
`debate-article'. The committee declined and committee chairman Andor Berei concluded the
discussion by remarking that `comrade Kende appears to have studied Lenin and Stalin either not in the
right manner or not thoroughly enough'. Minutes of the meeting of the editorial committee of
TaÂrsadalmi Szemle, 10 Aug. 1954, PIA 276 f. 101. cs. 2. oÈe., fols 115±21.
54
This is well documented in the protocols of the 22±5 Oct. 1954 meeting of the party
organisation of the editorial of®ce of the Szabad NeÂp. JegyzoÈkoÈnyv a Szabad NeÂp szerkesztoÈseÂgi
paÂrtszervezete 1954. OktoÂber 22±23±25-eÂn megtartott taggyuÈleÂseÂroÈl, PIA, 276 f. 89. cs. 206. oÈe. These
protocols were immediately copied and circulated among the Budapest intellectuals upon whom it had
a revolutionising impact. See also an account of the contemporaries, TamaÂs AczeÂl and Tibor MeÂray,
The Revolt of the Mind: A Case History of Intellectual Resistance behind the Iron Curtain (London: Thames
and Hudson, 1960), esp. Bk iii, Ch. 3, `The Rebels at Szabad NeÂp'.
55
Interview with Professor JaÂnos Kornai, Budapest, 14 May 1987.
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the transformation of the academic regime (the empiricist research programme of
the Friss Institute) enabled them to pursue such strategies as would turn them from
party soldiers into professional research economists. The epistemology of naive
empiricism brought social scienti®c knowledge out of the realm of political volition
and made it the concern of the specialised researcher questioning an objective social
reality which exists and obeys laws and patterns independently not only of the
researcher himself but also of the will of politicians.
The emerging new, relatively autonomous, position of social knowledge and of
its professionalising producers was an obvious target for RaÂkosi's re-Stalinisation
efforts from late 1954 onwards. And it was this autonomy and professionalism the
demands for which and the interests of which were in so many dimensions and from
so many angles articulated by young Communist academic intellectuals in the
debates taking place, mostly under the aegis of the PetoÈ® Circle, during the months
between the Twentieth Congress and the uprising of late October 1956. This highly
critical and self-conscious spirit erupting after the Twentieth Congress not only
in¯uenced and inspired the attitudes prevailing among the young research economists, regular attendants as they were of the PetoÈ® Circle's discussions, but it was
also actively informed and shaped by them.
If, after September 1955, an anthropologist had chosen the circle of young
economists of importance from the point of view of the empiricist breakthrough as
her subject of study, she could have done most of her ®eld-work along one back
corridor of the Institute of Economics. The corridor was on the second ¯oor of a
building in NaÂdor utca [NaÂdor Street], on the Pest side of the capital (east of the
Danube), a short walk from the headquarters of the Communist Party (the Central
Committee apparatus) in the same street. The building housing the Institute and the
editorial of®ces of the Economic Review belonged, before nationalisation to a
private bank. In state socialist Hungary, NaÂdor utca was the street with the highest
concentration of political power in the country. It was situated in a district of the
capital, the ®fth, where the overwhelming majority of the top Party and state
authorities had their of®ces. Junior members of the Institute's General Theory
Section, headed by TamaÂs Nagy, had their rooms on the corridor in question. Their
windows looked onto a backyard as dark as a lift shaft. Although groups of two or
three had to share a room, the associates of the section spent much of their time
here. Research economists in those days had to keep themselves to ®xed working
hours, from 8.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. But what tied them even more to their of®ces
was the advantage the Institute could offer them in terms of access to classi®ed
information. For many years such access constituted an exclusive privilege of IstvaÂn
Friss' Institute: a great deal of classi®ed statistical and other economic information
circulated among the country's top policy-making authorities was also sent to the
Institute. To be able to receive this material, the Institute was formally granted
È gyiratkezeleÂs (administration of secret documents, TU
È K), i.e. the
the right of Titkos U
right to hold secret documents. This meant that someone or a whole group of the
administrative section had as its task the administration of these documents and
the supervision of their use in accord with a set of speci®c rules. It also meant that a
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number of safes were installed in the of®ces (where the classi®ed documents had to
be locked up when not being used by authorised personnel).
But the young research economists had another good reason to keep to their
of®ces. The corridor became, especially after February 1956, an informal place for
heated discussions over the main political and intellectual issues of the time. These
discussions certainly contributed to the development of a strong cohesion among the
members of the group. This was evidenced not only by the cheerfully teasing way in
which they related to one another (mocking the dubious trend in the semiology of
existing socialism to name towns, squares, streets, factories, co-operatives, etc. after
Stalin, RaÂkosi and other living or deceased classics of Communism, they named the
corridor's pissoir after AndraÂs Nagy, a comrade of theirs who enjoyed the greatest
popularity among them), but also the fact that they developed a collective identity
well re¯ected in the name they gave to their corridor: the Gyepsor.
There is no way of directly translating Gyepsor into English. In pre-war
Hungarian rural society, Gyepsor was the habitat of the poorest and most frustrated
of the village community: `The Gyepsor is on the edge of the village. Beyond it lie
the endless saliferous ®elds covered by, instead of vegetation, the droppings of geese,
pigs and cattle. Covered, that is, only as long as the dung gets dry enough for the
inhabitants of Gyepsor to pick it up and heat with it.'56 The typical inhabitant of
Gyepsor was the landless agrarian worker dependent on day labour, always in short
supply. The agrarian proletariat was a large stratum of Hungary's rural society
characterised, for long periods of time, by lethargy and resignation. But it was also
in this stratum that the recurring waves of radical agrarian socialism gained
momentum. In IstvaÂn Friss' Institute of Economics, too, the Gyepsor was the habitat
of the underdog. At the same time, and, again, similarly to the Gyepsor of pre-war
rural society, the corridor was also a nest of revolt.
In the beginning, this name we gave ourselves signi®ed nothing more than our lowest
position in the hierarchy as opposed to the position of our bosses, such as [IstvaÂn] Friss (for
whom even a bathroom and a restroom had been built), [GyoÈrgy] Cukor, TamaÂs Nagy,
[Ferenc] DonaÂth, [GyoÈrgy] GoÈncoÈl, [Edit] JaÂvorka, etc. The latter were placed in the
elegant, nicely furnished rooms, which formerly belonged to bank directors and managers,
with anterooms for secretaries. Later, however, as we started to form a community and as the
political con¯ict [in the country] intensi®ed, the meaning of Gyepsor broadened to include
radical reformism, revisionism, i.e. [it re¯ected the fact] that most of us sided more and more
with Imre Nagy against RaÂkosi. [19]55±56 was a time of political turbulence when we had a
lot of discussions, we received and sent on secret information, gossip and rumours, and we
were growing increasingly critical of the power and of the Soviet Union. We established
contacts with our colleagues working at the [National] Of®ce of Planning, the University [of
Economics] and the ministries. In other words, if you will, this corridor community had
become a centre preparing in economic theory the [19]56 [revolt], a community which
turned, with an increasing self-consciousness and radicalism, against the conservative and
dogmatic party leadership.57
56
PeÂter Veres, `EbeÂd a Gyepsoron' (Lunch in the Gyepsor) in Gyepsor. ElbeszeÂleÂsek (short stories,
®rst published in 1940), (Budapest: Athenaeum, 1950), 23.
57
Letter from Professor AndraÂs Nagy, Institute of Economics of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences, to the author, 12 Dec. 1990.
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Last but not least, the Gyepsor as a metaphor nourishing the collective identity of
the young Communist rebel economists had yet another signi®cant layer of
meaning with considerable potential to assist in a relatively smooth departure from
the party soldier identity and the transition to a professionally orientated but socially
committed ethos of scholarship. If only by way of association, the Gyepsor identity
related these young anti-Stalinist (but still socialist) economists to the rural (and
urban) sociography of the 1930s. Sociography was an intellectual movement with a
number of characteristics that must have been very appealing to the rebellious social
science intellectuals in the 1950s.58 It had grown out of and developed partly hand
in hand with, partly in opposition to ± but never separated from ± the artistic
movement of populist (neÂpies) writers. The sociography of Ferenc Erdei, Imre
KovaÂcs, Gyula Ortutay or ZoltaÂn SzaboÂ was a partisan enterprise in the sense that it
was anti-establishment (and the academic establishment effectively saw to it that
sociography, together with modern sociology, stayed outside the walls of of®cial
academe) and, in so far as it committed itself to radical social reforms, to the
improvement of the living conditions of the underdog. However, the sociographers
of the late 1930s also emphasised that the scienti®c method and historical action
were two distinct spheres and adhered to the view that maintained the necessity of
the tripartite division between the science of facts, the science of norms and values
and the sphere of politics. They believed that their social-political commitment was
best served exactly by the non-partisan and strictly objective, positive character of
sociography. As ZoltaÂn SzaboÂ wrote, sociography is agitation by non-partisanship
and objectivity (`a taÂrsadalomrajz a paÂrtatlansaÂg eÂs taÂrgyilagossaÂg izgataÂsa').59 A
contemporary comrade of SzaboÂ, looking back from the 1980s, remembered the
sociographer's attitude towards his own research and towards politics like this:
Did I become a revolutionary? I wanted to see profound social change (`gyoÈkeres taÂrsadalmi
vaÂltozaÂst akartam'), and I wished to contribute to bringing it about, but I did not consider
myself a revolutionary. I was between twenty-two and twenty-four years old, and I believed
that through social research we would understand the country and would make it understood. [I believed] our writings would convince public opinion and . . . the latter would
force the political power to accept our reform proposals.60

The way ZoltaÂn SzaboÂ wished to see the relationship between sociography and
politics, between social research and ideologically-oriented theorizing, was strikingly
identical with the credo of the empiricist new course economics:
[The political Right and the political Left] tend to see the problems from above, from a
58
In the short section below on interwar sociography, I have relied on the following works:
DeÂnes NeÂmedi, A nÂpi szociograÂ®a 1930±1938 (Budapest: Gondolat, 1985); Gyula BorbaÂndi, A magyar neÂpi
mozgalom (New York: PuÈski, 1983), also available as Der Ungarische Populismus (Mainz, 1976); and
MikloÂs LackoÂ, Korszellem eÂs tudomaÂny 1910±1945 (Budapest: Gondolat, 1988), 333±7. A most useful
autobiographical work from an important contemporary practitioner of sociography is IvaÂn BoldizsaÂr, A
lebegoÈk. EgyeÂni eÂs nemzedeÂki oÈneÂletrajz szaÂzadunk harmincas eÂveiboÈl (Die freischwebende . . . An individual's
and a generation's autobiography from the 1930s), (Budapest: MagvetoÈ, 1989).
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SzaboÂ ZoltaÂn, `A taÂrsadalomkutataÂs ceÂlja' (The objectives of sociography), Hitel (1936), 162±72,
quoted by MikloÂs LackoÂ, Korszellem eÂs tudomaÂny, 334.
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IvaÂn BoldizsaÂr, A lebegoÈk, 260.
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biased theoretical point of view. We want to approach the questions and solutions from
under, from reality. They say: acquaint yourself with the teachings of your leader. We say:
acquaint yourself with the country. They are more super®cial and, thus, they are more
courageous. They dare to give their views about the necessary treatment without an intimate
knowledge of the patient. We are more conscientious and, consequently, we are more
hesitant.61

Most importantly, this view was very much akin to that consistently adopted by the
Director of the Institute of Economics, IstvaÂn Friss.62
Not only did research associates from other sections of the Institute and the
editorial staff of the KoÈzgazdasaÂgi Szemle (who had their of®ces in the same house)
frequent the Gyepsor, but also economists from various government economic
authorities located in nearby quarters (such as the National Of®ce of Planning or the
Ministry of Finance). It seems, indeed, justi®ed to credit the Gyepsor with having
earned for the Institute as a whole the unmistakable hostility of ErzseÂbet Andics and
other members of the conservative Party leadership.
The Gyepsor was more than the sum of the individuals constituting it and yet it
was but a coincidental point of intersection, where individual trajectories combined
to give rise to the intellectual, social-cultural and political formation underlying the
empiricist breakthrough63 and, thus, also the dualistic structure that characterised
economic thought throughout the forty years of state socialism in Hungary. This is
what seems to have proved to be the durable achievement of the 1953±6 crisis of
state socialism in Hungary, an achievement that survived the red terror following
the revolution of 1956, and also survived the high-level disciplinary party investigation into the Institute during late 1957 and early 1958. For however intimidated
these economists were amid the oppression of the early KaÂdaÂrist era, no reversal
could effectively be made when it came to their fundamentally new position as
professional research economists. There was no way of pushing back this new
intelligentsia, so crucially affected by the experience of the ®rst post-war decade,
into the mould of the party soldier. While there were almost two new generations
of young economists to come, from among whom the corruptible or/and the
ignorant and naõÈve could be recruited to serve as apologists of the state socialist
regime, the option provided by the role of the professional economist pursuing
empirically and/or (reform) policy-orientated social science research remained in
place for all the three and a half decades following the crisis, revolts and revolution
of 1953±6.
61
ZoltaÂn SzaboÂ, KortaÂrs aggodalmaira, Pesti NaploÂ, 21 Feb. 1937, quoted by DeÂnes NeÂmedi, A
neÂpi szociograÂ®a, 129.
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Cf. IstvaÂn Friss, `EloÈszoÂ' (Preface), in A Magyar TudomaÂnyos AkadeÂmia KoÈzgazdasaÂgtudomaÂnyi
InteÂzeteÂnek EÂvkoÈnyve, I: 1957 (Budapest: AkadeÂmiai KiadoÂ, 1957). See above, pp. 299±300 and n. 12.
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By early 1956, the General Theory section under TamaÂs Nagy had ten members. Nine of them
had their rooms on our corridor of observation: SaÂndor Ausch, BeÂla Csendes, RoÂbert Hoch, JaÂnos
Kornai, Antal MaÂriaÂs, AndraÂs Nagy, Mrs Eszter SolymaÂr (SolymaÂr JenoÈneÂ), Aranka ReÂdei and Ferenc
VaÂgi. PeÂter ErdoÈs, although both in age and in hierarchical position senior to the members of Gyepsor,
was a regular visitor to the rooms on the corridor (as one of his younger colleagues put it, `his heart was
with the Gyepsor'). So were AndraÂs BroÂdy of the Industrial Section, Ferenc MolnaÂr of the International
Section, and Ferenc Fekete and Zsuzsa Esze of the Economic Review.
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Statistical Appendix
Table 1. The social background of research economists in IstvaÂn Friss' Institute, 19561
Father's occupation

No.

Workers
Peasants
Shopkeepers & artisans
Unknown
Clerks
Capitalists & landowners
Intellectuals

3
6
2
7
5
4
9

Table 2.

The social background (according to father's status) and Party af®liation of the
PhD student body in the seven sections of the Academy, 1951±52

Worker
Peasant
Intellectual
Other
Class-alien
Party members

Students enrolled in year
1951 1952 1953 1954
%
%
%
%

1955
%

Total PhD student
body in 1955
%

25.6
12.0
28.9
33.1
0.4
71.9

23.1
9.2
32.3
31.0
4.4
62.0

21.9
11.1
30.6
34.6
1.8
68.2

20.5
9.8
35.0
34.0
0.7
69.4

24.0
14.0
25.7
34.4
1.9
75.3

18.8
10.6
31.1
37.7
1.8
54.7

1
`KoÈzgazdasaÂgtudomaÂnyi InteÂzet dolgozoÂi' (Employees of the Institute of Economics, enlisted by
rank/position, disclosing father's occupation), 1956, part of the list is handwritten, the rest is typescript,
PIA 276 f., 91/102 oÈe.
2
Sources for Tables 2 and 3: Report on the aspirantuÂra presented to the Committee of Scienti®c
Quali®cation (TudomaÂnyos MinoÈsõÂtoÈ BizottsaÂg), dated 20 April 1956. A copy of the report was sent to
LaÂszloÂ OrbaÂn of the Dept. for Science and Culture of the Central Committee, PIA 276 f, 91 cs, 99 oÈe,
fos 109±21; furthermore, Report by the Academy of Science on the Recruitment of Scienti®c Cadres
(`A tudomaÂnyos kaÂderutaÂnpoÂtlaÂs helyzete'), undated (1956), by the President of the Academy, IstvaÂn
RusznyaÂk, PIA 276 f, 91 cs, 10 oÈe, fols 196±212. The data include all four categories of `aspirants'
(students sent abroad, especially to the USSR, students of the ordinary, corresponding and shortened
PhD courses), except for the percentages of party members where no data for students of the so-called
shortened courses were available. Students of these shortened courses (roÈvidõÂtett aspirantuÂra) were
allowed to proceed to writing their dissertations without having previously passed the exams prescribed
to the other categories.
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Table 3.

The social background (according to father's status) and Party af®liation of the
PhD student body, Social & Historical Sciences, 1951±5

Worker
Peasant
Intellectual
Other
Class-alien
Party members
Table 4.

Students enrolled in year
1951 1952 1953 1954
%
%
%
%

1955
%

Total PhD student
body in 1955
%

28.6
20.0
14.3
37.1
0.0
91.4

31.9
8.7
17.4
42.0
0.0
79.2

24.5
13.6
22.3
39.4
0.3
87.3

20.4
14.3
24.5
40.8
0.0
91.8

23.3
18.6
23.3
34.8
0.0
94.0

21.9
11.0
25.5
40.9
0.7
76.6

The social background (according to father's status) of the scienti®c staff in Higher
Education for 1953 and 19553
1953

W

1955

1953

9.1
5.6
7.8
Ð

10.8
5.3
15.0
Ð

All levels
HE % 16.4
US %
12.3
UT % 12.3
DML % 40.6

21.5
17.0
19.0
44.2

Professors
HE %
US %
UT %
DML %

P

1955

1953

6.5
5.6
6.8
Ð

5.4
3.9
6.6
Ð

9.9
8.1
6.7
26.6

10.3
8.9
7.6
26.4

I

1955

1953

46.0
43.1
47.0
Ð

43.0
41.2
41.5
Ð

30.0
32.6
30.0
10.6

27.0
28.0
28.0
10.3

O

E

1955

1953

1955

32.9
37.5
35.5
Ð

35.7
41.9
34.4
Ð

5.5
8.2
2.9
Ð

5.1
7.7
2.5
Ð

38.6
39.7
46.6
20.7

36.6
40.1
40.9
17.4

5.1
7.3
4.4
1.5

4.6
6.0
4.5
1.7

Notes:
HE = Total higher education; US = Universities of science; UT = Universities of
technology; DML = Departments of Marxism-Leninism (no professors had been
appointed to these departments before 1956)

3
Source: PIA 276 f, 91 cs, 133 oÈe, fos 99±101. The social categories as de®ned in the
contemporary of®cial statistics and which apply also in our source are as follows: W: workers, P:
peasants, I: intellectuals, O: other (mostly petit bourgeois families), E: exploitators (former capitalists and
landowners) often referred to as `class-aliens' (osztaÂlyidegenek).
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Table 5.

Party af®liation of the scienti®c staff in higher education4

1953
Ms

Nms

Excluded

1955
Ms

Nms

Excluded

Professors
HE %
US %
UT %
DML %

40.0
40.3
27.5
Ð

58.0
58.3
70.0
Ð

2.0
1.4
2.5
Ð

39.5
41.3
29.0
Ð

58.4
56.7
68.0
Ð

2.1
1.9
3.0
Ð

All levels
HE %
US %
UT %
DML %

37.0
39.1
23.3
82.0

60.8
57.4
75.0
18.0

2.2
3.5
1.7
0.0

41.5
43.8
27.5
88.7

56.3
52.9
70.7
11.3

2.2
3.3
1.8
0.0

Notes:
Ms = Members of the Communist Party; Nms - Not members of the Communist
Party; HE = Total higher education; US = Universities of science; UT =
Universities of technology; DML = Departments of Marxism-Leninism

4

Source: PIA 276 f, 91 cs, 133 oÈe fos 99±101.
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Ulbricht and the Intellectuals

JOHN CONNELLY
Khrushchev's secret speech of February 1956 threw the moral and political world of
East Central Europe's intellectuals into turmoil. One of the most secure belief systems
ever devised was suddenly revealed to be the ideological justi®cation for crimes of a
massive scale. Several generations of Communists groped for orientation, and radical
change seemed inevitable. East Germany's intellectuals were no exception in their
expectations and desires for change. Students of the GDR have always understood
1956 as one of formidable intellectual challenge to the Ulbricht regime, and the
opening of SED and Stasi archives has strengthened this view, revealing an unrest that
pervaded the ranks of students, writers, teachers, and much of the Party cadre.1
Yet this remarkable intellectual ferment did not achieve a lasting effect. Despite the
presence of leading Eastern European revisionists such as Ernst Bloch, Wolfgang
Harich, JuÈrgen Kuczynski, Robert Havemann, Arne Benary or Fritz Behrens, East
German society failed to produce an abiding intellectual challenge to the Stalinist
regime. The year 1956 in East Germany did not have the historical resonance for
future generations of dissidents that it had for counterparts in Poland or Hungary. By
the 1970s the story of that year was hardly known ± even to the new generation of
dissidents.2
Existing scholarship provides only partial answers for this East German anomaly.
Early analysts focused explanations upon the Party apparatus. Writing in 1960,
William E. Grif®th identi®ed revisionism as the `revolt of Party intellectuals against
the apparatchiki'. It had gone furthest in Poland and Hungary where the Party
apparatus was small, but was easily crushed in Czechoslovakia and East Germany,
I would like to thank the American Council of Learned Societies, the Spencer Foundation, the Center
for German and European Studies (Berkeley, CA) and the Slavic Center (Berkeley, CA) for assisting my
research, and Fiona N. Grigg, GyoÈrgy PeÂteri and Andrew Barshay for their helpful comments.
1
See esp. Armin Mitter and Stefan Wolle, Untergang auf Raten: Unbekannte Kapitel der DDRGeschichte (Munich: Bertelsmann, 1993), and Manfred Hertwig, `Der Umgang des Staates mit
oppositionellem und widerstaÈndigem Verhalten. Die Opposition von Intellektuellen in der SED/DDR
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`where adequate numbers of apparatchiki were available'.3 More recent treatments of
East German intellectuals' failure to constitute a more cohesive reform movement
have stressed their unique commitment to socialism and anti-fascism, and the
supposed inability both of the SED and its opponents to appeal to nationalism.4
Such explanations have only limited power. The apparatus of the Czech Communist Party did not hinder the Prague Spring after all,5 and in East Germany intellectuals
never actively supported de-Stalinisation. Why was this so? The SED's success in
limiting intellectual dissent in the late 1950s may help provide the answers.
East German intellectuals' commitment to socialism and anti-fascism are likewise
at best partial explanations. Counterparts in Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary
were hardly less devoted to socialism than their East German counterparts.6 And
though anti-fascism was bound to have great force in the country which launched
Hitler, it was by no means limited to East German intellectuals. Many leading Polish,
Czech, Slovak or Hungarian intellectuals had suffered the effects of right-wing
nationalism and fascism, and been rescued in 1945 by the Red Army.7 Furthermore,
East German anti-fascism had a largely mythical character: from an early date the East
German state began to integrate former Nazis, and by the mid-1950s almost a third of
the members of the SED had been members of Nazi organisations.8
3
William E. Grif®th, `The Decline and Fall of Revisionism in Eastern Europe', in Leopold
Labedz, (ed.), Revisionism. Essays on the History of Marxist Ideas (New York: Praeger 1962), 227.
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`Nationalism' or `national communism' likewise appear unsatisfactory upon
closer examination: on the one hand the SED regime, and no doubt much of its
following, perceived itself as the truly patriotic German state. For an East German
intellectual of the 1950s, the Ulbricht regime's agitation in the name of the German
nation needed be no less credible than its agitation in the name of Marxism. On the
other hand, the `National Communist' regimes of Poland, or later Slovakia, were as
successful in quelling intellectual dissent as in supporting it. Moreover, intellectuals
in Poland or Hungary in 1956 considered their actions to be carried out in the name
of socialism as much as in the name of their nations.9
This essay hopes to reach a more balanced understanding of East German
intellectuals in the 1950s by placing them in their context: that is by seeing them
against the background of other socialist states in the region. It argues that two
factors truly distinguished East Germany's intellectuals: the SED leadership's unique
attention to the challenges of creating a new eÂlite,10 and an intellectual culture
marked by primary loyalty to the Party/state. Counterparts elsewhere in East
Central Europe identi®ed primarily with an historical formation called the `intelligentsia'.11 Any intelligentsia in the GDR was a creation of the SED, however, and
it had been formed in both positive and negative senses. On the one hand the SED
consciously chose members of the new intelligentsia, and on the other it acted to
exclude the in¯uence of `bourgeois' or `reactionary' elements through repression
and an open border to the West.
The understanding of intellectuals used here is a broad one, including writers and
artists, but also university communities and especially students.12 Students have been
known throughout East Central Europe for their role in pressing for change at
critical moments. Everywhere, that is, except in East Germany.
Early Challenges and Early Policies
The Soviet Military Administration in Germany and its German (SMAG) Communist helpers were determined from the immediate post-war days to in¯uence
decisively the emergence of a new intelligentsia on German soil. They were equally
determined to hinder intellectual dissent. This is most visible in university policy.13
In the summer of 1945 the professorial bodies of all six universities of the Soviet
9
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Zone had re-convened and begun to purge themselves of former Nazis, but the
new authorities proved very suspicious of these efforts. Con¯icts ensued over
precise numbers, with the universities insisting that certain professors had to be
maintained in order to guarantee basic university functions. The Soviets responded
to German obstinance with an order in early 1946 that every former Nazi be
removed from teaching staffs, something the Germans ± and Western powers ±
considered fantastic.14 The rectors of Rostock, Leipzig and Berlin were replaced by
more compliant colleagues; and the rector of Greifswald, the theologian Ernst
Lohmeyer, was arrested the day before the scheduled university re-opening in
January 1946. He was never heard from again.15
As a result of this de-Nazi®cation the number of university teachers active in the
Soviet Zone dropped by over two-thirds.16 This was the most decisive break in
professorial continuity in East Central Europe, for the purges touched every faculty.
The Czech purges of 1948 were severe, but left medical and natural science faculties
essentially intact.17 It was also the earliest point at which Communist authorities in
East Central Europe began forming a new intelligentsia. Soviet or German
Communist agencies had to approve not only the hiring of every new university
teacher, but also the admittance of each new student.
Soviet and German Communists co-operated18 in student admissions policies,
which were seen as the groundwork for building a new academic eÂlite. According
to guidelines of early 1948, the goal of worker courses was the `formation of the
next generation of academics from such strata of the people (workers, peasants,
victims of fascism and victims of national socialism) as have been excluded from
high school for social or political reasons'.19 Early in 1946, special faculties were set
up throughout the Soviet Zone to prepare worker and peasant children for
university. Previously, people from such social strata had been all but denied
entrance to university. Through a process of trial and error the SED devised
methods of selection and teaching that guaranteed strong contingents of students
from these social strata who would succeed at university. The East German worker-

14
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peasant faculties became the most serious in the region (see Table 1) and, indeed,
outdid even the Soviet variant in consistency of application.20
Table 1.

Worker-peasant courses

Country

Years of operation

Percentage of university admissions
from worker-peasant courses21

GDR
Czech Lands
Poland

1946±66
1949±54
1945±55

20
10±13
8±9

Soviet and East German Communists complemented these af®rmative action policies
with a careful ideological policing of university terrains. At ®rst they may have
harboured some belief that such policing would not be necessary given that student
admissions policies were meant to screen students tainted by fascist ideology. In 1946
the SMAG even permitted student councils to emerge throughout the Zone. Yet
students did not behave as expected: in two freely contested elections in 1947 they
elected liberals and Christian Democrats. The SMAG responded with changes in
election procedures, and growing terror: over 400 students and professors were
arrested in East Germany between 1945 and mid-1953.22 Students of the immediate
post-war years proved to be the group in East German society least willing to accept
the increasingly authoritarian regime, and thereby reinforced the determination of
the SMAG and SED to direct the formation of a new intelligentsia.23
Such determination extended to the top tiers of the leadership, and in this the
SED was extraordinary. There are no records of Klement Gottwald, Rudolf
SlaÂnskyÂ, Wadysaw Gomuka or Bolesaw Bierut intervening in favour of worker
studies at any point.24 Walter Ulbricht, on the other hand, constantly involved
himself in the formation of the new eÂlite: from Marxist-Leninist schooling to
special legal training, stipends, sport instruction, recruiting of women and, of
course, the worker-peasant faculties. In 1950, he personally adjusted the numbers of
20
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worker-peasant students to be admitted, demanding that they be increased threefold.25 At least in part due to this decisive central will, the SED apparatus was
likewise keenly interested in eÂlite-building, and maintained the constant pressure on
trade union, youth (FDJ) or basic party cells necessary to direct the ideological and
technical education of young cadres.
The results are readily apparent in a comparative glance at student recruitment and
stipends (Tables 2 and 3). SED functionaries had been troubled by a signi®cant presence
of students who did not `belong to us', that is, students of bourgeois background.26
They learned that the most ef®cient way of binding students to the Party was through
scholarships. Students who became materially dependent on the Party tended to
behave loyally. The wisdom of this policy was shown in 1956 when trouble tended to
emanate from groups not dependent upon stipends, such as future veterinarians.27
Table 2.

1947/8
1949/50
1950/1
1952/3
1953/4
1956/7
1960/1
1961/2

Worker and peasant students at Czech, East German and Polish universities
Ï SSR) GDR
Czech Lands
(C
Poland
(student body)
(student body)
(freshmen) (graduates)
18.028
36.832
37.3
38.4
37.8
39.6

37.5
44.0
41.534
41.436
43.837
43.638
45.7

16.829
34.0
38.6
45.4
48.1
57.1
56.0
55.0

41.730
45.631
62.233
59.435
57.8
48.5
44.5
44.6

58.9
56.4
53.4
49.7

25
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26
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Table 3.

Percentage of students receiving state stipends

Czech Lands39
1951/2
1952/3
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1965
1968
1969

49.4
48.7

Ï SSR40
C

46.2
56.3
55.2
41.8
32.3
23.0
22.1
21.4
30.3
38.7
44.8

Poland41

GDR42

71.0
65.5
60.5
55.1
51.2
53.3

88.0
92.0
95.2
88.4
90.7
87.8
94.0
90.6
89.2
88.8
84.1
90.0

47.5
41.9
45.1

In 1958/9 all East German worker-peasant students (55.1 per cent of the total)
received full scholarships; the remaining scholarship holders received a two-thirds
stipend. In Poland, at the same time, thirty-nine per cent of students received a full
stipend and 4.7 per cent a partial stipend.43 There was in Poland and Czechoslovakia
additional scholarship aid from enterprises, but nowhere was the state so directly
responsible for student welfare as in East Germany.
The East German Party had been most careful to bind students into a web of
dependency and obligation. There were relatively more taken from the lowest social
groups; they were given the longest and most expensive pre-university preparation
and the highest state stipends, and were made to join Communist organisations. As
early as the winter term 1946/7, close to one-third of the students of the Soviet
Zone of Occupation were SED members.44 All of this formed the basis for a highly
effective system of reward and punishment. The Polish Party achieved only partial
success: many of the students came from a peasant background, but not as many
received stipends or became attached to the Party. In 1953 barely nine per cent of
Polish students had become members of the PZPR; by 1958 that total declined to
Ï f. 19/7 a.j. 280/95.
Â A AU
Â V KSC
SU
Ï SSR, (Prague: SNTL ± NakladatelstvõÂ technickeÂ literatury,
HistorickaÂ statistickaÂ rocÏenka C
1985), 595, 597.
41
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439.
42
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43
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1962), 266±7, 352.
44
BAAP, R2/1060/46; Kasper, `Der Kampf ', 272.
39
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2.5 per cent.45 Worse still, they entered unreformed university environments: in
1954 11.1 per cent of Polish professors (full and extraordinary) belonged to the
Party.46 That same year 28.8 per cent of East German professors belonged to the
SED.47 The Polish total stagnated while the East German steadily rose.
The growing numbers of worker-peasants in East German universities are all the
more impressive given the relatively small agricultural sector in that country. Places
like Bulgaria, Slovakia and Poland, where much of society was moving from village
to town, found it much easier to recruit new eÂlites from underprivileged classes. As
the Czech statistics indicate, transforming the `ruling class' into an intermediate
stratum was not so simple.48 Though more than a ®fth of the university students in
Ï few came from worker or
the Czech Lands in the early 1950s belonged to the KSC
peasant backgrounds and therefore did not owe social advancement to the Party.49
After the mid-1950s the regimes in Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia gradually
abandoned af®rmative action programmes.50 Though numbers of worker-peasant
students began to decline in East Germany as well, they remained high, and the
enticements extended relatively the furthest.
The political fruits of this attention were visible during the crisis of June 1953.
The uprising of that month was a working-class affair:51 students, who played
leading roles in similar popular outbursts in later years in Poland, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia, had little to do with the events of that month.52 At worst, internal
SED memoranda criticised students for having behaved too passively on the day:
45
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they had not shown enough vigour in opposing strikers and demonstrators.53 In
only a few cases were students reported as having joined strike committees; in many
more they had worked to keep production going.54 During a 1954 retrospective,
the State Secretary for Higher Education, Gerhard Harig, recommended expanding
worker-peasant education, because the `overwhelming majority' of students had
acted `exemplarily' during the challenges of the previous year.55
The Party also treated the older generation of intellectuals with a mixture of
suppression and coddling. Faced with restrictions on scholarship and often with the
threat of arrest, leading `bourgeois' social scientists like Hans Freyer, Walter
Hallstein, Hans-Georg Gadamer, Eduard Spranger, Theodor Litt and Hans
Leisegang had emigrated by 1948. Those who remained were gradually joined by a
distinguished group of leftist intellectuals including Walter Markov, Hans Mayer,
Ernst Bloch, Hermann Budzislawski and Wieland Herzfelde. As is well known,
many of the most celebrated German writers also chose to live in the East. If they
remained loyal, intellectuals in East Germany could be treated to salaries that
exceeded a worker's ®fty-fold.56 In addition, university professors retained substantial powers within their institutes. These facts may have desensitised them to
contradictions in the world around them.57 In Poland, by contrast, the bounty
could not be spread so thickly; most professors were forced to hold several jobs just
to make ends meet.58 Professors in the Czech Lands were so neglected that Soviet
advisors had to encourage the authorities to raise their salaries so that progress might
be made in ®lling vacant slots.59 In the GDR, policies towards students and
53
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professors ultimately merged, as in the 1970s the graduates of worker-peasant
faculties began populating teaching staffs.60
As with students, the older generation of intellectuals behaved passively or loyally
during the 1953 crisis. Leading ®gures of the 1956 intellectual challenge to the SED
even welcomed the Soviet forces. Bertold Brecht cheered from his balcony as
Soviet tanks entered the Friedrichstrasse. Economist Fritz Behrens ordered a tram
driver to remove a `provocative ¯ag' from his vehicle before allowing the ride to
commence. In many cases, professors acted to secure university buildings.61 Ernst
Bloch's son Jan Robert recalled that his father and other beacons of opposition to
the SED failed to become seriously interested in the workers' uprising of 17 June.62
Former emigreÂs from Nazi Germany were highly suspicious of spontaneous mass
street activity. Bloch's friend, the professor of literature Hans Mayer, saw in the
demonstrators not workers but a fascist mob: `In 1933 or 1938 the murderers wore
brownshirts. Now they wear Wild West costumes.'63
The Interrupted Thaw
Despite the evident success of its policies towards the intelligentsia in June 1953, the
regime could not continue as if nothing had happened. Intellectuals had behaved
passively at worst, but they were not entirely content. There had been expressions
of understanding, if not solidarity, for workers and, more importantly, of desires for
greater freedom in research and writing.64 Professors bemoaned the growing
regimentation of scienti®c research and the dif®culties of attending conferences in
the West. Students likewise criticised reforms which had imposed a set schedule of
classes and robbed them of summer holidays. Massive suppression of tiny Protestant
youth groups in 1952 also gave rise to a general feeling of unease.65
The SED's response to the dissatisfaction among intellectuals was a more liberal
`New Course' in cultural affairs. The Party permitted relatively open and critical
discussions at universities throughout the summer of 1953. For example, a meeting of
university rectors in July could demand that the government respect its own laws.66
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Ulbricht and the Intellectuals
The new atmosphere absorbed the intellectuals' grievances but, more importantly, it provided SED hardliners a chance to regroup, with Soviet endorsement.
Whereas the Soviets had driven a wedge in the Hungarian leadership after Stalin's
death, the events of 17 June convinced them that only Ulbricht could maintain
order in East Germany, and therefore they supported his position.
Internal party reports noted that a `fundamental improvement of Party work took
place after the [summer] holidays' of 1953.67 By early 1954, the more daring voices
of criticism had fallen silent, accused of insisting on `discussions of mistakes'
(Fehlerdiskussionen). Organisations of young Christians again came under heavy ®re,
though without the deafening barrages of 1952. The Party proceeded more quietly,
and also more effectively. Rather than permitting semi-independent discussion
clubs to emerge within the Party, the leadership pulled tight `transmission belts'
such as the `Cultural Union for Democratic Rebirth' (Kulturbund), which `organised' 170,000 intellectuals and artists. In February 1954, the second secretary of the
Kulturbund, former Gulag inmate Erich Wendt, af®rmed that intellectuals could not
be denied the right to association, but it was better that they meet at the Kulturbund
rather than `in pubs, tea parlours or with KaffeekraÈnzen . . . in the old caste spirit'.68
The fall of Malenkov early in 1955 meant a momentary end to any thoughts of
liberalisation, though of®cially the New Course was not retracted. When asked
what the New Course meant, Walter Ulbricht could now answer simply `MarxismLeninism'.69
The year 1956 therefore caught both the East German regime and East German
intellectuals off guard. Although debates had been raging in Polish and Hungarian
cultural institutions, the East German scene remained bleak. This was most apparent
at meetings of East German with other Eastern European intellectuals. In May 1955,
delegations from across Eastern Europe travelled to Weimar to commemorate the
150th anniversary of Schiller's death. Professor of German literature Alfred Kantorowicz (SED) con®ded his impressions to his diary:
Discussion with Polish, Hungarian and Czech writers, professors, graduate students. The
agreement is stunning. What they say about the ferment of all classes [Volksschichten] of their
countries against the stubborn dictatorship of the Party functionaries reminds me of the
mood around 17 June 1953. It makes one hopeful as well as depressed. The Polish and
Hungarian writers have achieved more freedom of movement through their struggle against
the cultural functionaries than we have. They have public debates in which the writers are
67
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like a bloc in their opposition to the bumbling attempts of Party bosses to interfere in literary
affairs.
Here they had occasion to take part in a conference of the chiefs of our `writers in
uniform' [`kasernierte Schriftstellerei', i.e. the East German Writers Union]. . . . Afterwards
we met . . . N. said: `the way they sat there, Kuba [Kurt Bartel] and Claudius and a few
other members of the board of your Writers' Union, with their swollen necks, ®sts resting
on the table, and with an expression as if to say: ``Do as you like. We have everything under
control. No, that would be impossible in our country.'' (I wrote this sentence down
verbatim.) Everyone agreed. I had nothing to say.70

Leading ®gures of the East German Writers' Union had survived the Moscow
purges of two decades earlier, and, as Minister of Culture Johannes R. Becher wrote
of himself, `when your backbone has been broken, no one will persuade you to
stand straight again'.71 In Poland and Hungary, younger writers set the tone in 1956;
in East Germany famed ®gures of the older generation such as Friedrich Wolf, J. R.
Becher, Wieland Herzfelde, Arnold Zweig, Willi Bredel and Anna Seghers
remained powerful and hindered debate.72
Writer Gerhard Zwerenz described the scene in Leipzig, a place otherwise
famous for intellectual vitality: `Until 1956 our life at the university was bland and
boring.'73 Even after Khrushchev's revelations SED controls remained sti¯ing. If in
Hungary or Poland intellectuals were a bloc, in Leipzig the bloc was the Party:
`News came into the country via western stations, and people began to know what
had been said, yet when comrades came together they acted as if nothing had
happened. Only people with great trust in each other con®ded in whispers what
was moving them. The Party remained like a block of granite.'74
1956 and the Students
The SED leadership felt such con®dence in its students that it even dared provoke
them. In 1955, the ancient medical faculty of Greifswald University was informed
that it would be converted into a military medical academy. Students who chose to
remain would become army of®cers. Soon after this announcement, rumours of a
strike began to circulate around the university. Yet, before any would-be dissenter
could lift a ®nger, the SED called the medical students to the university's main hall
for a `meeting' with Mecklenburg's SED boss, Karl Mewis. As the `meeting' was
about to start, Mewis alleged that a student had struck him, and used this
`provocation' to trigger the mechanisms of repression. Over 250 students were
quickly transferred from the university auditorium to a nearby jail. Most were
released gradually over the next few days and weeks, but several students who had
70
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been identi®ed as ringleaders spent years in jail. A fully `peaceful' conversion of the
medical faculty then took place.75
For the SED leadership, it was not enough to have sti¯ed dissent where it
emerged. Rumours of the planned strike in Greifswald had ¯oated throughout the
East German university world, and provided the SED with an occasion to impose
even greater control. At the beginning of the summer term, authorities at East
Berlin's Humboldt University decided to make an example of one student who had
spoken critically about the Greifswald affair. He was put on trial by the university
Party leadership, and saved only by the resourcefulness of his professor. But the
`example' had been made.76
Despite such aggressive policies, 1956 became a year of consternation for the
Ulbricht leadership. It could not sense how far the de-Stalinisation inaugurated at
the Twentieth Party Congress would go. For a brief period, the unity of the
leadership itself seemed to be in question. Leading functionaries Ernst Wollweber
(security), Karl Schirdewan (cadres), Kurt Hager (ideology) and Paul Wandel
(culture) are all thought to have favoured some degree of liberalisation. Before the
®nal showdown in Budapest, Otto Grotewohl even promised artists greater freedom
and students some revision of the obligation to learn Russian.77 Ulbricht may have
felt particularly uncomfortable because he had kept faith with Stalinism to the last.
He was therefore careful to circumscribe the effects of Khrushchev's condemnations. Resolutions were prepared announcing that there had never been a `cult of
personality' in East Germany.78 Ulbricht even chided younger comrades who had
gone too far in their devotion to Stalin, for example by learning his writings by
heart. He neglected to mention that they had done so under his direction.
Such prevarications enraged the SED faithful at the universities, and mid- to late
1956 became a time of intense discussion. Because of scant East German media
coverage of events in the Soviet Union, East German Communist intellectuals
found themselves doing what was once unthinkable: tuning into Western news
broadcasts. Such direct access made them some of the best informed intellectuals in
East Central Europe. In May the secret police (Stasi) reported that:
At almost all universities heated and extensive discussions of the Twentieth Party Congress
are taking place. . . . There was, however, a noticeable failure among the students of many
faculties (e.g. the institutes of the philosophical faculty in Leipzig) to give priority to
deliberating the harmfulness of the cult of personality; rather, students were out for sensation,
and eagerly noted and discussed all published mentions of Stalin's mistakes.

Students hoped that a change of leadership would take place in the SED as it had
in other East European parties, yet unlike counterparts in Warsaw, Prague,
Bratislava or Budapest, they failed to demand solutions to more than speci®cally
student grievances: too much Russian language, compulsory instruction in
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Marxism-Leninism, travel restrictions.79 In May 1956 the Stasi reported that students
in Greifswald were demanding a curtailment of ideological indoctrination; counterparts in Rostock and Jena concentrated complaints upon Russian language instruction. The single concrete achievement was a withdrawal of travel restrictions after a
demonstration by almost 1,000 students in Dresden. Yet those restrictions were
quietly reinstated a year later.80
Despite their carefully limited character, the SED leadership took challenges from
students seriously, and even in this time of uncertainty attempted to sti¯e hints of
disagreement, whether serious or farcical. Imagining that they might take advantage
of the more open atmosphere, several hundred students of the Music Academy in
Weimar staged a mock demonstration in the centre of the town, protesting about
the music of the popular folk singer Herbert Roth, whom they satirised as a `serious
danger for true folk music'. Their `demonstration' was quickly suppressed and an
investigation was launched to ®nd the supposed instigators. The matter even
reached the Politbureau, where Walter Ulbricht lamented that `no one could ®nd
out' who had put up the notice on the bulletin board calling for this demonstration.
`This shows that the enemy can surprise us right in the centre of our own country,
and we know nothing about it.'81
The summer vacation interrupted the formation of oppositional sentiments
among students. Yet soon after they returned to university in the autumn, the Stasi
reported `agitated discussions' of the events occurring in Poland and Hungary.
Students mocked the government's restrictions on the ¯ow of information from
Poland, for example by con®scating copies of an East Berlin newspaper which had
prominently featured Gomuka and part of his acceptance speech. The Stasi observed
students getting ®rst-hand knowledge of events in Poland at East Berlin's Polish
cultural centre and students of Slavic languages translating news fron Trybuna Ludu.82
Yet open and organised activity was almost entirely limited to the medical and
veterinary faculties. These were the faculties with the fewest worker-peasant
students, and the most `bourgeois professors' who could still provide students with
`traditional role models'. The threatened withdrawal of scholarships may have
paci®ed students of other faculties, but these `bourgeois' students often had
alternative sources of income. For example, veterinary students could earn money
by taking part in immunisation campaigns. Their subjects of study had also been
among the most resistant to ideological penetration.83 Further separating these
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students was the Soviet-style method of instruction, which kept students of differing
specialisations apart. Thus it was possible for students of Kantorowicz's Institute of
German Literature in Berlin to support a resolution condemning the actions of
students in the medical faculty.84
But even medical students did not intend to mount a political challenge. In the
last week of October their activities climaxed in their demands for an end to
Marxist-Leninist indoctrination, Russian language instruction and the Soviet-style
ten-month academic year, as well as for the right to matriculate freely and form
independent student representation. The only demand that transcended direct
student concerns was for more open media coverage.85
The sole attempts at public demonstrations originated in Berlin's medical faculty.
On 24 October, shortly after Gomuka's accession to power in Poland and at the
beginning of the armed con¯ict in Hungary, there was a call to a protest march at
Marx-Engels Platz. Ulbricht, perhaps heartened by reports of Soviet intervention in
Hungary, now recovered his determination. The students never reached the wouldbe demonstration, because the SED leader had them incarcerated for two days in
the university building where they had been debating.
These efforts at intimidation were not immediately successful, however. On 3
November, students meeting at the veterinary faculty demanded an end to Russian
language and `social science' instruction, an expanded student exchange within
Germany, unrestricted travel and better access to Western scienti®c literature.
Students called for a march to proceed from the border with West Berlin to the
nearby State Secretariat for Higher Education. About 1,000 would-be demonstrators
met at the appointed hour, but instead of taking their demands eastwards, they were
pushed back into West Berlin by the People's Police. This was only the most visible
manifestation of a pervasive phenomenon: namely, the draining of East German
protest potential to the West.
This proved to be the last open expression of dissent among students. News of the
suppression of the Hungarian uprising caused a sea change in East German politics as,
in the words of Erich Loest, `from one week to the next functionaries rediscovered
the certain old hardness and hard old certainty of their language and arguments'.86
Large contingents of `workers'' militias accompanied SED leaders to meetings with
students in Berlin in the ®rst days of November; when the `workers'' turn came to
speak they thundered their `outrage' at the students' demands; the `workers' after all
had made university education possible to begin with. In a meeting with Berlin's
academic senate on 3 November, Kurt Hager complained of the dif®culty he had in
holding back workers who wanted to `beat up' (zusammenschlagen) students.87 After
this, several small student discussion groups emerged in Jena, Halle and Magdeburg
which were systematically destroyed in the closing years of the decade.88
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`Revisionism'
The most signi®cant intellectual challenge emerged only after the Ulbricht regime
recovered its sense of mission in the wake of the Hungarian revolution. The
challenge emanated from young Party members associated with the cultural journal
Sonntag, the Aufbau publishing house, and Leipzig and Berlin universities. As with
counterparts elsewhere in East Central Europe these `revisionist' Marxist intellectuals desired a reform of socialism, and took inspiration from the Yugoslav model:
workers' councils, multi-candidate elections, pro®t-sharing for workers, an end to
collectivisation and greater intellectual freedoms. Their ostensible leader, the
brilliant young philosopher Wolfgang Harich, hoped in addition to achieve German
unity through a joint SED±SPD platform.89
What made East German revisionists stand out against an East Central European
background was not so much their ideas as their activities. These were characterised
by unwavering loyalty to the Party. How these intellectuals imagined change to be
possible without direct challenges to Ulbricht remains a mystery. Having worked
for years in the Party they knew of its strict centralisation and hierarchical character,
yet they refused to consider allies outside or even within the Party leadership:90
neither they nor Ulbricht's Politbureau rivals considered making common cause.91
As loyal Party soldiers, East German revisionists wished not to be seen to be a
faction, and they therefore ignored the rules of conspiracy. Perhaps the most
important meeting of would-be opponents ± the November 1956 gathering of editors
Walter Janka, Gustav Just, Heinz ZoÈger with Wolfgang Harich, and Paul Merker in
Klein-Machnow near Berlin ± agreed to do nothing in order not to `endanger the
unity of the Party'.92 Harich openly con®ded his plans to the Soviet Ambassador and
to Ulbricht himself, and failed to consult his closest associates before under-
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taking his spectacular trip to Der Spiegel in Hamburg.93 Any group cohesion ± for
example of `the Harich-Janka group' ± was an invention of Walter Ulbricht for use
at trials that would intimidate other intellectuals. Such behavior very much contrasts
with that of their Polish counterparts, for whom conspiracy and faction formation
were ways of life, inherited from generations of foreign occupation.
After the summer of 1956, Ulbricht never lost the initiative. Events in
neighbouring countries had reinforced his conviction of the danger of intellectuals.
The SED leadership decided that there was `an organic agreement of the counterrevolutionary ideology' of East German revisionist intellectuals with that of the
`hostile' groups in Hungary and Poland. This could be explained only by the
`uni®ed direction at the hand of the [class] enemy'.94 Despite its fundamental
subservience, Ulbricht therefore subjected the East German intelligentsia to waves
of repression. The Western press tended to magnify his concerns, facilely identifying
Bloch as the German LukaÂcs and Harich as the German Koakowski.95
In November 1956, Harich became Ulbricht's ®rst victim. He was accused of
`relations with the reactionary PetoÈ® circle in Hungary'.96 After thanking the Stasi
for arresting him, Harich proved willing to co-operate fully in the Party's destruction of his mentors and friends, and implicated in particular Janka and Bloch. He
reported, for example, that Bloch `throughout the year 1956 worked himself into a
position directly hostile towards the SED leadership'.97 The next victims of the
crackdown were Janka and his colleagues from the cultural weekly Sonntag, Gustav
Just and Heinz ZoÈger.
Ulbricht then turned his attention to the circle around Ernst Bloch in Leipzig,
where there had been vigorous discussions among young writers and students.98
According to writer Gerhard Zwerenz, in early 1956 the `old Stalinists withdrew in
confusion and indignation' and made no attempt to hinder the revisionists'
activities.99 Yet in the autumn, the bureaucrats' con®dence returned and this
`group' quickly dissolved.100 In March 1957, Ernst Bloch was compulsorily retired.
His remaining students were `strongly advised' to renounce their master. Some did,
like Hans Pfeiffer. JuÈrgen Teller did not and, in order to prove his worthiness, was
sent to `production' where an accident cost him his right arm. GuÈnter Zehm also
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refused and was arrested.101 Loest was likewise arrested, but Zwerenz managed to
escape in time to West Berlin.
In June 1957 a group of Slavicists from the university in Halle were arrested, and
in September their `leader', Ralf Schroeder, was seized. Like Harich, Schroeder
proved willing to reveal every detail of the conspiracy known to him.102 People
who had been closest to the arrested refused to help their families ®nancially.103
Most remained in prison well into the 1960s.
After this point, the Ulbricht regime carried its offensive into the ranks of
intellectuals who had never entertained the idea of political opposition, namely the
social scientists. At risk were the few who had departed furthest from Stalinist dogmas
in scholarship, and in some cases felt enthusiasm over events in Poland.104 Even more
than in the case of the `Harich-Janka group', any conspiratorial character to these
intellectuals' designs was a fabrication of the SED leadership, and in all but a few
instances slight prodding was all that was needed to produce massive self-criticism.
Prominent among Ulbricht's targets were historians. In general their response to
the Twentieth Party Congress had been restrained;105 nevertheless, the editorial
board of their major journal, Zeitschrift fuÈr Geschichtswissenschaft, was reconstituted
and used to discipline the GDR's foremost economic historian, JuÈrgen Kuczynski.
Kuczynski later noted that all the leading East German historians (except Walter
Markov) formed a `united front' against him.106 The attack was led by historian
Fritz KoÈhler, not coincidentally a man who had seemed moved by the revelations of
Khrushchev.107 In the conjuncture of 1957, perhaps feeling obliged to overcompensate for his past,108 KoÈhler delivered to the Central Committee a series of
damaging indictments on Kuczynski, claiming that he had been the true inspiration
of revisionism in the GDR, and concocting a conspiracy between Kuczynski, the
economist Fritz Behrens and the historian Joachim Streisand. Supposedly Streisand
had close contacts with West Berlin.109
Despite some reservations as to KoÈhler's motives, the SED leadership used him to
keep Kuczynski fending off pseudo-academic attacks ± for example that he had
denied the complicity of right-wing Social Democrats in Germany's entry to the
First World War ± for years.110 Such a strategy was not limited to the historical
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community: simultaneously less gifted philosophers were mobilised against Ernst
Bloch (Rugard Otto Gropp), and less gifted economists (Herbert Prauss) against
Fritz Behrens and Arne Benary. As Kuczynski has lamented:
Real Marxists like Fritz Behrens, Walter Markov and myself, real progressive scholars like
Hans Mayer and Ernst Bloch, were forced to debate with primitive scholarly ®gures that
were promoted and encouraged by the Party. And the Party supported them, indeed directed
them against us, especially in the person of Kurt Hager . . .111

In early 1957, a younger colleague at the Institute for Economics in Berlin
supplied the SED Central Committee with detailed reports of conversations with
Behrens and Benary, in which the former praised the Leninist period of Soviet
history as a time when `everyone could freely speak their opinion'. Soon these
revisionists were forced to recognise a higher principle: in February Benary
confessed that `it has always been clear to me that the power of the working class
stands and falls with the unity of the Party. Yet the discussions we had undoubtedly
did nothing to promote the unity (Einheit und Geschlossenheit) of the Party, and
therefore our political practice did not live up to this correct principle.'112
After dealing with historians and economists, Ulbricht took the assault to scholars
of Marxism-Leninism, who were perhaps his truest allies in academe.113 In 1958,
the SED leadership decided to `annihilate a group hostile to the Party' at Humboldt
University's Institute of Social Sciences. One comrade, when told to examine her
conscience, confessed to the deepest shame for having procured a copy of
Khrushchev's speech from her aunt in the West: `Today I see clearly that the only
foundation is solid unlimited trust in our Party.'114
What is remarkable in the behaviour of even the most daring `revisionists' is the
way in which slight pressure caused them to splinter, and often deny one another in
the hope of regaining the Party's favour. Cases of solidarity with the victims are all
but unknown, despite the supposed mass support their views enjoyed. Loest recalled
the moments before he was expelled from the SED: `He had known some of the
people in the meeting for years. One person with whom he had played cards for
years swore never to have been his friend. He encountered anger and disgust,
sometimes feigned, sometimes real.'115 When he fell into disfavour in 1953,
Gerhard Zwerenz recalled that `in the great city of Leipzig hardly a human being
attempted to speak to him'.116 Writer Wieland Herzfelde dared defend Zwerenz in
a meeting in January 1957, but after a leading functionary called Zwerenz an enemy
of the Party, he quickly asked for the podium again and avowed that he had `not
wanted to ally himself with enemies of the Party'.117 At the January 1956 Congress
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of the East German Writers' Union, Stefan Heym had dared to contradict Walter
Ulbricht to his face. He later recalled the coffee break that followed:
An isolation as deadly as the one in which S.H. and his wife Gertrude found themselves in
the whirl of the crowd during this half hour in the foyer of the congress hall is hardly
imaginable outside really existing socialism. Only here is people's instinct so well
developed for the dangerous glow radiated by a person under an of®cial ban. A single
person breaks through the invisible wall, and this not a German, but rather a Turk: Nazim
Hikmet.118

Perhaps most poignant is the example of Walter Janka. Though they had enlisted
his help in `rescuing' Georg LukaÂcs from Budapest in November 1956, Johannes R.
Becher and Anna Seghers refused to come to the aid of the editor who was arrested
the following year. He later described the trial:
The writers in attendance, from Anna Seghers and Willi Bredel to Bodo Uhse, did not take
part in the screaming. They remained silent. Their faces were pale. . . . The face of Heli
Weigel, the widow of Brecht, who had shown Janka her sympathy by winking at him, had
become ashen. She stared into space, full of consternation. The failure of even one of the
friends of LukaÂcs who had come to the trial to protest the untrue allegations was for Janka
the worst disappointment during the trial.119

Gustav Just likewise wondered at the failure of Janka's associates to speak a word
in his defence:
And where were Seghers, Bredel, Uhse and all the others in his time of trouble? I can report
something positive about only one of them: Ludwig Renn. Shortly after Janka's arrest he
came to me in the editorial of®ce. He was angry, but was able to control himself in his
typically reserved way. He asked me how he could send Janka a pack of cigarettes with his
best greetings. I advised him to try the state prosecutor's of®ce. As Janka later told me, he
received the greetings. What that can mean for a prisoner who feels abandoned by everyone,
one can only imagine.120

Party and non-Party intellectuals alike had internalised the Leninist interdiction of
factions. JuÈrgen Kuczynski, even decades after the fact, felt proud to have prevented
his students from forming a school. In correspondence and discussions with the Party
powerful, Ernst Bloch denied the school that had formed around him.121 And after
Bloch decided to stay in the West in 1961, Kuczynski denounced him in an open
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letter, signing `hatefully yours' (Verachtungsvoll).122 But of course, several years
earlier, Bloch had publically denied himself, declaring `it is the German Democratic
Republic on whose ground I stand . . . criticism can be objective only if it takes
place on the ground of the Republic'.123 He was echoing words writen by East
Germany's other great critical intellect, Bertolt Brecht. On 17 June 1953, Brecht
wrote Ulbricht: `At this moment, I feel a need to assure you of my solidarity
[Verbundenheit] with the Socialist Unity Party of Germany.' He was a `Marxist who
stood loyally on the ground of the workers' and peasants' state'.124 Happy indeed a
land that does not require heroes.
Explanations for the unusual subservience and atomisation of East German
intellectuals can only be preliminary, but the East Central European context does
give some hints. In terms of politics that context was nearly uniform: under
common ideological pressures from Moscow, East Central Europe's intellectuals
became united in their dedication to socialism and anti-fascism. During the Stalinist
period, even the anti-Soviet intellectuals of Poland collaborated with the new
regime, and leading authorities embraced the new orthodoxies and styles.125 What
distinguished the intellectuals of various societies were their cultural origins. The
Polish intellectuals who formed a `bloc' against the Party in 1955 derived from a
formation called the `intelligentsia', which itself derived in complex ways from the
Polish gentry.126 Stubborn legends about their group's ancient and exalted
geneology reinforced their loyalty to it.127
As has been described above, any East German intelligentsia had been formed by
the Party. No revelations about Stalin's crimes could shake that intelligentsia's
primary loyalty to its creator. After Stalinism, Polish intellectuals evolved away from
the Party as a group, regardless of any attachment to Marxism. When in 1964 the
head of the Polish writers' union, the `servile' writer Jaroslaw Iwaszkiewicz,
accepted the Polish Party's decision to toughen censorship, thirty-four prominent
intellectuals drafted a letter of protest to the Party leadership. Among the signatories
were Catholics such as Stefan Kisielewski and Jerzy Turowicz as well as lapsed or
lapsing Communists such as Jan Kott or Jerzy Andrzejewski. A number of
prominent young writers still in the Party, for example Tadeusz Konwicki or
Kazimierz Brandys, refused to condemn the letter.128 All these intellectuals
implicitly claimed to play the traditional role of their nation's conscience.
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Such a role could not exist for the few East German intellectuals who challenged
Party hegemony, such as Robert Havemann or Wolf Biermann, for the SED had
created an intelligentsia in a negative as well as a positive sense. If people did not like
SED rule, until 1961 they could leave. For Left-leaning intellectuals this step proved
very dif®cult, because within the extremely polarised German political context the
SED laid almost exclusive claim to anti-fascism.129
In fact, the SED hoped that discontented intellectuals would leave. In 1949,
Anton Ackermann spoke to leading functionaries about the `serious problem' of
`emigration of intellectuals', but admitted to distinctions: `When a reactionary
philosopher or historian leaves the Eastern Zone, this only makes us happy. But it's
different with physicians, mathematicians, physicists, biologists or technicians,
whom we need and cannot replace.'130
The border thus served a double function: harmful when skilled labour escaped,
but bene®cial when it permitted the draining away of potential resistance. The SED
was the only Communist Party in the Soviet Bloc which could dispose of
`bourgeois' intellectuals in this way; the other parties had to make some sort of
compromise.
The open border also made the East German intelligentsia the sole intelligentsia
in Europe which had chosen socialism in full consciousness of the realities of East
and West. French intellectuals were Stalinists ignorant of Stalinism; Russian or
Romanian intellectuals were Stalinists ignorant of the West. This made East
German intellectuals' adherence to socialism frequently fanatical. Looking upon the
`restorationist Adenauer regime' of the 1950s, they were convinced that they chose
either socialism or fascism. Perhaps the best-known East German dissident, the
chemist Robert Havemann, had been deeply affected by the Twentieth Party
Congress. But that changed nothing in his perceptions of the evils of the West, and
the need to use Stalinist methods to enforce the Party's understanding of what was
right. In June 1957, he attended an election meeting at which a student alleged that
the GDR was not democratic enough. In response Havemann
said that in comparison with West Germany we have practically ideal democratic conditions.
He explained this thoroughly and well. It came down to the difference between a prison cell
and a good life in which one occasionally gets angry about the refrigerator that keeps going
on the blink. Then comrade Havemann got very sharp and said that students who had not
understood this after all these years should go work in a factory so that they would
understand it.131
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Erich Loest wrote many years later of his dif®culty in deciding to escape from
East Germany, even under imminent threat of arrest. He remained:
He did not know an alternative. It would have been unthinkable for him to go to West
Germany. For him that was Adenauer's capitalist, revanchist state; that was where former
Nazi teachers had gone and were receiving fat pension cheques, that was where the Blutrichter
of Freisler still meted out justice . . . to him, even the most tedious[strapazioÈs] socialism
seemed far more moral and to have a much greater future than the most perfect economic
miracle.132

Gerhard Zwerenz battled with himself throughout the summer of 1957 over
whether to escape arrest by ¯eeing to West Berlin. He grew darkly sun-tanned
during weeks spent camping at public lakes in East Berlin. Despite the risk of prison,
Zwerenz returned to Leipzig, where only the coaxing of Karola Bloch could
convince him at last to slip away to West Berlin. The case of Bloch's student GuÈnter
Zehm is perhaps more impressive. During the summers Zehm had travelled
throughout the West, attending the seminars of Merleau-Ponty in Paris, discussing
existentialism in West Germany and touring Italy. Upon his return to Leipzig he
found the dialectical materialism there `poor and antiquated'. Yet this only intensi®ed
his drive to reform socialism in East Germany. When arrested in 1957 by the Stasi
I looked upon the cops, who pressed me into the car and sat to my right and left holding a
pillow over my hands so that no one from the street could see the hand-cuffs, in a certain
sense as allies. In the weeks [leading up to the arrest] I had been expelled from the Party, had
been forced to leave the university, denied all possibilities of a bourgeois existence, so that I
had to work as a peon for a writer. All this injustice had not suf®ciently opened my eyes.
Only in prison would Communism literally be beaten out of me. I wanted to debate with
the interrogating commissars, and they answered with their ®sts. What a lesson I learned! . . .
How my eyes now were opened to the real quality of the German Democratic Republic.
How much did I learn in the following years, when murderers and executioners, whom the
regime had hired as guards, spied on me, when I was watched over by threatening machine
guns and ferocious dogs, and had nothing to read throughout my captivity except Neues
Deutschland, the central organ of the SED!133

Zehm later became an editor for the conservative daily Die Welt. Yet for most of
Ulbricht's leading victims, years of prison had not been enough to shake their
allegiance to the Party: Harich, Schroeder, Janka, Just, Merker, Dahlem, Schirdewan
and Herrnstadt all refused to criticise the SED during its reign. They feared upsetting
`Party unity'. Such Leninist loyalty drew sustenance from German political culture's
`conventional unpolitical attitude'.134
The open border had helped concentrate the leftist and apolitical traditions of
German political culture in one small part. A grotesque example of this combination
was related to Gustav Just by the writer Kurt Bartel (who liked to be called `KuBa'):
I remembered that KuBa, full of enthusiasm, once told me about comrades who had returned
from the Soviet Union and spent ®fteen years or more in jails and camps though they had
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done nothing. Their ®rst path had been to the Central Committee: `Comrades, I'm back!
What would you like me to do now?' Perhaps there is something exalted in such behaviour,
but I do not understand this mentality. For me, these are inhabitants of a different planet.135

Just may not have `understood this mentality', but he shared it. He waited until
1989 before releasing memoirs written in the 1960s that seemed critical of `socialism'
± and the Party.
Conclusion
The year 1956 was a year of heated debate and quiet hope in the German
Democratic Republic. Perhaps more than any other year in that country's history, it
was a year of the intellectuals. They embodied widely held aspirations for change.
Yet the intellectual ferment of 1956 achieved nothing concrete, and even failed to
leave traces in the East German collective memory.
The most important factor in accounting for this outcome was the Ulbricht
regime. Through a mixture of incentives and terror it kept intellectual opposition
divided; and it pursued this policy consistently from the early post-war days. The
SED leadership also methodically created its own intelligentsia from 1946 onwards,
and had achieved impressive results by the early 1950s. East German students were
more often drawn from the lower classes, and were more often bene®ciaries of state
aid, than counterparts elsewhere in the region. During periods of political instability
they tended to side with the regime. To return to the analysis of William E. Grif®th,
one might say that the SED resolved the tension between the apparat and
intelligentsia by making the two one.
The East German leadership also formed an intelligentsia in the negative sense, and
here it had special advantages: the open border permitted discontented `bourgeois'
elements to emigrate freely for over ®fteen years. The GDR was the only country in
Europe where Communists chose the East in full knowledge of both East and West.
The precise function of the open border is one of the most pressing questions in the
historical sociology of the GDR, but preliminary research does suggest that people
who were more highly educated were over-represented among those `¯eeing the
Republic'.136 Even after the building of the Wall the regime continued to force
dissent westward, and policed entrance to universities almost as carefully as to the
Party itself. Dissident challenges of later decades came from outside the Party, from
people who had been denied higher education and socially marginalised.137
The Soviet Military Administration was central to this double-edged strategy of
intelligentsia creation. It could requisition buildings and other supplies necessary to
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running the early worker preparation courses (Vorstudienanstalten), and through its
security arm helped eliminate opposition to the SED, arresting between 1946 and
1949 the leaders of the Berlin, Leipzig and Rostock student bodies. Nowhere else in
East Central Europe did the Soviets become so directly involved in policies of eÂlite
formation.
The dynamic of the split nation had not forced these aggressive policies of
intelligentsia formation upon the SED. As with other parties in the region, the SED
faced alternatives in building a socialist society; it chose to realise the potentials of
education for building socialism. Precisely why the Party's leaders, and in particular
Walter Ulbricht, valued education and so acutely sensed the dangers of intellectual
dissent, remain subjects for further study.
Finally, the East German regime inherited the legacies of an apolitical intellectual
community, which felt primary loyalty to the state and Party. No doubt the `myth
of anti-fascism' helped cement these intellectuals' devotion to Party unity, but the
East Central European context reveals this factor as by no means decisive. Unlike
counterparts elsewhere in the region, the East German intelligentsia had no
existence separate from the Party.
Biographical Appendix
Jerzy Andrzejewski (1909±83)
Polish novelist. Before World War II known as Roman Catholic writer of moralistic drama. Nazi
occupation in Warsaw. Drifted leftwards after war, joining PZPR and propagating socialist
realism. Broke with Party in 1957 and became founding member of KOR in 1976. Character
`alpha' in Czeslaw Milosz's Captive Mind.
Kurt Bartel (1914±67)
German writer known by pseudonym KuBa. Apprenticeship as interior decorator. Joined SPD in
1933, emigrated to Prague and England. Returned to Germany, joined SED; 1946, co-founder of
FDJ (Free German Youth). 1952±4 First Secretary of East German Writers' Union; 1954±67
member of SED Central Committee. From 1956 head dramaturge at People's Theatre in
Rostock. Target of Brecht's famous poem `The Solution'.
Johannes R. Becher (1891±1958)
German poet. Freelance writer; 1914±18 morphium addict; 1919 KPD, but 1920±2 strong
religious leanings; 1923 rejoined KPD. Experimental and expressionist poetry. 1928 co-founder of
Union of Proletarian Writers. From 1935 emigrated to USSR, main editor of journal International
Literature. From 1946 member of SED Central Committee. 1953±6 Minister of Culture;
unsuccessful mediation for more liberal cultural policy.
Fritz Behrens (1909±80)
German economist. Apprenticeship as mechanical engineer. 1926 SPD, 1932 KPD. 1931±5
studied economics and statistics in Leipzig. 1935 doctorate on ®nance capital. 1939±41 statistician
with headquarters of Wehrmacht. 1941±5 taught at German University in Prague. 1946 professor
in Leipzig; founder of social sciences faculty. 1947 supported `limitations on academic freedom'
and `monopoly in science' for SED. 1954 co-founder of Institute of Economic Sciences of GDR
Academy of Sciences. 1955 director of GDR statistics bureau. 1956 with economist Arne Benary
supported introduction of worker self-management, ¯exible price system, decentralisation. After
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massive accusations of `revisionism' in 1957 writings suppressed; head of department at Institute of
Economic Sciences of German Academy of Sciences.
Wolf Biermann (b. 1936)
German songwriter. Born in Hamburg in Communist working-class family. Jewish father died in
Auschwitz. 1953 settled in GDR. Studied political economy. 1957±9 apprenticeship at Brecht's
Berliner Ensemble. 1963 refused SED membership; friendship with Robert Havemann. 1964
appearances in cabaret `Distel'. 1965 forbidden to appear in public; thereafter recordings released
in West Germany only. After concert in Cologne in 1976 refused re-entry into East Germany.
Ernst Bloch (1885±1977)
German philosopher. Before World War I studied in Munich, WuÈrzburg; friendship with Georg
LukaÂcs. 1917±19 in Switzerland as opponent of war. 1926±33 Berlin; close to Adorno, Benjamin,
Brecht, Weill, Kracauer. KPD member. 1933±8 Switzerland, Austria, Czechoslovakia, France.
1938±49 USA. 1949 professor of philosophy in Leipzig; 1949±57 director of Institute of
Philosophy in Leipzig; lectures on history of philosophy. 1957 forbidden to teach. August 1961
decided to stay in West Germany, where vacationing when Berlin Wall built. Thereafter professor
in TuÈbingen, supporter of student movement.
Kazimierz Brandys (b. 1916)
Polish novelist. Studied law at Warsaw University, where he belonged to leftist organisations.
After war wrote for leftist weekly KuzÂnica and after 1949 propagated socialist realism. Propagated
de-Stalinisation with similar vigour. Thereafter drift to theatre of the absurd and in the 1970s the
dissident movement.
Willi Bredel (1901±64)
German writer. Apprenticeship as turner, 1919 KPD. Work as journalist and turner. 1934 ¯ight to
Soviet Union; 1937/8 Spanish Civil War as commissar. From 1941 military service for Soviet
Union. Returned in 1945 as member of KPD initiative group for Mecklenburg. 1950 co-founder
of East German Academy of Arts. 1953±6 chief editor of Neue Deutsche Literatur. 1954±64 Member
of SED Central Committee.
Hermann Budzislawski (1901±78)
German journalist. 1919±21 studied economics and poltical science in TuÈbingen. Dissertation, The
economics of human hereditary factors. Freelance journalist; work for WeltbuÈhne. 1929 SPD. After 1933
emigrated to Prague, Paris and USA; worked for emigreÂ newspapers. 1948 returned to Germany
and joined SED. 1948±66 professor for international press in Leipzig.
Eduard Claudius (1911±76)
German writer. Apprenticeship as bricklayer. 1932 KPD. After 1934 emigrated to Switzerland,
1936±8 Spanish Civil War. 1945±8 Western zones; work in Bavarian Ministry for De-Nazi®cation. 1948 Potsdam, worked as writer. 1956 First Secretary of East German Writers' Union. 1956±
9 GDR consul in Syria; 1959±61 ambassador to North Vietnam.
Hans Freyer (1887±1969)
German philosopher, sociologist. Studied theology, philosophy economics; 1911 PhD. 1922
professor of philosophy in Kiel. 1925 ®rst professor of sociology in Germany at Leipzig. 1938±44
visiting professor and Director of German Cultural Institute in Budapest. After war refused
teaching post in Leipzig because of earlier writings supportive of National Socialism. 1948 worked
in Wiesbaden with Brockhaus publishers; 1953±55 professor in MuÈnster. Important and
controversial voice of German conservatism.
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Otto Grotewohl (1894±1964)
German politician. Apprenticeship as printer. 1912 SPD. 1914±18 soldier. 1918 USPD. 1920±6
member of Landtag in Braunschweig. 1922 SPD. 1923 Minister of Justice; 1926±30 auditor at the
Higher School for Politics at Berlin University. 1925±33 Deputy of Reichstag. 1933±45
businessman in Hamburg and Berlin. 1945 co±chair of SPD in Berlin; presided over Party in
Soviet Zone during forced uni®cation with KPD in April 1946. 1946±54 co-chair of SED; 1949±
64 Politbureau of SED.
Kurt Hager (b. 1912)
Chief SED ideologue. 1930 KPD. 1931 Abitur. 1933±45 emigrated to France, Spain, England.
1945 director of department for Party schooling; 1949 professor of philosophy Humboldt
University. From 1954 Central Committee of SED. From 1952 head of department for science
and higher education in SED Party executive. 1955 Secretary for Science and Culture in Central
Committee. From 1963 member of SED Politbureau. 1990 expelled from SED±PDS.
Wolfgang Harich (1923±95)
German philosopher. 1942±44 Wehrmacht (deserted). 1945 KPD. 1945±50 intensive work as
journalist. 1946±51 studied literature and philosophy in Berlin. 1950±4 part±time editor at Aufbau
publishing house. 1951±4 docent for philosophy in Berlin. 1953±6 chief editor Deutsche Zeitschrift
fuÈr Philosophie. 1956±64 prison for `formation of conspiratorial group hostile to the state'. From
1975 freelance scholar in East Berlin. 1979 invalid. 1979±81 Austria and West Germany; worked
in peace and ecology movement.
Gerhard Harig (1902±66)
German historian of science. 1922±7 studied physics in Leipzig and Vienna. 1928 doctorate at
Aachen with work on absorption spectrum of mercury. 1933 KPD, emigrated to Soviet Union,
worked at Institute of Physics at Leningrad Technical University. 1938 sent to Germany for antifascist work; arrested and interned in Buchenwald until 1945. 1947 professor of history of science
at Leipzig University. 1951 State Secretary for Higher Education. Replaced in 1957 by hardliner
Wilhelm Girnus, and returned to teaching.
Robert Havemann (1910±83)
German chemist. 1929±33 studied in Berlin, Munich. Close to KPD. Doctorate 1935. 1943
arrested for activity in anti-fascist opposition group `European Union'; sentenced to death.
Survived in Brandenburg prison by conducting experiments supposedly important for the conduct
of war. 1945±50 director of Berlin Institute of Kaiser-Wilhelm Society, 1946 professor in Berlin.
1950±4 assistant rector for student affairs, responsible for repression of politically non-conformist
students. Strongly affected by revelations of 20th Party Congress, became most important Marxist
critic of East German regime. 1964 lost teaching positions and Party membership. Thereafter under
permament surveillance by Stasi. In early 1980s supported independent peace initiatives in GDR.
Stefan Heym (b. 1913)
German-American author. Studied philosophy and German in Berlin. Emigrated to Czechoslovakia and the USA. Completed studies at the University of Chicago, and began writing ®ction in
English. 1943±5 US Army; co-founder of Munich-based paper Neue Zeitung. Dismissed from
Army for pro-Communist sympathies. 1952 emigrated to GDR, where continued writing and
gained reputation as thorn in the side of the SED, though loyal to `socialism'. After 1989 elected
to Bundestag for successor Party to SED, the Party of Democratic Socialism, though never a
member of SED or PDS.
Wieland Herzfelde (1896±1988)
German writer. Soldier in World War I. 1917±33 co-founder of Malik publishers in Berlin with
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brother John Heart®eld. 1919 KPD. 1933±9 director of Malik publishers in Prague, voice of the
revolutionary German Left and Dadaism. 1939±48 in New York as journalist and book dealer.
Returned to Germany as professor of sociology of modern literature at Leipzig University.
Jaroslaw Iwaszkiewicz (1894±1980)
Polish poet. 1912±18 studied law and music in Kiev. 1918 emigrated to Warsaw. Author of
popular novels, poetic prose, librettos for Szymanowski. Member of `Skamander'. Occupation in
Warsaw; home outside Warsaw meeting place for intellectuals. After war leading literary ®gure in
Poland; president of Writers' Union.
Walter Janka (1914±94)
German editor. By trade typesetter. 1932 KPD. 1933±5 political prisoner. 1935 deported to
Czechoslovakia. 1935/6 secret work in Germany. 1936 battalion commander in Spanish Civil
War. 1941±7 exile in Mexico. 1947 returned to Germany; personal secretary to Paul Merker.
From 1952 director of Aufbau publishing house. 1956±60 imprisoned for `boycott propaganda'
(Boycott-Hetze). After release unemployed, then dramaturge at DEFA ®lm studios. Radio
presentation of Janka's memoirs in October 1989 a highpoint of the East German revolution.
Gustav Just (b. 1921)
German writer. From Bohemian Communist family. Served in Wehrmacht. Graduate of a `new
teacher' course after war. General Secretary of East German Writers' Union 1954±6; assistant
editor of cultural weekly Sonntag. Imprisoned 1957±61. Thereafter translator. Elected to
Parliament in Brandenburg 1990, but forced to resign after revelations of involvement in
Wehrmacht commando that executed partisans in Ukraine.
Alfred Kantorowicz (1899±1979)
German literary scholar. Veteran of World War I. Studied law and literary history. 1923 LLD.
Worked as Paris cultural correspondent of the Neue Vossische Zeitung. 1931 KPD. 1933 emigrated
to France; with R. Rolland, A. Gide, H. G. Wells and H. Mann founded German Library of
Freedom. 1936±8 of®cer in international brigades in Spain. 1941 ¯ight to USA. Director of
foreign news bureau CBS. 1946 returned to Berlin, editor of journal Ost und West (closed 1949).
1949 professor of German literature at Humboldt University. Research on exile literature; editor
of the works of H. Mann. Escaped to West Berlin 1957.
Stefan Kisielewski (1911±91)
Polish composer and publicist. Studied Polish philology at Warsaw University; music studies in
Paris 1938±9. During Nazi occupation of®cial in underground state's cultural department.
Regular columnist for Tygodnik Powszechny, except 1953±6 and 1968±71. 1957±65 Deputy in
Seym. Multiple Polish and foreign awards.
Tadeusz Konwicki (b. 1926)
Polish writer. 1944±5 of®cer Home Army. Studies Polish philology at Jagiellonian University
(KrakoÂw). Member of editorial staff of leftist journals Odrodzenie, Nowa Kultura. From 1954 ®lm
director and stage designer. Late 1960s expelled from PZPR, engagement for university students
persecuted by regime.
Jan Kott (b. 1914)
Polish essayist and translator. Studied law and French literature in Warsaw. Began with writings of
poetry and French surrealism. Occupation in Lwow and Warsaw, where he joined underground
Communist resistance. Editor of leftist KuzÂnica after war; doctorate in literature. Professor at
Wroclaw. Important tool of Stalinisation of Polish literary establishment but also important voice
in the Polish Thaw. Internationally in¯uential interpreter of Shakespeare.
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JuÈrgen Kuczynski (b. 1904)
German economic historian. Studied philosophy, economics, statistics. 1930 KPD. 1936 emigration to England. 1944±5 statistician with US Army. 1945 President of Central Finance Administration in Soviet Zone. 1946 Professor in Berlin for economic history. 1947±50 President of
Society for German±Soviet Friendship. 1956 founded the department for economic history in the
Institute of History of GDR Academy of Sciences. Author of over 1,000 books.
Erich Loest (b. 1926)
German writer. 1944 Wehrmacht. 1946±50 Leipziger Volkszeitung. 1947 SED. From 1950 freelance
author. 1952 novel, The West German Mark Keeps Falling. 1952 ABF Leipzig. 1955/6 studied at
Johannes R. Becher Institute for Literature in Leipzig. 1957±64 imprisoned for forming counterrevolutionary group. After release published detective stories under pseudonym. From 1980 living
in West Germany.
Walter Markov (b. 1909)
German-Slovene historian. 1933 KPD. 1934 doctorate on Serbia at the beginning of World War
I. 1935 arrested for resistance activities; 1935±45 inmate of Siegburg prison. 1946 SED. Docent at
Leipzig University. 1947 habilitation on Balkan diplomacy. 1949±68 Director of Institute of
General History in Leipzig. 1951 expelled from SED for `objectivism' and `Titoism'.
Hans Mayer (b. 1907)
German literary scholar. 1925±9 studied political science, law, philosophy. Dissertation, The crisis
of German political science. Emigrated to France, Switzerland. 1946±7 in charge of political
programming Radio Frankfurt. 1948 professor of literary science in Leipzig. Students in Leipzig
include: Christa Wolf, Volker Braun, Uwe Johnson. 1963 failed to return from trip to West
Germany; became professor in Hanover.
Paul Merker (1894±1969)
East German politician. Waiter by trade. 1920 KPD. 1923/4 Secretary of KPD in Western Saxony.
1927±45 member of KPD Central Commitee. 1940 interned in France; 1942 onwards exile in
Mexico. 1946 return to Germany. 1946±50 member of SED Party executive. 1950 expelled from
SED for contacts with Noel Field. 1950±2 restaurant director. 1952±6 prison. 1956 rehabilitated
and editor at Volk und Welt publishing house. Said to be rival that Ulbricht feared most.
Ludwig Renn (1889±1979)
German writer. 1911±20 military of®cer. Studied Russian, law, history of art. 1928 KPD. 1928±32
Secretary of League of Proletarian Writers. 1933±5 prison. Emigration, then participation in
Spanish Civil War and exile in Mexico. 1947 returned to Germany. Professor of anthropology in
Dresden. From 1952 freelance writer.
Karl Schirdewan (b. 1907)
East German politician. Transport worker. 1925 KPD. 1934±45 Nazi concentration camps. 1946
in charge of checking behaviour of SED members during Nazi period. Functions in Saxony. 1952
responsible for department `leading organs of the parties and mass organizations'. 1953±8
Politbureau. 1958 lost all Party functions, 1959 recanted. 1958±65 director of state archival
administration of GDR in Potsdam.
Ralf SchroÈder (b. 1927)
1944 Wehrmacht. 1946 SED. 1946±51 studied history and Russian in East Berlin. 1951±3 taught
Russian at Greifswald University; 1953±7 Leipzig University. Doctorate on the young Gorki.
1957 expelled from SED and arrested; 1957±64 prison. 1966±88 editor in charge of Russian at
Volk und Welt publishing house.
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Anna Seghers (1900±1983)
German writer. 1924 PhD. 1928 Kleist Prize for ®rst short stories. 1928 KPD, member of League
of Proletarian Writers. 1933 arrested by Gestapo; emigrated to Switzerland, France, Mexico. 1947
returned to Germany. 1952±78 chair of East German Writers' Union. Remarkable for absolute
loyalty to Party line; supported repression of Biermann.
Joachim Streisand (1920±80)
East German historian. Studied in East Berlin. 1948 SED. Dissertation on `imperialist German
sociology'. Co-founder of Zeitschr®t fuÈr Geschichtswissenschaft. Responsible for early nineteenthcentury German history. Unlike colleagues, preferred not to work in collective. 1963 professor of
history Humboldt University.
Jerzy Turowicz (b. 1912)
Polish journalist and writer. 1939 graduated from Jagiellonian University with degree in
philosophy. From 1945 editor of Roman Catholic socio-cultural weekly Tygodnik Powszechny.
1953±6 forbidden to continue as editor of Tygodnik Powszechny for refusal to print article on
Stalin's death. 1956 reinstated. 1945±82 member of Polish Journalists' Association. Recipient of
numerous Polish and foreign awards.
Bodo Uhse (1904±63)
German writer. 1927 NSDAP. After 1931 close contact with KPD. 1935 joined KPD. Exile in
France, Spain, Mexico. 1948 returned to Germany. 1950±2 chair of East German Writers' Union.
1950±4 delegate to East German Parliament.
Paul Wandel (1905±94)
East German politician. Machinist by trade. 1926 KPD; KPD Secretary in Baden. 1933±45
emigrated to USSR, teacher at Comintern school. 1945±9 President of German Education
Administration in East Berlin (DVV). 1949±52 Minister of Education. 1953±57 Secretary for
Education and Culture in Central Committee.
Friedrich Wolf (1888±1953)
German writer. 1913 MD. November 1918 member of Workers' and Soldiers' Council in
Dresden. Functionary in USPD. 1919 ®rst dramas performed. Worked as physician. 1928 KPD.
1933±45 emigrated to Soviet Union. 1945 returned to Germany. Co-founder of DEFA studios.
Father of Stasi general Markus and ®lmmaker Konrad.
Ernst Wollweber (1898±1967)
East German politician. Sailor by trade. 1918 involved in mutiny in Kiel. 1919 KPD; 1921
onwards, member of Central Political Council. 1933 emigrated to Soviet Union, 1936±40
Scandanavia. Arrested in Sweden, but released in 1943 to Soviet Union at its request. 1946
returned to Germany. 1950±3 State Secretary in Ministry of Transport. 1953 State Secretary then
Minister of State Security (Stasi). 1958 removed from Central Committee with K. Schirdewan for
`factional activity'.
Arnold Zweig (1887±1968)
German writer. 1907±14 studied German and philosophy. From 1905 wrote ®ction. 1914±18
soldier. From 1923 worked for Berlin-based JuÈdische Rundschau. Member of Society of Friends of
the New Russia. 1933 emigrated to Palestine. 1948 returned to Berlin. 1949±67 member of East
German Parliament.
Gerhard Zwerenz (b. 1925)
German writer. 1942 volunteered for Wehrmacht. 1944 deserted; 1944±8 prisoner of war in
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Soviet Union. 1948 East German People's Police, SED. 1952±6 studied philosophy in Leipzig.
Student of Bloch. 1957 expelled from SED and ¯ed to West Berlin to escape arrest.
Sources: Czeslaw Milosz, The History of Polish Literature (Berkeley, CA: University of California
Press, 1983); GuÈnther Buch, Namen und Daten: Biographien wichtiger Personen der DDR (Bonn:
Dietz, 1973); Jochen Cerny (ed.), Wer war wer ± DDR. Ein biographisches Lexikon (Berlin: Ch.
Links, 1992); John C. Torpey, Intellectuals, Socialism, and Dissent. The East German Opposition and
Its Legacy (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1995); Juliusz Stroynowski (ed.),
Who's Who in the Socialist Countries of Europe (Munich: K.G. Saur, 1989); W. Killy and R. Vierhaus
(eds.), Deutsche biographische EnzyklopaÈdie (Munich: K. G. Saur, 1989).
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Intellectuals and Mass
Movements. The Study of
Political Dissent in Poland in
1956
PAWE MACHCEWICZ
Poland in 1956 saw a profound crisis in the political and social system created during
the Stalinist period. The decay of the system after Stalin's death resulted in, and was
at the same time accelerated by, a great mobilisation of and participation involving
various political and social groups. Social activity on such a scale recurred only once
in the history of Communist Poland ± the `Solidarity' period (1980±1).
The striking feature of the political dissent which arose in 1956 in Poland was its
pluralism: its various streams were often very distant from or even alien to each
other, identifying with different values and programmes, using different political and
ideological languages, symbols, banners. The main argument of this article is the
profound distance between intellectuals (intelligentsia)1 and mass movements.2 This
1
`Intelligentsia' (Inteligencja) is a broader term than `intellectuals', usually comprising educated
people (basically with higher education), whereas `intellectuals' refers to those whose role is `creative',
`professional' (writers, scholars, journalists, etc.). The division between these two categories is vague, as
we should bear in mind when using the term `intellectuals' in this paper. The fact is that in Poland, and
probably in other Eastern European countries (especially Russia), the much more common, more
frequently used term was `intelligentsia', with roots going back to the nineteenth century. In 1956 in
Poland the word `intellectuals' was rarely used; in public language much more common were
`intelligentsia' and `members of the intelligentsia' (inteligenci). For the discussion of both concepts see
Alexander Gella, `The Life and Death of the Old Polish Intelligentsia', Slavonic Review, Vol. 30, no. 1,
(1971); idem, The Intelligentsia and the Intellectuals (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage, 1976).
2
The theoretical notions of mass movements and mass behaviour are well established in the social
sciences, although they often tend to be somewhat obscure when used in historical empirical studies. A
brief clari®cation of the terms used in this paper seems to be relevant. A mass social movement arises
when `a group of people somewhat orient themselves to the same belief system and act together to
promote change on the basis of the common orientation'. Charles Tilly, From Mobilization to Revolution
(Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1978), 40. Mass behaviour is `group behaviour which originates
spontaneously, is relatively unorganized, fairly unpredictable, and which depends on interstimulation
among participants.' Stanley Milgram and Hans Toch, `Collective Behaviour: Crowds and Social
Movements', in The Handbook of Social Psychology ed. G. Lindzay and E. Aronson, Vol. 4: Group
Psychology and phenomena of interaction (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1969), 507. The concept of mass
social movement is de®ned by contrast with some other social forms, such as formal organizations, mass
parties, and clubs. Its more distinctive features include substantive and diffuse orientation and
polymorphous structure combined with inclusive membership. . . . Because of their antiorganizational
character and amorphous structure, movements articulate themselves in the form of short-lived,
periodical bursts ± rallies, blockades, marches, etc. They rely on the mobilization of the collective moral
energy, commitment, and dedication, which ± in the absence of an institutional framework ± cannot be
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political and ideological gap, which to a great extent determined the nature of the
anti-Stalinist dissent in 1956, exerted a signi®cant impact upon political opposition
and protest in Poland over the following decades.
I Workers' Revolt in PoznanÂ
The two highest points of the collective action and political participation in 1956
were the workers' revolt in PoznanÂ in June and the nationwide wave of political
meetings and riots in October and November.3
The immediate causes of the PoznanÂ revolt were social and economic claims.
Dissatisfaction had increased in industry over several months, as workers protested
against the arbitrary raising of production norms, poor organisation of work which
reduced their earnings, an unjust and (in their estimation) irrational tax system and
poor working conditions. Initial demands concerned a general increase of salaries
and a lowering of prices, in certain instances by as much as ®fty per cent. Workers
organised mass meetings (masoÂwki) and even short strikes of a few hours' duration.4
On 28 June workers of `Cegielski' factory, the biggest and oldest in the city, refused
to work, formed up for a protest march outside the factory gates and then moved off
towards the city centre. They were joined en route by the employees of other
factories and of®ces. At this early stage of the protest economic demands were
predominant: demonstrators called for higher wages and lower prices, `human'
living conditions, and the abolition of production norms. They shouted: `We are
hungry', `We want bread', `Down with the exploitation of workers', `Down with
the Bloodsuckers' and `Down with the Red Bourgeoisie'.5
Interestingly enough, some of the slogans, obviously directed against the ruling
Party, were expressed in the ideological language of the latter. Was it an effect of the
brainwashing that the workers had been continually exposed to during a previous
decade, or was it rather an intuitive attempt to manipulate the `Party language', to
legitimise the workers' protest by using of®cial slogans? Probably both explanations
maintained for a long time.' Jan Pakulski, `Social Movements in Comparative Perspective', Research in
Social Movements, Con¯icts and Change, Vol. 10 (1988), 248±50.
3
The main sources from which to reconstruct mass movements in 1956 are documents from the
Party and Public Security apparatus archives. Archival materials from the Committee of Public Security
(Komitet BezpieczenÂstwa Publicznego) and local Public Security Of®ces (Urze.dy BezpieczenÂstwa) ±
now in Biuro Ewidencji i Archiwum Urze.du Ochrony PanÂstwa; documents of Polish United Workers
Party (both from the Central Committee and from local committees) ± now in Archiwum Akt
Nowych. The most useful are reports prepared systematically by the local Public Security Of®ces
(WojewoÂdzkie Urze.dy BezpieczenÂstwa, Powiatowe Urze.dy BezpieczenÂstwa) and by the Central Committee's
Organisational Department (Wydzia Organizacyjny KC PZPR), based on the regular reports of the
provincial (voivode) and district (powiat) PZPR committees. The author's book, Polski rok 1956 [Poland
in 1956] (Warsaw: O®cyna Wydawnicza `MoÂwiS Wieki', 1993), was based on these previously
inaccessible materials.
4
For the situation in PoznanÂ plants before 28 June 1956 see Jarosawa Maciejewskigo and Zo®a
Trojanowiczowj (eds.), Poznanski Czerwiec 1956 (PoznanÂ: Wydarnictwo Poznanskie, 1990); Zbigniew
Ê echowski, `Z ekonomicznych zÂroÂde sytuacji strajkowej w Zakadach im. H. Cegieskiego wiosnS 1956
Z
r.', Kronika Miasta Poznania, Vol. 3±4 (1957).
5
Biuro Ewidencji i Archiwum Urze.du Ochrony PanÂstwa (hereafter UOP), 155/5, 155/37.
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are complementary, although one should bear in mind the spontaneous, uncontrolled nature of the events (especially in the subsequent stages), which in fact
precluded any deliberate plans to shape the political or ideological image of the
demonstration.
None the less, the nature of the protest was soon extended and overlaid by purely
political ones: `Down with the Party', `Down with the Bolsheviks', `Down with the
Communists', `Long live Mikoajczyk',6 and `We demand free elections under
United Nations control'.7
Demonstrators assaulted and entered the town hall and premises of the local Party
committee ± symbols of political authority. Once inside the buildings they tore up
Party propaganda, pulled down red ¯ags, and smashed busts of Communist leaders.
Their hatred focused upon the Security Police. Attempts were made to identify and
capture functionaries on the streets, who were then assaulted; one was lynched. The
siege of the Security Police headquarters remained the central point of the street
battle for many hours. Demonstrators seized weapons from militiamen and soldiers
who, in the initial phase of the uprising, did not want to ®ght against the rebels. In
this aspect, the PoznanÂ revolt was very similar to the Hungarian revolution
(October 1956), although in Budapest the popular reaction against the Security
Forces (AVH) was even more violent.8
What was probably different from Budapest was the outburst of religious feeling.
Demonstrators in PoznanÂ sang religious songs, prohibited, at least in public, by the
Communist state, and shouted: `We want God', `We want religion in schools'.
When they passed a church along the route, the workers leading the column of
demonstrators knelt down and received a blessing from two priests standing on the
steps. These religious symbols and feelings played an important role in creating the
emotional identity of the protest ± people believed that their common enemy was
the secular State and atheistic Party which persecuted the Catholic Church and its
religion. This attitude re¯ected a well-established model of Polish nationalism
(whose roots went back to the partitions of Poland and the nineteenth-century
struggles for independence). The Poles were de®ned as Roman Catholics, in
opposition to their alien oppressors: orthodox Russians and Protestant Prussians.
Within the PoznanÂ revolt the national and religious feelings were, in fact, to a great
extent inter-related, overlapping each other all the time.
National symbols were present from the very outset of the PoznanÂ events,
constituting the core of the mass language. Demonstrators sang the national anthem
and other patriotic songs, and shouted, `We want an independent Poland'. National
feelings revealed an unequivocally anti-Russian and anti-Soviet edge. The streets of
6
Stanisaw Mikoajczyk was the leader of the Polish Peasant Party (Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe),
which in the period 1945±47 constituted the core of the legal anti-Communist opposition. In October
1947 Mikoajczyk ¯ed Poland and became one of the most emminent Polish anti-Communist emigreÂs
in United States.
7
UOP, 155/6, 155/14, 17/IX/124, t. 14, 17/IX/124, t. 9.
8
For the description of Budapest in 1956 see GyoÈrgy Litvan (ed.), The Hungarian Revolution of
1956. Reform, Revolt and Repression 1953±1963 (New York: Longman, 1996).
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the town resounded to calls of: `Russians go home', `Muscovites, go home', `Down
with Russians', `Russkies, get out of our town'. Demonstrators sang the Rota (a
nationalist song from the turn of the twentieth century), whose original refrain
referred to the Germans, but which now included the words: `Until the Russian
mess collapses into dust and ashes'.
The con¯ict was perceived by many demonstrators as a battle of Poles or true
Poles against non-Poles. In the collective imagination, their opponents ± soldiers
and security agents ± were excluded from the national community and identi®ed
with the Russians. The town was full of rumours about the presence of Soviet
troops wearing Polish uniforms. There was a widespread rumour that ®ghting at the
Secret Police headquarters had been initiated by a Russian woman MVD (later
KGB) functionary, who shot at children from the window of the building.9
Judging by the patterns of collective action and behaviour of the PoznanÂ crowds,
Polish Communists were widely regarded as lackeys or puppets of a foreign power ±
the Soviet Union ± which occupied and exploited Poland. The revolt was seen by
many of the participants as an anti-Russian uprising to liberate Poland from foreign
domination. Nationalism became the leading factor among various elements ±
socio-economic, political, religious ± of the revolutionary mobilisation (of course,
in reality they were all mixed; the distinction between them is mostly analytical).
The reality is that this co-existence and interdependence of various dimensions and
currents of mass movement stimulated the dynamics of social protest. We see in
PoznanÂ what could be described ± to use a concept proposed by Ralph Dahrendorf10 ± as the overlapping of several axes of the con¯ict. In conditions of
monocentric-dictatorial order, state-run economy, lack of national sovereignty,
humiliating dependence on the Soviet Union, an emotional and ideological distance
between the people and the state, all kinds of social claims merged into a single great
wave aimed against the prevalent structures of power. This became the instrument
whereby the workers' protest, the origins of which were social and economic
demands from factories, inevitably turned into a political and national revolt.11
II The Polish October
The PoznanÂ revolt had a great impact throughout Poland. According to the Party
and police reports, it radicalised social moods and opinions. Thereafter, the Party
leadership acted under the strong pressure of the danger that such an outburst could
spread to other towns, or even possibly to the whole country. It faced the urgent
necessity of ®nding a safe means to discharge social anger and frustration, and to
overcome the worsening political crisis in a way controlled `from above', which
9

UOP, 155/6, 155/28, 155/37, 17/IX/124, t.9.
Ralf Dahrendorf, Class and Class Con¯ict in Industrial Society (Stanford, CA: Stanford University
Press, 1959).
11
For the detailed description of the PoznanÂ revolt see PoznanÂski Czerwiec 1956; Machcewicz,
Polski rok 1956; Edward Jan Nalepa, Pacy®kacja zbuntowanego miasta. Wojsko Polskie w Czerwcu 1956 r. w
Poznaniu w Âswietle dokumentow wojskowych (Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Bellona, 1992).
10
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would not put in jeopardy the rule of the PZPR. The only man who could
accomplish this was Wadysaw Gomuka, the Party leader in 1948 accused of
`rightist-nationalist' deviation, demoted from the Party leadership and subsequently
imprisoned (in 1951), to be released only after Stalin's death. Thanks to his de®ance
of Stalin in 1948±9, and his subsequent imprisonment, in 1956 the majority of Poles
saw in him a politician who could reject both the Stalinist system and Soviet
domination. After several months of talks with the representatives of the Politburo,
Gomuka agreed to re-join the Party leadership, on the condition that he become
First Secretary.12
Thanks to his great popularity, Gomuka did eventually manage to overcome the
political crisis and pacify political and social discontent. However, even his popular
standing, coupled with his political skills and ¯exibility, could not avert the next
phase of social mobilisation. This occurred a few months after the PoznanÂ revolt ±
in October 1956. Gomuka was supposed to assume Party leadership at the Eighth
Plenum of the Central Committee (19±21 October). However, on the ®rst day of
the Plenum the Soviet Party leadership unexpectedly arrived in Warsaw. Its obvious
aim was to prevent Gomuka's return to power. At the same time Soviet forces
stationed in Poland (in Lower Silesia and Pomerania) began moving towards
Warsaw. The threat of Soviet military intervention was clear to everyone.13
This was a time of a great tide of public meetings, demonstrations and street
marches, in hundreds of large and small towns throughout Poland. The desire to
express support for Gomuka, and to protest against Soviet pressure, was in the
majority of cases the basic reason for holding meetings in the streets and workplaces.
The meetings were usually organised by local Party cells, local authorities and trade
unions. However, the political content of the meetings frequently went beyond
their initial agenda. Of®cial organisers lost control of those they had managed to
assemble.14 Thousands of people, previously deprived of any possibility of political
expression, could ± for a brief moment ± articulate their convictions and emotions
in a way not controlled from above. The activity of the crowds often took on
extremely radical forms, which in many cases resulted in street unrest and clashes
with police and other law-enforcement agencies. The peak of political activity
occurred during and immediately after the Eighth Plenum but continued into
November and even December. Thus, demonstrators in Bydgoszcz destroyed the
12

For the internal situation of the Polish United Workers' Party see Zbysaw Rykowski and
Wiesaw Wadyka, Polska proÂba. PazÂdziernik '56 (KrakoÂw: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1989); Andrzej
Friszke, `Rozgrywka na szczycie. Biuro Polityczne KC PZPR w pazÂdzierniku 1956', Wie.zÂ, Vol. 9
(1996), 188±212; Andrzej Werblan, `Gomuka i PazÂdziernik', DzisÂ. Przeglcd spoeczny, Vol. 10 (1996),
58±66.
13
For a description of the talks between the Polish Politbureau and the Soviet delegation see
Pawe Machcewicz, Wadysaw Gomuka (Warsaw: Wydawnictwa Szkolne i Pedagogiczne, 1995), 40±1;
Andrzej Werblan, `Rozmowy kierownictwa PZPR z delegacjS KPZR. Nieznane dokumenty z
pazÂdziernika 1956 r.', DzisÂ Przeglcd spoeczny, Vol. 4 (1995), 105±11; L. W. Gluchowski, `Poland 1956.
Khrushchev, Gomulka and the ``Polish October'' ', Cold War Bulletin, Issue 5 (1995).
14
For a detailed description of the mass meetings and demonstrations which took place in Poland
in Oct. and Nov. 1956 see Machcewicz, Polski rok 1956, 153±67.
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militia headquarters and radio jamming equipment (18 November); a crowd in
Szczecin attacked public buildings, including a prison, the state prosecutor's of®ce,
militia headquarters and the Soviet Consulate (10 December).
The agenda of the mass movement in October was similar to that of the June
revolt. Throughout the entire country, as earlier in PoznanÂ, people expressed a
®erce hatred of the security police. Meetings called for the dissolution of the State
Security Committee (KBP), and the punishment of its most brutal and guilty
functionaries. Demands were formulated to reveal the identity of informers for the
security police at workplaces. Those suspected of collaborating were frequently
assaulted. In many localities, crowds gathered outside the headquarters of the
security policy, shouted hostile slogans and broke windows.15
A phenomenon analogous to that of June was the outburst of religious feeling.
Religious songs were sung during public meetings, and the most frequent demands
concerned the release of the Primate, Cardinal Stefan WyszynÂski, imprisoned in
1953, the reinstatement of bishops previously arrested or suspended from their
dioceses, the re-introduction of religious instruction in schools, and the placing of
cruci®xes in classrooms.16 As in PoznanÂ, the strongest feature of mass mobilisation
was nationalist sentiment which became the predominant tone at a majority of
public meetings and demonstrations. At the symbolic level, this was expressed by
the singing of patriotic songs and the national anthem, the call for the return to the
traditional version of the national emblem, the white eagle, and the restoration of
traditional uniforms in the Polish army.
National emotions were also expressed as speci®c political and social demands.
They invariably concentrated on the dependence upon the Soviet Union and the
Soviet presence in Poland. Universal demands were made for the withdrawal of
Soviet troops and the dismissal of Soviet of®cers from the Polish armed forces,
including Marshal Rokossovsky, who was regarded as the most humiliating symbol
of Soviet domination. The return of the eastern territories (with Wilno i LwoÂw)
annexed by the Soviet Union in 1939, and a public explanation of the KatynÂ
massacre, were demanded as was the punishment of those responsible for that crime.
There were widespread demands for the abolition of Russian lessons in schools and
their replacement by instruction in Western languages. Even when meetings and
demonstrations raised socio-economic issues, these were usually related to the
Soviet question. Thus, the low living standard in Poland was blamed on the Soviet
Union, and prospects for its improvement were connected with the ending of
Soviet domination and exploitation.17
These anti-Soviet attitudes created a combustible mixture which resulted in the
most violent and radical gestures and behaviour. Judging from police reports, Poles
spent the last ten days of October desecrating monuments to Liberation by the Red
Army, pulling down red stars from roofs of houses, factories and schools, and
15
UOP, 17/IX/99, 17/IX/99, t. 6, 155/24; Archiwum Akt Nowych (thereafter AAN) 237/
VII±3861, 71.
16
UOP, 17/IX/99, t. 6.
17
UOP, 17/IX/95; AAN, 237/VII±3843.
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destroying red ¯ags and portraits of Rokossovsky. Attempts were even made forcibly
to enter the homes of Soviet citizens in the regions where Soviet troops were
stationed ± mostly in Lower Silesia. Such anti-Soviet feelings and attitudes acted as
catalyst for the social protest and facilitated its articulation. Speakers who during
public meetings and demonstrations criticised or contested any aspects of the
political and socio-economic system in Poland almost always raised the question of
its foreign origin and its subordination to Soviet interests. This nationalist, antiSoviet dimension of social protest thereby legitimised all other postulates.
Paradoxically ± unlike in PoznanÂ in June 1956 ± the nationalist, anti-Russian
feelings did not radicalise and reinforce an anti-Communist edge of the mass
movement, and did not push it towards strictly anti-systemic slogans and behaviour.
In October, the Communist authorities were not openly and uncompromisingly
questioned ± as had happened in PoznanÂ ± nor was the existing political order
totally rejected. During the October demonstrations and meetings political slogans
and demands such as `We want free elections', `Down with communist dictatorship'
and `Down with the Party' were much less numerous. People did not attack Party
committees, nor Security Police headquarters, although the latter were universally
hated.
Crucial in the two Polish contexts was the different response of the authorities.
In June, tanks were sent out against demonstrators and the revolt was radicalised by
the absence of any attempt to meet workers' demands. In October, the political
leadership was much more ¯exible, probably because it had already learnt the lesson
of PoznanÂ. The return to power of Gomuka met the desires of the great part of the
Poles, for whom this very fact meant the end of the worst evils of Stalinism and the
policy introduced since his downfall in 1948. The new leader reinforced these social
aspirations in his famous speech during the Eighth Plenum, denouncing Stalinism
(although not using this term, but the more euphemistic `system of the cult of
personality'), the rule of terror and the collectivisation of agriculture through
administrative pressure and force. Soon after the plenum, Cardinal WyszynÂski and
all the other imprisoned bishops and priests were released. Soviet `advisers' and
military of®cers, including Rokossovsky, were sent home. These decisions, and
many others, reinforced public hopes that the new Party leadership would continue
a reform process that would eventually liberalise and democratise the entire political
system.
This stand taken by the Communist leadership contributed to the relatively
moderate political dimension of social protest in October in comparison with the
PoznanÂ revolt. However, it should not be regarded as a complete explanation. Also
crucial in this context was the comparative impact of nationalism or national
emotion. It stimulated social protest in June, but dampened it in October, when the
threat of Soviet military intervention ± against Gomuka and the forces supporting
him within the Party ± transformed the social image of Polish Communists. In
PoznanÂ, they were still treated as the puppets and servants of alien, anti-Polish
interests, and hence excluded from the national community. In October, they
became part of a nation opposing Soviet domination. Gomuka enjoyed the
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enthusiastic support of a great part of society, above all not as a new leader of the
Communist Party but as a leader of a nation, who by his resistance to Soviet
demands, embodied a national longing for independence and sovereignty. A huge
number of appropriate illustrations throughout the country could be cited, but one
may suf®ce. Lea¯ets found in SÂwidnica in Lower Silesia (22 October) stated: `Red
Army ± go home. We demand an independent Poland. Long live Wadysaw
Gomuka, First Secretary, hero of the Polish nation.'18
A cult of Gomuka spontaneously arose all over Poland. His name was chanted at
thousand of meetings, together with anti-Soviet slogans. This anti-Soviet image of
Gomuka was obviously mythical and exaggerated. However, in the social imagination it was justi®ed by the anti-Stalinist line taken in 1948 and the subsequent few
years of imprisonment, and con®rmed in October by his declaration of a Polish
`national road to socialism' and his resolute stand against Khrushchev's demands
made while Soviet tanks were advancing on Warsaw.
Thus Polish Communists, unexpectedly, found themselves at the head of a
national liberation movement. In practice, it was aimed against the Russians. The
enthusiastic social support offered to Gomuka ± in great part as the leader of
national, anti-Soviet resistance ± contributed to the legitimisation of Communist
rule in Poland. It helped pacify the mass movement. Nationalism (and antiSovietism) had to a great extent radicalised social protest during the PoznanÂ revolt.
In October, however, it lowered the level of political protest against the existing
regime. The difference was decisive for the outcome of the political crisis. As a
result of the ¯exible political strategy on the part of the Communist leadership, and
the impact of the national, anti-Soviet feelings we have described, the mass
movement in October did not aim at breaking the prevalent structures of power.
Communists managed to a great extent to incorporate it into the framework of the
existing system. Instead of destroying the political system, as in Hungary, the social
protest was absorbed within it.
III Intellectuals against Stalinism
The mass level of the 1956 crisis, reconstructed in the previous section, constituted
the broader social framework in which intellectuals acted. The knowledge of mass
movements which arose in Poland in 1956 is essential, because only against this
background can the signi®cance of the role played by intellectuals (or members of
the intelligentsia) be properly assessed.19
18

UOP, 17/IX/99, t. 6.
In the case of mass movements we have to refer to Party and State Security documents, which
are the only available sources with which to reconstruct mass phenomena. If we want to reconstruct the
political thinking and political demands of the intellectuals, we should use other types of sources.
Basically, there are two: the press, and resolutions (taken, for example, at meetings held at academic
institutions, research institutes, professional associations, e.g. the Union of Polish Writers). The latter
were held in the former KC PZPR archives (after 1989 transferred to Archiwum Akt Nowych in
Warsaw).
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The most important role played by intellectuals in 1956 was the production and
promotion of political ideas (which in general is one of the distinctive features of
intellectuals anywhere), or even thorough political programmes. These programmes
in most cases contained two levels (or dimensions). One was negative: the critique
of the past, explaining the necessity of breaking with the Stalinist legacy. Another
one was positive: the description of necessary political (social and economic)
changes and reforms, leading in many cases to the creation of more or less complete
visions of the new, desired order. We will try to reconstruct both levels, as they
were interdependent.
This needs to be prefaced by a few remarks about the means of communication ±
the way in which these political ideas and programmes, created by intellectuals,
were publicised, transmitted both to the ruling eÂlite and society at large. The crucial
means of political communication and articulation in 1956 was the press: newspapers
and weekly magazines which played at that moment an extremely important role ±
probably never to be equalled during the whole history of Communist Poland.
There were at least two reasons which account for the extraordinary importance
of the press in the 1956 crisis. One is the absence of any other organised or
crystallised channels of political articulation: after several years of Stalinism there
were no autonomous political parties, trade unions, associations, etc. In the public
domain the press was the only voice left to a mute society.
The other factor, which explains why the press could ful®ll this important task,
was the relaxation of censorship, which began in the spring of 1956, after the
Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) (14±25
February), and reached its peak in the autumn of 1956. At that moment one could
have gained the impression, judging by the content of the newspapers, that
censorship did not exist. The degree to which political control of the press was
paralysed illustrates the fact that censors themselves claimed some limitation of the
role of censorship. In September and October 1956, in several Urze.dy Kontroli
Publikacji i Widowisk (Of®ces of the Control of Publications and Performances) in
the large cities, censors issued resolutions in which they stated that public discussion
in the press should not be limited by arbitrary political intervention, that censorship
should not be used as an instrument to silence democratic demands and that, in
general, the position and prerogatives of censorship must be limited ± according to a
law which should be passed and accepted by Parliament (such a law was accepted
only in 1981, during the `Solidarity' era).20
This relaxation of censorship obviously had deeper political reasons, apart from
the spontaneous reluctance of censors to ful®l their duty. The crucial point was the
internal struggle within the Party, which accounts for the reason why political
control over the press was softened.
By April 1956, one could clearly distinguish two competing factions in the Party
leadership. One group, so-called Puawy (after the street in Warsaw where
prominent politicians of this group lived), comprised such ®gures as Politburo
20

.
Jan SkoÂrzynÂski, `Odwilz w cenzurze', Krytyka, Vol. 34±35 (1991), 102±16.
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member Roman Zambrowski and Central Committee Secretaries Jerzy Albrecht,
Wadysaw Matwin and Jerzy Morawski. The other group, so-called Natolin (after
the palace belonging to the Council of Ministers on the outskirts of Warsaw, where
members of the group often met), included Politburo member and deputy Prime
Minister Zenon Nowak, Deputy Minister of Defence Kazimierz Witaszewski, and
leader of the (state-run) trades unions Wiktor Kosiewicz. Aleksander Zawadzki,
chairman of the Council of State (formal head of state), and Marshal Konstanty
Rokossovsky, Minister of Defence, were also regarded as sympathisers of Natolin.
Situated somewhere at the centre ± but closer to Puawy than Natolin ± were
Edward Ochab, First Secretary of PZPR since Bierut's death in March 1956, and
the Prime Minister JoÂzef Cyrankiewicz. Because both factions were informal, and
acted not in an open manner but behind the scenes, many facts and decisions
concerning them all, and relations between them, remain unclear and equivocal.
However, no one could deny that a harsh political struggle was taking place at every
level within the PZPR after Bierut's death.
Despite the personal, political and ideological obscurity of both groups, it is
possible to de®ne their general goals and the methods which both chose in order to
gain social support and channel social discontent and frustration. Puawy referred to
the slogans of liberalisation and democratisation (of course, within the limits of the
Communist system), welcomed the news of the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU
(14±25 February 1956) and emphasised the necessity of further de-Stalinsation
(although many Puawy adherents had been active in implementing the Stalinist
order). Natolin tried to gather mass support, not by advocating anti-Stalinist reforms
but simply by calling for the punishment of those individuals most responsible for
Stalinism in Poland. Its main and most visible political manoeuvre was broad
exploitation of populist, anti-intelligentsia and anti-semitic sentiments (many
prominent Puawy adherents were of Jewish origins).21
There were two main political consequences of this factional struggle within the
Party. Firstly, it weakened the Party and State apparatus which could no longer
function in an effective way and became incapable of making any coherent responses
to the demands and dangers that now arose. It accounts for both the outbreak of the
PoznanÂ revolt and the disorganisation of censorship. Secondly, the popularity of
Puawy among intellectuals, journalists, writers and, last but not least, censors, led to
the relaxation of censorship (which was in most cases under control of the adherents
of Puawy) and promotion in the press (and in the whole of public life) of prodemocratic, anti-Stalinist slogans, programmes and demands. Puawy tried to
21
For the factional struggle within the Party see Rykowski and Wadyka, Polska ProÂba; Friszke,
`Rozgrywka na szczycie'; Werblan `Gomuka i PazÂdziernik'; Witold Jedlicki, Klub Krzywego Koa (Paris:
Instytut Literacki, 1963); Antoni Zambrowski, `Rewelacje wyssane z palca, czyli puawianie i
natolinÂczycy w 1956 roku', Warszawskie Zeszyty. Historyczne, Vol. 2 (1988), 49±78. For anti-semitism in
Poland in 1956 see Krystyna Kersten, Polacy. Zydzi. Komunizm. Anatomia poÂprawd 1939±68 (Warsaw:
Niezalez.na O®cyna Wydawnicza, 1992); Pawe Machcewicz, `Antisemitism in Poland in 1956', in
Antony Polonsky (ed.), Polin. Studies in Polish Jewry, Vol. 9. Poles, Jews, Socialists. The Failure of an Ideal
(London: The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization, 1996), 170±83.
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mobilise against Natolin the section of public opinion (in fact the great majority of
society) which favoured a clean break with Stalinism. The internal struggle within
the Party, and the deliberate (one may say, instrumental) relaxation of censorship by
the Puawy faction, created unprecedented opportunities (probably much broader
than in any other Communist state in 1956) for public discussion in the press.
Another signi®cant feature of Poland in 1956 was the predominance (in terms of
signi®cance and popularity) of the press run by the younger generation ± edited by
people (journalists, editors, etc.) in their twenties and thirties. They de®ned
themselves (with very few exceptions) as anti-Stalinist Marxists. Although they
constituted (and represented) only a part of the Polish intelligentsia, there is no
doubt that they were the most vocal and dynamic group among intellectuals.
The one weekly whose importance exceeded by far all other titles was Po prostu
(its limited print-run was 150,000) ± `the weekly of students and young intelligentsia' (as its subtitle ran). When, in October 1957, Gomuka took the decision to
close Po prostu the result in Warsaw was four days of street unrest and clashes
between police and demonstrators. Another important title of young intelligentsia
was the daily Sztandar Modych, a newspaper edited by ZwiSzek Modziez. y Polskiej
(ZMP; the Communist youth organisation). The most important (in terms of
politics and prestige) titles for an older generation were Nowa Kultura and Przeglcd
Kulturalny (both weeklies).
As mentioned, the turning-point in the scope and tone of the press discussions
was the Twentieth Congress and its aftermath: a very broad distribution of the
Khrushchev `secret speech', which in Poland became available or known to
everyone who was interested in it (it was read at thousands of open meetings of
Party cells in factories, universities, institutions, etc.). By April the timid press
criticism of bureaucracy, bureaucratic errors and so forth (quote commonplace since
the end of 1955) was replaced by much bolder critiques of the whole system and
demands were issued for substantial political and economic reforms (while
remaining, obviously, within the boundaries of the Socialist system).
The article which evoked great discussion and was a major step up in the level of
public debate was published by Po prostu on 8 April. It was signed, to emphasise its
importance, by the entire editorial board. Its title Co robicÂ? (`What is to be done?'),
unequivocally referred to Lenin's famous work Chto dielat?, dating from the initial
stage of the Russian revolution. The article suggested the transformation of ZMP
into a `real revolutionary organisation', initiating `the struggle to reintroduce and
develop Communist norms', violated during the Stalinist period. Po prostu called on
students, young members of the intelligentsia and all other people willing to
improve political and social reality, to initiate at once ± in the places where they
lived, studied, worked ± efforts to implement reforms, and not to wait for the
initiatives of the authorities. A very important part of the article was the description
of the repudiated past: unprecedented in its boldness and sharpness, setting the
pattern for how to analyse the Stalinist system, which was to be developed in
subsequent months. The whole system was at fault, not merely some partial errors
or distortions (be.dy i wypaczenia):
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The system of distortions penetrated wide circles of our society. It penetrated the big cities,
towns, villages and cooperative farms, work-places, institutions and administration. Universities were not free from its in¯uence. It penetrated the psyche. Many people are corroded
by Stalinist norms of life, alien to Marxist ideology. Many people were demoralized, lost
their sense of human dignity, and felt humiliated. . . . We must struggle together with the
Party for the most rapid destruction of this system, its eradication from even the most remote
parts of our country, for the demotion of demoralized satraps [kacykowie]. The people must
regain the feeling of their own power and strength.

The ®nal reference to ordinary people's power and importance was not
incidental. The core of the political programmes, written by young intellectuals and
published in Po Prostu and Sztandar Modych, resided in the decisive pressure exerted
by spontaneous mass activities. In other words, the Stalinist system should be
destroyed not only by reforms from `above', introduced by the Party leadership, but
also `from below', by constant participation of the people. Jerzy Urban wrote in Po
Prostu:
The initial source of all the degenerations of the system, all the hurts we experienced, all
re¯ections of the cult of the personality and associated events, lay in the lack of real
democracy [ludowadztwo].22 . . . The dictatorship of the proletariat does not exist when it is
ruled by professional functionaries in the name of the proletariat. The people's democracy
does not exist without actual rule by the people, which is the decisive force.23

Authors of many articles published in 1956 argued that Stalinism was not a
`dictatorship of the proletariat', it was rather a `dictatorship over the proletariat': `a
dictatorship of the bureaucracy', `a system of socialist bureaucracy', `state socialism'.
One could ®nd interpretations which were very similar to Milovan Djilas's concept
of `the new class'. Probably, in some cases, they explicitly drew their inspiration
from that source, although not acknowledging it openly. Djilas's ideas were, for
instance, discussed in June 1956 in Klub Krzywego Koa (the Crooked Circle Club)
in Warsaw, the famous discussion club where young intellectuals met.24
How to channel the spontaneous mass activities? How to use it to break the
Stalinist system and destroy the bureaucracy? And how to implement it as a tool in
building a new democratic system ± a real socialism, the system which would be
constantly kept in motion by the broadest social participation?
Attempts to answer this fundamental question constitute the essence of the
political manifestos and programmes published in 1956. The common idea was to
extend the power of the parliament (Sejm), which during the Stalinist period ceased
to have any autonomous role. The demands published in the press comprised more
frequent sessions of the parliament; parliamentary responsibility of the government
(Sejm could demote any minister); the obligation of the government to answer all
interpellations from the deputies; and in general, greater prerogatives for parliamentary control over the current responsibilities of the government ± economic policy
22
`Ludowadztwo' is an ideological word from the Communist vocabulary. Its closest English
equivalent would probably be `revolutionary democracy' or `people's democracy'.
23
J. Urban, `O ludowadztwie', Po prostu, 15 Apr. 1956.
24
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and foreign affairs. As far as elections were concerned, the common postulate was to
enlarge the participation of the constituency in the process of choosing the
candidates (previously selected by authorities, without any social participation).
Another common topic was the idea of public openness ( jawnoscÂ )25 as one of the
most important bases of a democratic system. Many resolutions, especially passed by
Party cells at universities or research institutes, demanded that all major decisions,
taken both by Party and State institutions, be made public and be exposed to public
discussion and criticism, that the differences of opinions in the Party bodies not be
hidden. The most frequent postulate demanded publication of the minutes of the
Seventh Plenum of the Central Committee (18±28 July 1956), where serious clashes
between Puawy and Natolin took place.
In practical terms the call for public openness often implied a demand to limit or
abolish (in the most radical cases) censorship. It was stated both in press articles and
in many resolutions, especially those voted on by scholars, journalists, writers and
other. For instance, in a resolution of 28 September 1956 by the Party organisation
in the Union of Polish Writers (Zwiczek LiteratoÂw Polskich) its members said:
POP [Basic Party Cell] states that the press played a leading role in the struggle for
democracy. Unfortunately, the Censor [GUKPPiW] and various levels [instancje] of the Party
often limited and still do limit freedom of discussion. . . . Our standpoint is that the Censor
should be abolished and that Sejm should pass a constitutional law on the press, de®ning the
responsibility of authors and editors.26

Both ideas ± enlarging the role of the parliament and limiting that of censorship ±
were certainly very signi®cant in political terms, and incompatible with the Stalinist
version of socialism. However, these reformist demands had very clear political
limits. Not a single press article or resolution suggested the reintroduction of a
multi-party system. The political monopoly of the Communist Party was still
accepted as dogma. The boldest programmes, mostly published in Po prostu,
suggested the creation of a `revolutionary' Communist youth organisation, which
would have the role of a second quasi-party (although this latter idea was never
stated openly).27
The stress was usually put on the introduction of internal democracy within the
Party. The Party should not suppress the different opinions and standpoints of its
members, it should not be governed by Party bureaucrats but by `rank-and-®le
members, and basic party [POP] organizations', which `will really have a decisive
25
Its meaning is very similar to the slogan invented and promoted thirty years later by Gorbachev
± glasnost.
26
AAN, 237/XVIII±153, 103±4.
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Such a union ± Rewolucyjny ZwiSzek Modziez.y (Revolutionary Union of the Youth) ± was
founded on 7 Dec. 1956 by members of `revolutionary' groups and committees, composed usually of
students and former ZMP activists. The RZM activists had very good contacts with Po prostu and
Sztandar Modych, which promoted the union and its programme. RZM existed only for a month. At
the beginning of Jan. 1957, under pressure from the Party apparatus which could not tolerate an
independent youth movement, RZM was united with another youth association and transformed into
.
Zwiazek Modziezy Socjalistycznej (Union of the Socialist Youth), controlled by the Party.
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in¯uence on the party activities, not merely as supplementary to the apparatus, but
being its real master'.28
In practical terms the most important demand was that all members of party
authorities on every level, from the basic party cell [POP] and Factory Committee
[Komitet Zakadowy] to Politburo, should be elected in a democratic manner by the
bulk of Party members, and not nominated from above (as it had happened so far in
most cases).
Authors of several articles also suggested a new interpretation of the political
hegemony of the Communist Party. It should apply principally to political and
ideological matters; other dimensions of social life ± economy, culture, etc. ± should
be given a broader margin of autonomy. In these domains the Party would preserve
its role as the highest supervisor, but would not try to govern on a day to day basis.
The most revolutionary element of the political programmes published in 1956,
having potentially the most far-reaching implications for the whole system, was the
idea of workers' self-government. Intellectuals, publishing their political programmes in the press, enthusiastically greeted the emergence (from September 1956)
of workers' councils in many factories. Po prostu and Sztandar Modych not only
publicised the efforts of the workers, who wanted to participate in the administration of their workplace, but also created the whole political and ideological
framework for the concept of workers' self-government. According to such ideas,
workers' self-government was not merely a way to increase the ef®ciency of a
factory, to improve its administration and the position of employees in their
workplace, but the tool of a thorough transformation of both the economic and
political system, leading to the emergence of a democratic socialism, the reverse of
Stalinism, which suppressed autonomous and spontaneous social activity in all
spheres of life.
The whole economy would be run by self-governing structures ± the pyramid of
workers' councils, composed of several levels: from the lowest, a workers' council
in a single factory, to the intermediary, a grouping of representatives of the same
branch of industry (for instance, metallurgy), and the highest, at the national level.
The top of the whole pyramid could be transformed into a self-governing chamber
in parliament (the socialist counterpart of the senate in `capitalistic' countries). All
previously existing bureaucratic structures ± ministries, central administration
(Centralne Zarzcdy), directors in factories ± should be subordinated to relevant
bodies of workers' self-government; their role would be mostly executive, which
would mean the implementation of decisions taken by workers' representatives.29
The signi®cance of workers' self-government went far beyond the boundaries of
the economy. It was often regarded as a pattern applicable to all spheres of social life.
`Workers' self-government', wrote two authors in Po prostu, `is the foremost political
and systemic institution. It gives power over the means of production to the direct

28
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J. Kossak, W. Wirpsza and E. Lasota, `PrzywoÂdca czy administrator', Po prostu, 4. Nov. 1956.
See M. Borowska, J. Balcerak and L. Gilejko, `Rady czy system rad', Po prostu, 6 Jan. 1957.
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producers ± the workers themselves. It sets a precedent, which should spread to all
spheres of social life. The direct producers should govern everywhere.'30
Authors writing about workers' self-government were impressed by the Yugoslav
experience, which was often explicitly mentioned as a point of reference or even an
overtly desired model. In April 1956 a group of Polish journalists visited Yugoslavia,
which resulted in several articles describing, usually very favourably, the Yugoslav
system (the most important was probably the series of articles by Artur Hajnicz
.
published in Zycie Warszawy under the common title, `The discovery of
Yugoslavia').31
In September and October 1956 employees of several big plants (for instance,
.
Fabryka SamochodoÂw Osobowych in Warsaw's in ZeranÂ Car Factory, GdanÂsk
Shipyard, Lenin steelworks in Nowa Huta, Pafawag in Wrocaw) spontaneously
took initiatives to organise workers' councils. The process was accelerated after the
Eighth Plenum, and formalised in November, when the Sejm passed the law on
workers' councils (ustawa o radach robotniczych). By the end of January 1957 about
500 councils had been formed, by December 1957 about 5,600.
However, despite this impressive growth, the real prerogatives of workers'
councils were much more limited than those suggested by Po prostu. Councils could
not choose their director (who was still nominated by ministries) and output was
subordinated to overall plans (prepared by the Committee for the Economic
Planning and ministries). Moreover, the activity of workers' councils was limited to
one workplace, with no higher or broader structure created. Hence, the prerogatives
of the councils were restricted to participation in the internal structure and
organisation of a plant, the ef®ciency and discipline of work, production norms for
workers, working conditions, salaries, and so on. After the spring of 1957, even
those prerogatives were narrowed step by step from two sides: by Party committees
in workplaces and by ministries and other levels of industrial bureaucracy. In 1958
the autonomy of workers' councils practically disappeared. By a central decision
they were forced to merge with cells of trade unions and Party committees, into one
body ± the Konferencja Samorzcdu Robotniczego (Conference of Workers' Selfgovernment) which was deprived of any real in¯uence in the management of a
plant. The short experiment of workers' councils with a state-run economy, which
remained highly centralized, was doomed to fail.
More important in this context, there is no evidence ± except for one major case
(to be discussed below) ± that employees organising workers' councils were inspired
by revolutionary ideas of radical intellectuals published in the press. According to
various descriptions, testimonies and sociological surveys, the attempt to organise
workers' self-government was non-ideological and pragmatic. The aim was to
improve the situation of workers, increase their in¯uence on their workplace and
eliminate the inconveniences and absurdities of the Stalinist economy, which
30
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seemed to workers both irrational in economic terms and based on their severe
exploitation.32
The one, but important, exception was the large automobile plant in Warsaw,
.
.
FSO (Fabryka SamochodoÂw Osobowych-ZeranÂ Car Factory). The council in ZeranÂ
was created by workers (among them the famous Lechosaw GozÂdzik, the ®rst
secretary of Komitet Zakadowy PZPR) who were in touch with most radical (proreformist) members of the Puawy faction and some Warsaw intellectuals. There
were discussion meetings, at ®rst in private apartments, in which workers from FSO
and radical Party intellectuals, writers and journalists took part. One of the issues
which was discussed was workers' self-government. Artur Hajnicz, an author of the
.
series of articles in Zycie Warszawy, talked about the Yugoslav experience.33 In the
summer of 1956 Hajnicz gave a public speech in FSO, and the plant was visited by a
group of Yugoslav journalists. In October, during the stormy days of the Eighth
.
Plenum, workers' activists from ZeranÂ collaborated closely with radical party
activists from the Warsaw Committee (Stefan Staszewski and Stanisaw KuzinÂski)
PZPR, who were, on their part, in close contact with journalists from Po prostu. Po
prostu publicised the self-governing initiatives of FSO workers. However, it would
be erroneous to look at the workers' councils from the perspective of FSO.
.
According to all we know about the workers' councils movement, ZeranÂ was one
of very few cases where workers and intellectuals collaborated closely.
We do not have at our disposal precise data (opinion polls, sociological surveys,
etc.) to enable us to reconstruct in detail (as percentages, for instance) the political
and ideological views of workers.34 The only possibility is a `behavioural' analysis,

32
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referring to such events as the workers' revolt in PoznanÂ and their participation in
meetings and demonstrations in October, as presented in the ®rst part of this article.
If we bear in mind the dominant features of mass movements in 1956 (the most,
important factors of mass mobilisation, the strongest characteristics of collective
thinking), the conclusion could only be that there was a considerable distance
between popular feeling and attitudes on one side and revolutionary programmes
produced by radical intellectuals and published in the press on the other.
Young intellectuals, writing in Po prostu, Sztandar Modych and other periodicals,
regarded themselves as fervent Marxists. New revolutionary interpretations of
Marxism ± in opposition to the dogmatic, Stalinist version ± were their source of
inspiration, the tradition their articles referred to and the ideological basis for all
programmes they were proposing to the public. They referred to the works of the
`young' Marx and stressed its humanistic, democratic values (condemnation of all
kinds of human alienation). In their ideological vision, Stalinism was the violation of
the humanistic content of Marxism, a pitiful break in the democratic tradition of
workers' movements. They referred to pre-Stalinist Russia, to Lenin, to the councils
of workers' and soldiers' deputies. The most frequently heard slogan was the return
to `Leninist' norms. They saw in the Polish `October' the movement whose political
and ideological sources went back to the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917.
`Thirty-nine years since the salvo from the ``Aurora'' ', according to the editorial
commentary in Sztandar Modych, `and twelve years after the ``Lublin'' manifesto,35
.
the car workers of ZeranÂ take up the slogan of putiowcy:36 ``We want to govern''.
Their slogan ``All power to the Soviets'' becomes most relevant now. The analogy
between the two ``Octobers'', despite all other differences between 1917 and 1956,
contains both the tragedy of the fall of the Communist movement and the drama of
its rebirth.'37
Hence, what was regarded by the masses as a national anti-Russian uprising,
seemed to radical Marxist intellectuals to be a Socialist revolution, reviving the
`pure' tradition of the Bolshevik `October'. It is striking that this was not a kind of
tradition and language which could be understood and accepted by `average' Poles
(whatever that means). Mass movements in 1956 were mobilised, as we have seen,
around other slogans and from completely distant ideological and emotional
background. They used a different political `language'. Marxist ideology, although
anti-Stalinist and revolutionary in the mouths of young intellectuals, was likely to be
treated on a mass level not only as alien and remote but also as a part of a hostile
world, one they contested and rejected ± a part of the `Russian' and Soviet system
which was instinctively hated.
Moreover, this ideological and emotional distance was even deepened by
outright criticism by Marxist intellectuals of the Church and religion, which
constituted the core of self-identi®cation of mass movements in 1956. In revolu35

The ®rst document announced under Communist rule in Poland in July 1944.
The workers of the Petersburg steel factory, who played an active role in the Russian
Revolution of 1917.
.
37
J. Lenart, `Tak uwazamy', Sztandar Modych, 7 Nov. 1956.
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tionary Marxist programmes the Church was regarded as a political and ideological
enemy. The repressive policy towards the Church during the Stalinist period was
condemned, but was to be replaced by a resolute political and ideological struggle
(without administrative and police measures) to eradicate religious prejudice from
the hearts of Poles. The Church and religion were described by such notions as
reaction and the bulwark of backwardness (CiemnogroÂd).
We will not ®nd many common points in revolutionary programmes of Marxist
intellectuals and `spontaneous programmes' of mass movements (because of their
vagueness it is probably better to use words: symbols, ideology, language, etc.)
besides the purely negative rejection of the evils of the Stalinist system: the rule of
terror, bureaucratisation and extreme centralisation of the economy and of the social
life, collectivisation by force. Even this last point was dubious: whereas for millions
of Poles one of the most important gains of the Polish `October' was the retreat
from collectivisation (within a few months of the Eighth Plenum, ninety per cent of
existing co-operative farms dissolved), for Marxist intellectuals the goal of collectivised agriculture remained a crucial element of their vision of a socialist society. The
difference was that they condemned the Stalinist repressive collectivisation, and
opted instead for peaceful, gradual and voluntary collectivisation.
Probably the most important meeting-point between Marxist intellectuals and
mass movements was the rejection of Soviet domination, although, of course, the
language and slogans used by both sides were different. While on a mass level the
emotions and attitudes were fervently anti-Russian and anti-Soviet, and the Polish
`October' was regarded by many as another national, anti-Russian uprising, the
press and intellectuals used, for obvious reasons, much more moderate language.
They spoke about more equal rights within the socialist community, more just
relations among socialist states and the introduction of true `internationalism', which
was non-existent during the Stalinist period. `Placing of our relations with the
Soviet Union on the basis of equality and sovereignty, clearing up all matters which
are sensitive for the Polish nation, and which were previously concealed and falsi®ed
± this is the best way to develop Polish±Russian friendship', wrote three authors in
Po prostu.38 The press wrote about the `Polish road to socialism', autonomous from
the Soviet pattern. The Yugoslav example was sometimes cited as a desirable model
of the international status of the Socialist state.39
Bold demands referring to Polish±Soviet relations were formulated even in
resolutions taken by Party cells. The Party organisation of the Department of
History of the Party School (Instytut Nauk Spoecznych) where party cadres were
`forged' (`kuzÂnia partyjnych kadr') wrote in `a letter to the Party leadership': `The
Warsaw Treaty Organization text. . . . should be supplemented by a clause which
would prohibit any interference in the internal affairs of any member state'.40
Despite the convergence in this important issue of Polish±Soviet relations, in
38
39
40

J. Kossak. R. Turski and R. Zimand, `Internacjonalizm', Po Prostu, 28 Oct. 1956.
Z. Uberman, `Szanse polskiej polityki', Poglcdy, 8 Nov. 1956.
AAN, 237/V±294, 62.
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terms of ideology, values, political language and symbols, mass movements and
Marxist intellectuals were two separate, remote currents in the 1956 crisis, with very
few af®nities, links or connections. The feeling of this ideological and emotional
distance was testi®ed to (although usually much later) by many radical intellectuals
who played an active role in 1956. In his memoirs Jacek KuronÂ described a scene
that took place on 20 October 1956, the most heated moment of the political
breakthrough. KuronÂ and his colleague Krzysztof Pomian, both members of a
`revolutionary group'41 at Warsaw University, met of®cers from Polish troops
marching towards Warsaw. They asked them `in our Marxist language, whether
they would take any action against the working class, to which one responded ±
``Well, I would put it in a different way: I will not take any action against the Polish
nation . . .''.'42
Even more impressive testimony was given by Jerzy Urban, in 1956 one of the
most famous and radical journalists of Po prostu (in the 1980s the notorious press
spokesman of the Jaruzelski martial law regime). The PoznanÂ revolt was apparently a
real shock to him. After the PoznanÂ events he thought, `When this crowd speeds
up, it will wipe up us out, too. We will be hanged on the lamp-posts as well. We
did not imagine the people rising in that way. How did we imagine it? That people
meet and pass resolutions.'43
It must have been a very bitter observation for Marxist intellectuals: the core of
their programme was the mobilisation of the masses, who were supposed to crush
Stalinism and create democratic socialism. But it turned out that when people took
to the streets, they mobilised around slogans and symbols completely alien or even
hostile to those shared by young Marxist intellectuals.
Perhaps the sharpest and most cruel assessment of the programmes formulated in
1956 by Marxist intellectuals was given much later by one of them, Krzysztof
Pomian, in a book published in the 1980s. According to Pomian, `revolutionary'
socialist rhetoric of Marxist intellectuals not only deepened their social isolation; in
fact, their role was even counter-productive to the struggle of workers:
It is obvious now that illusions related to the workers' councils are incompatible with the
demands for the free trade unions and the right to strike. . . . `Revisionist' intellectuals
contributed to a great extent to the cultivation of those illusions, which were so predominant
that the issue of free trade unions was not taken up at all, and the right to strike was
mentioned only very timidly. Hence, it was no wonder that the PZPR apparatus managed,
without great resistance, to deprive workers' councils of their real meaning and turn them
into bodies supporting directors' decisions.44

Pomian mentioned the word `revisionist' in relation to the radical Marxist
41
`Revolutionary groups' were groups of young radical Marxist activists, usually students, often
former ZMP activists, who had been active since the autumn of 1956, trying to push the Party towards
.
political reforms. `Revolutionary groups' merged into Rewolucyjny ZwiSzek Modziezy, which was
founded in Dec. 1956.
.
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intellectuals. It was a critical label used by Gomuka in 1957 to describe this faction
of party activists and Marxist intellectuals, who pushed for further reforms. This
notion clearly referred to the reformist currents in the history of workers' movements, always condemned by Bolsheviks and Communists.
In October 1957, in his speech at the Tenth Plenum, Gomuka compared
`revisionists' and `dogmatics' (Stalinists) to two illnesses to which the Party was
exposed. The former was, in Gomuka's words, `tuberculosis', the latter `in¯uenza'.
It is not dif®cult, according to this medical terminology, to assess what was regarded
by the First Secretary as more harmful and dangerous to the healthy Party core. This
name ± `revisionism' ± although ®rst given a critical negative meaning, soon became
neutral, and was even accepted by people who considered themselves `revisionists' ±
in general those who, being Marxists and often Party members, tried to reform the
existing system `from within', preserving its socialist character and the leading role
of the Communist Party, but introducing democratic mechanisms (internal
democracy in the Party, freedom of expression, etc.).
There is a common agreement, shared both by scholars and by contemporary
protagonists, to use the word `revisionism' for the political and ideological formation, whose programmes and initiatives were described in this paper. However, the
notion of `revisionism' with respect to 1956 had a somewhat broader meaning.
Apart from young Marxist intellectuals, publishing in Po prostu, Sztandar Modych
and other periodicals, it refers also to people from an older generation, active in the
Party apparatus, usually close to the Puawy faction. This group, although vague and
differentiated, was usually less radical than younger `revisionists', less `revolutionary'
and more reformist. It did not aim at the mobilisation of the masses but opted for
gradual reforms controlled by the party apparatus. In the ®eld of tradition they
referred, for instance, not to the councils of workers' deputies from 1917 but to the
NEP from the 1920s. However, this older group was much less active in the press,
its views were much less well known to the public than those promoted by Po
prostu, Sztandar Modych, `revolutionary groups', Rewolucyjny ZwiSzek Modziez. y,
and so on.
The `revisionist' programmes promoted in the press were certainly not shared by
all intellectuals (or even the majority of them), who in 1956 favoured the liberalisation and democratisation of the system. Older intellectuals, formed before the
Second World War (such as Antoni Sonimski or Maria DSbrowska), certainly did
not identify with Marxist revolutionary rhetoric. They belonged to a more liberal
democratic (in the traditional meaning of these words) school of thinking.
Intellectuals active in Warsaw's Klub Krzywego Koa (the Crooked Circle Club, a
famous discussion club founded in 1955 and dissolved in 1962), although in general
also Left-orientated, were usually less fervently Marxist and more social democrat
(if we try to ®nd any suitable labels). Intellectuals (or rather members of the
intelligentsia), who founded Kluby Modej Inteligencji (Clubs of Young Intelligentsia)
in many medium-sized and small towns, were usually not involved in ideological
matters, but were simply trying to be active in their local communities.
Finally, there was an important part of the intelligentsia, who rejected the leftist
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formation, and orientated themselves more to the Right. They identi®ed themselves
with various traditions of pre-war Poland. For them the `revisionist' programmes
were not only alien and distant, but, in many cases, repellent. One can assume that
they identi®ed more with mass movements than with programmes published in the
press. However, this group was mute in the public domain, as it did not have access
to the press and other of®cial institutions.
In fact, young Marxist intellectuals, although certainly not representing the
majority of intellectual eÂlites (however vague this notion is), were most vocal,
visible and publicised in the press. Even more important, they were the only group
who managed to create more or less coherent, complete political programmes. This
is why, when we focus on the political role of Polish intellectuals in 1956, we
should refer mostly to this group and these programmes, regardless of their relatively
narrow social support and background.
IV The Legacy of the `Revisionism'
The thesis of this article is that `revisionist' Marxist intellectuals did not in¯uence
the mass movements in 1956, whose ideology, slogans, symbols and `language' were
very different and distant. Social isolation of `revisionists' prevented them from
playing an important political role, regardless of the great publicity they gained
thanks to the press. The outcome of the Polish crisis of 1956 was decided not by the
claims of Marxist intellectuals but, to a much greater extent, by the pressure of mass
movements which jeopardised the stability of Communist rule. The Party leadership
was forced to seek solutions which would pacify and discharge social anger and
demands. This accounts for the scope of the political breakthrough after the Eighth
Plenum (19±21 October 1956).
This is not to imply that the `revisionist' tradition of 1956 should be regarded as
insigni®cant. On the contrary, it was an important part of Polish intellectual life in
the 1960s, being a vital source of inspiration for Marxist intellectuals and reformist
Party activists, who were contesting Gomuka's autocratic rule. However, the
`revisionism' of the 1960s was different from that of 1956. Although comprising
various groups and milieux,45 in general it evolved towards a more democratic
stance (for instance, the approval of the multi-party system, as in the famous `Open
letter' by Jacek KuronÂ and Karol Modzelewski from the mid-1960s).
However, the crucial feature of intellectual `revisionism' in 1956 ± its social
isolation ± continued in the 1960s. The most violent social con¯icts in the decade
after 1956 were related to the anti-Church policy (1958±66) introduced by
Gomuka's regime, which resulted in major street demonstrations and violent
clashes between the police and the people (who, for instance, defended cruci®xes

45
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PRL 1945±1980 (London: Aneks, 1994).
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displayed without of®cial permission, protested against the taking over of buildings
belonging to the Church by the State, etc.).46
The ®rst great attempt to eliminate the distance between dissident intellectuals
and the common people was made in the 1970s. The democratic opposition, which
arose in that decade, was already distant from `revisionist' Marxist ideology and
language. This observation is also valid for the most important oppositional group,
KOR, whose members often came from the `revisionist' tradition of 1956 and the
1960s.
Finally, various currents of the Polish opposition to the Communist dictatorship
merged in 1980±1 into the one great political and social movement of `Solidarity'.
The uniqueness of Solidarity lay in the fact that this movement could combine (for a
short while, as it turned out later) traditions and people who had previously been
very distant, as had been the case in 1956.

46
See Antoni Dudek and Tomasz Marszakowski, Walki uliczne w PRL 1956±1989 (KrakoÂw:
Krakowska O®cyna Wydawnicza, 1992), 52±104; Antoni Dudek, PanÂstwo i KosÂcioÂ w Polsce 1945±1970
(KrakoÂw: Wydawnictwo PiT, 1995), 74±211.
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The Politics of Artistic
Identity: the Czech Art World
in the 1950s and 1960s*
M A R U SÏ K A S V A SÏ E K

Introduction
Since the Czech `revivalist' movement of the last century, Czech art ± along with
the roles assigned to its artists ± has been undergoing a continual process of
de®nition and rede®nition.1 The question of what constituted and what should
constitute Czech artistic identity has often proved politically charged, with artists
and art historians on opposing sides attacking each other for their political views.
More often than not, debates on the issue have been part and parcel of wider social
contexts in which artists and art historians have competed for in¯uential positions
and artistic prestige within the art world itself.2
This article aims to analyse the power struggle which took place within the
Czech art world in the 1950s and 1960s between orthodox Stalinist art historians
and artists and their more liberal (both Communist and non-Communist) colleagues. It focuses in particular on con¯icts arising from attempts to de®ne Czech
artistic identity and the role of artists. To provide an insight into the complex
relationship that existed between the artistic and political aspects of this struggle, the
article uses three levels of analysis: the organisational dynamics in the art world, the
formation of social groups and hierarchies, and the creation of artistic discourses. On
each of the three levels, changes came about which directly in¯uenced the stuggle
to de®ne artistic identity and the role of artists in society.
*
I would like to thank Kathleen Burk, Justin I'Anson-Sparks, Peter Pastor, Gyorgy PeÂteri and
Contemporary European History's anonymous referee for their critical remarks on an earlier version of this
paper.
1
MarusÏka SvasÏek, `Styles, Struggles, and Careers. An Ethnography of the Czech Art World,
1948±1992', PhD thesis (University of Amsterdam, 1996); idem, `The Soviets Remembered: Liberators
or Aggressors?', Focaal. Journal of Anthropology, Vol. 10, no. 25 (1995) 103±24; `What's [the] Matter?
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Inherent in all artistic discourse is the concept of artistic quality, by which `good' artists are
distinguished from `bad', and hierarchies of artistic reputation are created. A higher reputation normally
brings commercial bene®ts in the art market and a place in art history. However, the de®nition of
artistic quality is never totally ®xed, and art specialists may support con¯icting opinions. De®ning what
is art and what not thus often remains a contentious issue debated by art historians and artists who
struggle for the acceptance of their own particular viewpoint. In speci®c socio-historical contexts the
struggle for artistic recognition becomes inseparably linked with political power struggles.
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The article makes use of the terms `public' and `hidden' discourse put forward by
the anthropologist James Scott. The former refers to people's conformism within an
oppressive political system, while the latter refers to their unvoiced criticism and
resistance. For Scott, public and hidden behaviour are to be regarded as two poles of
a continuum, political changes as moments in which hidden, unvoiced criticism,
suddenly becomes public:
[P]aying close attention to political acts that are disguised or offstage helps us to map a realm
of possible dissent. Here, I believe, we will typically ®nd the social and normative basis for
practical forms of resistance . . . as well as the values that might, if conditions permitted,
sustain more dramatic forms of rebellion.3

Scott's perspective helps explain why and how issues of Czech artistic identity and
the role of artists were linked to political con¯icts within the country and the
Eastern bloc as a whole. It also shows just how hidden forms of resistance in the art
world could develop into public acts of protest which, given certain developments
on the international political stage, could generate domestic political change.
The Czech Avant-Garde: Abstraction and the Link with Western Europe
To be able to understand the complexities of the situation in the Czech art world in
the 1950s, it is necessary to look brie¯y at a number of developments which took
place during the ®rst half of the twentieth century. Before the Communist coup in
February 1948 (with the exception of the period of occupation during the Second
World War), the Czech art world was noted for its organisational, social and
discursive pluralism. A wide variety of artistic styles co-existed, ranging from
conventional ®guration to innovative abstraction. Czech artists had close ties with the
West, and a number of them participated in international avant-garde art movements
such as Cubism and Surrealism. On occasion, they travelled to Paris, the centre of the
innovative avant-garde, where they participated in international exhibitions. In
Prague, various art associations such as MaÂnes and UmeÏleckaÂ Beseda organised
exhibitions of avant-garde art and reviewed abstract works in their art journals.
Cubo-Expressionism (a stylistic mixture of Cubism and Expressionism) was
de®ned as a uniquely Czech genre, whereas other Czech art works were predominantly classed as belonging to one or another artistic genre within European art
history, meaning the history of High Art (in contrast to that of `lower' folk art). It
would not be too great a generalisation to say that the artists who gained most prestige
in the Czech art world during the ®rst half of the twentieth century were those who
created international, abstract avant-garde works. The production of innovative styles
and experimentation with abstraction were two of the most central aims. Resistance
and outsiderism were inherent in the avant-garde tradition. The avant-garde artists
de®ned themselves as `independent creators' and attacked artistically sti¯ing, bourgeois norms. During the Second World War, when the Nazi occupiers banned their
3
James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New Haven/London:
Yale University Press, 1990), 20.
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works and labelled them `Entartete kunst', the artists who continued to produce
avant-garde works in secret regarded their activities as acts of political resistance.
Gottwald's 1948 Speech on Art and Culture: Artists as Political
Propagandists
Even though many visual artists (particularly after the betrayal at Munich in 1938
and the liberation by the Red Army in 1945) became members of the Czech
Communist Party, they remained artistically orientated towards Western Europe
and towards abstraction.4 After the Communist coup in February 1948, however,
they were forced to adapt to a new political situation. The relatively autonomous,
pluralist art world was re-organised into a centralised, politically controlled public
institution. With the onset of the Cold War, all of®cial communication with
Western art worlds was broken off, and abstraction was rede®ned as a type of
`bourgeois formalism'.
A few months after the coup the Czechoslovak Communist Party organised the
Congress of National Culture (Sjezd naÂrodnõÂ kultury). During the Congress the
President and Party leader, Klement Gottwald, delivered a speech rede®ning the
role of artists and intellectuals in the new `socialist democracy'.5 The President
announced that, in the present political order, artists and intellectuals would no
longer work for eÂlitist groups of successful capitalists (servitude to whom had, in the
past, created an illusion of artistic independence and freedom at the expense of the
needs of the working classes), but would henceforth make their work accessible to
all people in society.6 Gottwald made his point with a series of rhetorical questions.
4

26±33.
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From whom [must artists and intellectuals] withdraw today? From whom must they protect
their so-called `inner freedom' and `independence'? From the people? . . . . Today the exact
opposite is necessary ± the broadest genuine co-operation and honest service to the whole.
They must not be afraid to meet other levels of society, and must not be afraid to go out
amongst the people and make them conscious.7

Artists were to serve the interests of the people and become integrated into a single,
uni®ed society. They would, so they were told, only gain respect by expressing
shared, far more `preferable', socialist ideals. The President criticised intellectual and
artistic eÂlitism: `I really do not know why higher culture should only delight tens of
hundreds of exclusive individuals, when it could stimulate hundreds of thousands
and millions on the march to the great ideals of the humanities'.8
Gottwald gave clear directives as to how artists and intellectuals should behave.
He called upon them to accept the newly formed Communist cadres, in spite of
their lack of education, because they would play a crucial role in the nationalisation
and popularisation of culture. These measures were intended to counter the control
which the international bourgeoisie had exercised over culture, knowledge and the
arts before February 1948. In other words, the Communists claimed for themselves
the right to shape and control public, artistic and intellectual discourse and practice.
Gottwald argued that art and culture would serve a national purpose. `In the
people's democracy, culture is not and will never be a Cinderella, as it was under
capitalism, but will be an important source of national power and will be a national
asset which they [intellectuals and artists] must nurture and support' (emphasis
added).9 In Stalinist discourse, art and culture were thus interpreted as public
property which should be used to propagate Communist values. National struggles
were rede®ned as essential parts of the (more fundamental and important) international struggle against capitalism and `bourgeois eÂlitism'. The ®ght for a Communist
future by individual People's Democracies was ®rst and foremost de®ned as a
collective struggle.
Gottwald assured his audience several times that no one would suffer any loss of
status in the new order, because they would be given the important task of
protecting and giving form to the new socialist culture.
It is wrong to be anxious about the destiny of intellectuals and culture in the people's
democracy . . . . I repeat again: in our people's democratic state, in our march towards
socialism, no kind of degradation will be suffered whatsoever by our intellectuals. Exactly the
opposite will be the case: their task will grow, [and] will not be subject to the grace and
disgrace of capitalist despotism . . . . They will co-operate in the contribution made by all
people to the prosperity of the whole.10

In contrast to these words of reassurance, he warned his audience not to distrust or
fear the new political order. Artists and intellectuals who did not accept Communist
7
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ideology posed a threat, he claimed, because their fear was `causing unrest in the
country', and was creating `a gulf between the worker and the intellect'.11
The demonising of `enemies' within a country's national borders is a common
element of political discourse.12 The Czechoslovak Communists used the notion of
political enemies as a negative myth, which contrasted with the positive myth of
socialist man. After Gottwald's claim that they would `hinder the country's
development', all kinds of negative characteristics were ascribed to intellectuals and
artists who were unwilling to accept the new `order'.13 He did not mince words
when describing what would happen to those who did not co-operate:
In February [the date of the Communist take-over], we did not sweep the pieces of these
malevolent thoughts away with a feather duster, but with an iron broom. We will likewise
sweep away the heritage it has left behind, we will sweep away all deceitful opinions that
create a breakdown between the working hand and the mind, whether they are the product
of malintent or unconsciously made.14

Of®cial Art History in the Context of the Cold War
After the coup of 1948, Czechoslovak of®cial artistic discourse became highly
in¯uenced by Cold War rhetoric.15 Artists whose work was considered important in
pre-1948 art history, were classi®ed as either Western-style reactionary enemies or
progressive friends. It was claimed that the former produced works which mysti®ed
reality while the latter sought to elucidate reality and make people politically
conscious.16
In Czechoslovakia, artists from East and West who had made art works which
could be appropriated to ®t Communist political discourse were positively reviewed
in the art journal The Visual Arts (VyÂtvarneÂ UmeÏnõÂ ), established in 1950. The critic
VladimõÂr SÏolta so enthusiastically discussed the works of nineteenth-century
French, Russian and Czech Realists that the bygone artists themselves seemed to
approve of current Eastern bloc politics. The French painters HonoreÂ Daumier and
Gustav Courbet were praised for the support they had given to `the expansion of
the proletarian movement', and the members of the Russian art group The
Wanderers (PeÏreÏdvizÏnõÂku) were praised for taking their inspiration from the common
11
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people.17 In Czech art history, Josef MaÂnes, MikolaÂÏs AlesÏ and Josef VaÂclav
Myslbek, were considered good examples of progressive art. Under the Hapsburg
Empire they had been active in the nationalist movement, producing art works
which were inspired by Czech folk culture. This made their work ideologically
sound. SÏolta invoked memories of the Second World War and the struggle against
fascism to prove his point. The following extract was written about the work of the
artist MikolaÂÏs AlesÏ.
Thousands of our nation's members will acknowledge that AlesÏ's monumental designs, and
his illustrations in books and school textbooks, taught them to love the Czech people, the
Czech countryside and Czech history. Even during the reign of fascist terror they inspired
national pride and consciousness, and convinced our generation of the future power and
glory of our nation.18

Standing in direct opposition to progressive art was the cosmopolitan art of the
enemy, which included all non-®gurative styles. Impressionists, Cubists and
Surrealists, SÏolta argued, had all sought to `construct an art outside reality, to deprive
it of its effect as an instrument for enhancing knowledge and transforming reality'.
He accused its proponents of `covering up class con¯icts' and of `turning away from
reality'.19 All propagators of idealist aesthetics, he argued, were agents of the
imperialist capitalist bloc led by the United States.
Given our present circumstances, the `ideologists' of cosmopolitan art are propagators of the
most reactionary obscurantism, and through their activities they aim to break the consciousness and power of the working masses, and thus prepare the ground for an invasion by the
usurpers of global power, the imperialists from Wall Street.20

SÏolta did not deny the historical reality of a strong Czech avant-garde, but
reinterpreted it to his own ends, praising artists who had `kept on working in a
realist vein even when decadent cosmopolitan art had become the fashion'.21 At the
same time he was keen to cite examples of artists who, as it were, had been reconverted from non-®guration to realism, and who were therefore especially
worthy of artistic respect. At the time the article was published this was something of
an olive branch offered to those readers with an avant-garde past. They, too, would
be given a chance to build a new artistic career in the new Communist society.
17
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The Division between Of®cial and Unof®cial Artistic Discourse
In this new political environment, artists and art historians who had earlier de®ned
themselves as `non-political professional experts' or `independent critics' (for
example, of bourgeois norms or the Nazi occupation) were expected to rede®ne
themselves as `propagandists of socialist [i.e. Stalinist] ideas'. If they wanted to gain
prestige in the context of the re-organised art world, they had no option other than
to conform to the of®cial notion of artistic identity. To those who supported the
ideals of state socialism and who worked in ®gurative styles this was not a problem.
They believed that the political turn-around would improve working conditions for
them, and that Stalinism would bring about a better future for all Czechoslovak
citizens. Partly or wholly convinced of this, they were ready to use their ®gurative
style for the propagation of socialist values. The journal The Visual Arts introduced
them to Soviet Socialist Realist art and other ideologically correct works. Appendix
1 shows that in 1950, 43.5 per cent of the reviewed art works were created by
foreign artists from Eastern bloc countries, and ten per cent by `progressive'
colleagues from the West.
Figurative artists bene®ted from the political situation precisely because they
were able to capitalise on their past artistic status. Almost overnight they were
of®cially valued as prominent and important representatives of Czech art. Those
interested in organisational matters gained central positions in the newly established
centralised Union of Czech and Slovak Artists, and helped create of®cial Stalinist
artistic discourse.
In contrast, abstract avant-garde artists found themselves in an unenviable
position. Their (neo)Cubist and (neo)Surrealist works were no longer allowed to
appear in public, and were de®ned as `formalist' representations which mysti®ed
reality. The relatively autonomous art associations and art groups which had earlier
exhibited avant-garde art were banned. All artists (who wanted to continue to work
as artists) had to register as members of the Communist Art Union. Some of them
rejected their of®cial role as political propagandists and, in secret, continued to
produce works which were politically, and therefore artistically, unacceptable. As a
result, they were forced to work outside the of®cial art scene.22
In the course of the 1950s a new generation of young artists, trained under
Stalinism, began to make their way into the art world. Most of them accepted
dominant aesthetic norms and worked according to the Socialist Realist method.
For a limited number of young graduates the question of whether or not to
participate in the of®cial art world was more vexing. They had found their
education limiting and had drawn no real inspiration from the works created by
their teachers. At the same time, the lack of an alternative, resulting from the
imposition of ideological safeguards on the of®cial art world, offered them little
hope of remedying the situation. Censorship and the fear of being labelled bourgeois
22
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traitors deterred them from seeking out information about certain artists and artistic
styles. Adriena SÏimotovaÂ (b. 1926), who studied at the School of Applied Arts from
1945 to 1950, remembered how she had `smuggled' a book about the work of Paul
CeÂzanne out of the school library. At times she herself had been accused of working
in a bourgeois style. She recounted:
If I wanted to borrow a book about CeÂzanne from the school library, I had to carry it out
under my coat so that nobody would see it. It was absolutely absurd. Once I made a sketch
for a mosaic, and they wagged their ®nger at me and said that it was Impressionism!

Artists such as SÏimotovaÂ began to form small unof®cial art groups. `Offstage'
they met each other and discussed the pre-war Czech avant-garde and their own
`formalist' art works. In addition, they organised clandestine group exhibitions in
their studios,23 and secretly contacted older artists who had belonged to the avantgarde, such as the Surrealist Karel Teige (1900±50). The sculptor Hugo Demartini
(b. 1931) noted: `We were lucky that we succeeded in having contact with some
older artists who had known it [avant-garde art] and who were rooted in it. There
were only a few artists whom we respected and found interesting.' Young artists
received information about the pre-Communist pluralist art world and a variety of
artistic styles not only through the stories and works of older non-conformist artists
but also by reading old journals and art books. Although avant-garde works had
been removed from museums and galleries, some of the pre-1948 art journals and
art historical publications were still available from public libraries and private
individuals.
The Stalinist re-organisation of the art world generated, however, a division
between public of®cial and clandestine unof®cial artistic discourse. Before the coup,
the art world had been divided into groups of artists who belonged to the artistic
establishment and groups of those who were not (yet) established. This distinction
differed in some important respects from the post-1948 distinction between of®cial
and unof®cial social spheres. Before 1948, artists' success had mainly depended on
favourable reception of their works by prominent critics, dealers and collectors.
Artists who did not belong to any established association were free to form their
own art groups, and were allowed to organise exhibitions and discuss their works in
public. Their personal attitude towards politics did not necessarily in¯uence the
critical reception of their works. In contrast, under Stalinism, open competition
outside the of®cial organisational structures was forbidden, and the primary criterion
for success was political conformity. The centralisation of the art world and the
system of censorship ensured that all art works which appeared in public were
ideologically correct. This forced artists who refused to act as political propagandists
to hold unof®cial artistic discourses in secret. Paradoxically, the producers of
23
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unof®cial art were often indirectly integrated into the of®cial organisational
structure through compulsory Art Union membership, which was required of all
practising artists.
The Formation of Unof®cial Art Groups
Inspired by non-realist avant-garde styles, young artists who did not approve of the
repressive Communist art policy set about creating works which were not
acceptable to the Art Union employees who organised exhibitions. The twin sisters
KveÏta and Jitka VaÂlovaÂ (b. 1922) graduated from the School of Applied Arts in 1950
and 1951. When asked to describe the atmosphere in the art world after their
graduation, they responded:
KV: It was very bad.
JV: We couldn't exhibit because they wouldn't let us.
MS: Because you created a different style of art?
KV: Yes, we made different things, we didn't work in a realistic vein.
MS: Did you try to exhibit?
KV: No, it was clear [that we couldn't]. There were still art associations up until 1950, but
even when we took things along they never showed them at any of the exhibitions. There
was no point in trying.
MS: Were there a lot of young artists who had similar dif®culties?
JV: Yes, a lot.
KV: Those who stood for something. The rest just licked arses and copied nature. They
weren't artists.

Those who wanted to discuss and exhibit their works were forced to create their
own clandestine networks and, as a result, more than ten unof®cial art groups were
established between 1954 and 1960. The members of the groups held exhibitions
and meetings in the privacy of their homes and studios. The groups which became
best known were Trasa, MaÂj,24 Radar,25 Skupina 58,26 MS 61, Etapa, UB 12,27
SÏmidrovaÂ, Experiment and PromeÏna.
KveÏta and Jitka VaÂlovaÂ were members of the group Route (Trasa):28
Ï ermaÂkovaÂ, L. Dydek, L. FaÂra,
Members included J. Balcar, A. BeÏlocveÏtov, V. BenesÏ, B. C
R. Fremund, M. HaÂjek, D. HendrychovaÂ, F. Caun, M. ChlupaÂcÏ, J. KolõÂnskaÂ, J. Martin, M. MartinovaÂ,
Neprakta, J. Winter, V. NolcÏ, D. NovaÂkovaÂ, Z. Palcr, R. Piesen, J. RathouskyÂ, J. SkrÏivaÂnek,
M. VystrcÏil and K. VysusÏil.
25
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26
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V. BosÏtõÂk, F. Burant, V. JanousÏek, V. JanousÏkovaÂ, J. John, S. KolõÂbal, A. KucÏerovaÂ, J. MraÂzek,
D. MraÂzkovaÂ, V. PrachatickaÂ, O. SmutnyÂ, A. SÏimotovaÂ and A. VitõÂk.
28
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KV: We established the group Route in 1954. The majority of us were Emil Filla's (a
prominent Cubist painter) [ex]students, but a year later some of VaÂgner's [ex]students also
joined us. Altogether there were about thirteen members. We started having meetings,
showing each other what we were doing, and discussing it.
MS: Did you meet often?
KV: Almost every week.
MS: In a studio, or in a pub?
KV: Always in a studio. We always took our works with us to chat about.

The unof®cial activities of illegal art groups automatically assumed political
signi®cance. As Jeffrey Goldfarb said in his analysis of political domination and
resistance in Polish theatre, `when opposition politics is not possible, politics
through aesthetics keeps social alternatives alive'.29 The very fact that a number of
artists offered alternative views, albeit in secret and on a small scale, was highly
signi®cant. They formed a social space for indirect but active opposition to the
Stalinist regime, proving that it was still possible to hold and express views which
differed from the of®cial doctrines put forward by the Party.
Initially Route members painted or created sculptures of everyday objects and
situations in an expressive, dramatic style. In the late 1950s, they became interested
in existentialist philosophy.30 From the perspective of Socialist Realist aesthetics the
existentialist world view was intolerable. The emphasis on the misery of human
existence, inevitable suffering and the lack of hope for change, con¯icted with the
optimistic message of Socialist Realist works. In the Czech Stalinist context,
existentialist art works referred not only to past aggression but also to the oppression
experienced throughout the 1950s. When asked what existentialism meant in the
context of the 1950s, Jitka VaÂlovaÂ referred to the isolated position of the nonconformist artists: `People were more introverted. They had no alternative because
you couldn't communicate with the outside world. Well, there was one alternative,
but fuck that!'
The formation of groups outside the of®cial structures did have some political
ef®cacy within the art world, in as much as it proved that the leaders of the Art
Union lacked the power to dominate all artistic discourse and practice. The effect,
however, was mostly one of raising morale. The secret activities psychologically
supported unof®cial artists (who would otherwise have worked in isolation) by
convincing them that they were not alone in their ®ght. Through their activities
they created an area of potential political power which could be harnessed and put
29
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into action in the interest of autonomising the art world whenever the political
climate allowed it.

Open Criticism in the Art Union
By the mid-1950s, an increasing number of artists and art historians who had
supported Communist ideals in 1948 had become disappointed with the effect of
of®cial art policy. As a result, some began to express their doubts about the rigidity
of Socialist Realism. Respected and in¯uential members of the Art Union, such as
the art historian JaromõÂr Neumann, began openly to question the value of the
method in 1955. The art historian JirÏÂõ KotalõÂk (1920±96), who was head of the
editorial board of the of®cial art journal The Visual Arts between 1953 and 1954,
argued that he had never believed in it anyway.
The third major exhibition of Czechoslovak art, organised by the Art Union at
the Prague Riding School ( JõÂzdaÂrna) in 1955, triggered the art historians' critical
reaction. The works exhibited, all of which were examples of Socialist Realism,
highlighted the `rigid standardisation' which had been enforced.31 After visiting the
exhibition, Neumann and other respected art historians and critics initiated a debate
about the works' poor level of artistic quality and through their critical artistic
discourse, indirectly attacked the in¯exible political system. This was rather risky
because the deaths of Stalin and Gottwald in 1953 had not yet resulted in a less rigid
form of Stalinism.
Alarmed by the debate, and in an attempt to pre-empt it, the Union's Central
Committee decided to organise a conference to discuss its regulatory role. For the
®rst time in its history the organisation was openly criticised by its own members. The
art historian Miroslav LamacÏ, for example, attacked the Union for its over-insistence
on the use of particular themes. At two other conferences about art criticism in the
same year, similar criticisms were made. Some critics claimed that the art historians
who worked for the Union lacked a scienti®c approach. JaromõÂr Neumann, a former
advocate of Socialist Realism, stated that it was necessary to return to the method of
historical comparison.32 By positively (re-)evaluating `objective' art historical
methods which had been developed before 1948, the art historians claimed art history
as a science that was not, nor should be, inseparable from politics.
In a reaction to the protests by respected art historians, less in¯uential artists also
dared to voice objections which they had previously only discussed in secret. Young
artists in particular demanded better representation in the Union and travel grants
for visits to East and West European countries. In addition, they demanded their
own galleries and the right to establish art groups outside the Union. They claimed
that the Union was too bureaucratic, politicised and impersonal.33
31
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In Scott's terminology, one could say that, six years after the Communist coup,
the proponents of of®cial art policy who operated `on stage' began to split into
groups. One remained dogmatic and political, and ignored the stif¯ing effects of
Stalinist art policy. The other became increasingly critical and self-re¯ective, and
tried to introduce a policy which was less prescriptive. Their self-criticism stimulated
less powerful Union members to make public their own hidden criticism.
A number of Union of®cials were willing to introduce organisational reforms
and to remove some of the restrictions imposed by the Socialist Realist method,
which would allow illegal art groups to exhibit their works publicly. Without
openly admitting any error, they acknowledged that artists should have (at least to
some degree) artistic freedom. Their willingness to change can be explained by their
own dissatisfaction with some of the (unforeseen) consequences of their own
Stalinist art policy. Firstly, the monolithic Union did not satisfy the seemingly
natural need of artists to form smaller groups. Secondly, basing the judgement of
artistic quality on political criteria had resulted in the endless repetition of a limited
number of standardised artistic themes.
Even though some Union of®cials were, as a result, willing to introduce changes
within the Union, their attempts were thwarted by hardliners who continued to
support Stalinist policies, and who feared they would lose their jobs if the Union
were liberalised. They therefore continued to frustrate all attempts to reform the
system.34 More minor re-organisation was also vetoed by Party leaders who similarly
disapproved of change. Despite Stalin's and Gottwald's deaths in 1953, the
Czechoslovak government remained dogmatic. Decentralisation directly contradicted the Stalinist model of society, and therefore would, it was felt, undermine the
authority of the Party.
The Increased Tolerance Exercised by the Editors of the Art Magazine
The Visual Arts
Even though attempts to introduce organisational reform within the Union in 1955
had proved unsuccessful, the editors of the art magazine The Visual Arts began to
take a more tolerant line. More liberal art historians thus increased their in¯uence
over of®cial art policy. It was clearly easier gradually to widen the political
boundaries of artistic discourse than to push through far-reaching organisational
reform. The increasing tolerance of the journal must be placed in the context of
international political developments. In 1956, Stalin's successor, Nikita Khrushchev,
announced a new policy of de-Stalinisation in which Stalin's dogmatic policies
were heavily criticised. Even though the Czechoslovak government, headed by
AntonõÂn ZaÂpotockyÂ, refused to take up the Soviet political line, artists and art
Union. The illegal groups offered artists the possibility of meeting colleagues with similar interests, with
whom they could discuss both art in general and their own work. However, they also felt the need to
exhibit their work before a wider public, and wished to use the of®cial network of galleries and
museums to do so.
34
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historians who heard rumours about the Soviet developments dared to resist in
more visible ways.
Between 1956 and 1960 the editors progressively lifted the ban on Czech and
Western `bourgeois' avant-garde art. In 1955, the journal, for the ®rst time since its
establishment, included more reproductions of works by Western than by Eastern
bloc artists (see Appendix 1). Eleven per cent were by the former, with only eight
per cent by the latter. By 1956 this difference had become even more noticeable
(34.6 and 4.2 per cent).
An early attempt by the editors to stretch the limits of censorship clearly came in
1956 with the publication of the article `Modern Art', in which the art historian
Miroslav LamacÏ reviewed the work of a number of Western avant-garde artists.
From the viewpoint of Socialist Realist aesthetics, the works which illustrated the
article were not particularly shocking. All but one were ®gurative depictions of
politically neutral topics or social themes.35 The one exception was a study for the
painting Guernica, by Pablo Picasso. Though the work was Cubist, its warning
against the terror of fascism was a suf®ciently acceptable theme in Communist
discourse.
More daring than the reproductions, however, was LamacÏ's own attack on ideas
fundamental to Socialist Realism. In Socialist Realist aesthetics the `pejorative'
equation of avant-garde art with formalism, and the incompatibility of Realism and
Abstractionism, were fundamental. LamacÏ however rejected these basic assumptions:
the equation of modernism with formalism has been one of the greatest mistakes of the past
. . . . Artists [such as Picasso, Matisse or Bonnard], who so passionately researched man, who
so much enriched our artistic knowledge of reality, and who discovered so many new
expressive possibilities, cannot be formalist.36

Accompanying LamacÏ's text, the reproductions of Western works of art were
intended to challenge the dogmatic Stalinist view of art. In the context of earlier
debates held by the Union it heralded a potential political change.
The publication of LamacÏ's article demonstrated that the editors of The Visual
Arts were ready to discard, or at least defy, Cold War rhetoric, which had divided
the world into the categories of `friendly realists' and `hostile formalists'. During the
35
Some of the artists reviewed, such as Gustav Courbet and TheÂodore GeÂricault, had already been
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painters discussed by LamacÏ, such as Manet, DeÂgas, Renoir and van Gogh, now appeared for the ®rst
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works were shown. Instead, realist paintings that had a social or relatively neutral content served as
illustrations. Van Gogh, for example, was represented by a painting of agricultural labourers. ToulouseLautrec's work showed people in a bar, Renoir's people in a street, Pierre Bonnard's people in a garden,
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ironing and a dancer. The most avant-garde artists LamacÏ wrote about were Picasso and Matisse. The
reproduction of Matisse's painting depicted a woman and a child.
36
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late 1950s, the editors gradually distanced themselves from this dogmatic political
line. The Socialist Realist view of art was no longer presented as the indisputable
truth, but came to be regarded as yet another artistic movement that should also be
open to criticism. In 1957, the magazine published an article by JindrÏich ChalupeckyÂ
which criticised pre-formulated artistic programmes. He claimed that over-de®ned
procedures and methods made artistic creation impossible.37 In the same year, in an
extended article, the art historian JirÏÂõ Padrta introduced readers to a variety of
twentieth-century modernist styles.38 He claimed that knowledge about the
historical development of abstract art was a necessary prerequisite for any serious
criticism on the subject. By presenting the history of `the range of different branches
of its aesthetics' and `its historical origins, development, and the way it has been
recorded in both available and less accessible literature', he aimed to help readers
formulate `their own opinions and critical judgement'.39 By accepting abstractionism as a historical process, Padrta deconstructed the Cold War notion of abstract
art as a `timeless mythical entity' (the art of the arch-enemy), and rede®ned it as a
series of events and processes which could only be understood in their historical
context.
In his introduction to the history of abstract art, Padrta dealt with Cubism,
Futurism, Dadaism, Surrealism, Fauvism, Expressionism, Concrete Art, Abstract
Impressionism, Neoplasticism and Suprematism, and discussed art groups such as De
Stijl and Bauhaus. The critic was careful, however, not to express his personal
opinion about works by speci®c artists. He argued that abstract art was a relatively
recent development which therefore made any sound judgement dif®cult. Padrta's
cautious attitude can be explained by the fact that, even though increasing tolerance
was shown towards Western art within the Union, the of®cial political line was still
Stalinist. Padrta, therefore, strategically quoted Western critics while making sure he
was not seen to be agreeing or disagreeing with any of them.
One of the critics Padrta quoted was the Frenchman Michel Seuphor, who had
written the book l'Art Abstrait. Seuphor's view of art was diametrically opposed to
doctrinaire Stalinist aesthetics. According to him art was primarily a personal, inner
process.
For abstract artists it is enough to discover oneself. To discover oneself means to ®nd. That is
in reality the utmost requirement . . . . A genuine artist does not imitate anything. He
manifests that incommunicable world which is inside himself, which is him, and which he
must externally recreate.40

Padrta also noted that Seuphor approved of originality and criticised repetition. In
the context of the discussion about the routine production of Socialist Realist
37
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themes, Padrta's decision to quote Seuphor was a clear challenge to the hardline
members of the Union.
For artists who had been unable to obtain information about current Western
abstract art due to political censorship, the article contained invaluable material. It
was illustrated with forty-nine reproductions of abstract works produced between
1910 and 1957 by a varied group of artists, such as the Russian avant-garde painter
Vasilij Kandinsky, the Dutch geometric artist Piet Mondrian, the German Abstract
Expressionist Hans Hartung, the French Expressionist Jean Dubuffet and the
American Abstract Expressionist Jackson Pollock.41 The inclusion of American
artists was not just a sign that Padrta wished to break with the idea that the American
art world was a `dangerous bourgeois realm', but also a re¯ection of the fact that,
after the Second World War, the centre of artistic innovation had moved from Paris
to New York.42
One of the works accompanying the article was a painting by FrantisÏek Kupka, a
former representative of Czech Cubism who lived in Paris. It was the ®rst time that
Kupka's work had been reviewed in the Communist art magazine. Padrta described
his stylistic development as a Cubist during the ®rst decades of the century, and
de®ned his position within a group of other, mostly Western European, artists. The
painting reproduced in the magazine was a recent work from 1957, entitled Two
Blues (DveÏ ModreÂ). It was a purely abstract composition showing two geometric
forms. The painting, displayed together with a series of works by Western artists,
proved that post-1948 non-®gurative styles had been developed not only by
Western but also by Czech artists. By including Kupka's painting, Padrta broke with
the Cold War image of a divided art history in which abstract Czech emigreÂ artists
in the West were traitors who had lost their right to a place in Eastern European art
history.
The articles by LamacÏ, ChalupeckyÂ and Padrta marked the beginning of a period
of liberalisation in the of®cial art world. It was a period in which Czech art was
again criticised in the context of Western art history, and art theory in general was
discussed openly. In addition, they symbolised an end to a period in which of®cial
artistic and political discourse had been superimposed upon each other, and the
beginning of a process in which artists and art historians would regain a degree of
professional autonomy. It should, however, be emphasised that this process took
place at a time when, outside the art world, the political scene was still dominated by
41
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hard-line Stalinist policies that, in response to the uprising in Hungary in 1956, had
become even more entrenched.
A Changing Exhibition Policy: Socialist Realism and Avant-Garde Art as
Sources of National Pride
Whereas in 1956, de-Stalinisation programmes along the lines of that in the Soviet
Union were implemented in Poland and Hungary, no such reforms were introduced
in Czechoslovakia.43 In the Czech art world however, there were signs that political
change was none the less ®ltering through. Not only did The Visual Arts continue its
increasingly tolerant line, but the Art Union's policy on exhibiting art also changed.
This policy was characterised by a twin-track approach. On the one hand, Stalinist
exhibition organisers continued to hold exhibitions of Socialist Realist works which
identi®ed artists as political propagandists and emphasised the links between
Czechoslovak and Soviet culture. On the other, the reformist Communist exhibitions' organisers arranged Czech Cubist and Surrealist exhibitions which identi®ed
artists as `free, autonomous creators', and highlighted the unique characteristics of
Czech culture. The latter approach was part of what might be termed the deSovietisation of Czechoslovak nationalist discourse.
In 1957, for the ®rst time since the Communist take-over of 1948, the works of
the Czech Modernist avant-garde were publicly exhibited. The art historians
LamacÏ, Padrta and TomesÏ organised an exhibition in the House of Art (Du.m
UmeÏnõÂ) in Brno, the capital of Moravia, which was entitled `The Founders of
Modern Czech Art' (`ZakladateleÂ modernõÂho cÏeskeÂho umeÏnõÂ'). The exhibition was
intended `to show young artists, who often referred to (Bohumil) KubisÏta, (Emil)
Ï apek and others, just how to use these names in a
Filla, (VaÂclav) SÏpala, ( Josef ) C
44
correct and responsible way'. The exhibition organisers attempted to bridge the
gap between the youngest generation of artists and art historians and the Czech
avant-garde. The former were given the opportunity to study at close quarters the
technique and colours of works which they had only ever seen as reproductions,
and the latter were encouraged to expand the collections of the Regional Art
Galleries to include Cubist and Surrealist works. To the delight of liberals, Party
of®cials deliberately turned a blind eye to the exhibition, which was also shown in
43
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the Prague Riding School. The mere fact that the exhibition remained open to the
public signalled an important political victory, and showed that the art world had
gained at least some degree of autonomy.
The growing interest in Czech avant-garde works was, indirectly, a reaction to
Stalinist propaganda which continually presented Czechoslovakia in a fraternal or
®lial relation to the Soviet Union. As a result, it was claimed that the nations shared
the same political and cultural aims, as well as identities. By the end of the 1950s this
image had lost the appeal it had enjoyed following the end of the Second World
War. The Stalinist system had fallen short of the ideals voiced in 1945. Many artists
who had been fervent Communist supporters became ®rst disillusioned, then
shocked and embittered by the acts of political terror and systematic suppression of
certain characteristics of Czechoslovak history, culture and art. They were equally
disappointed, and ultimately bored, by the repetitive and predictable kind of art
generated by the Soviet school of Socialist Realism. Reacting against this, Czech
artists sought inspiration in the past, and began to identify with art historical
developments which, in the context of contemporary Eastern bloc culture, were
both different and yet typically Czech. The Czech avant-garde was regarded as just
such a phenomenon. By (re)claiming it as an inseparable part of Czech art history,
the idea of a Soviet-free Czech culture was reinforced.45 Claiming Kupka (who had
French citizenship) as a `Czech national artist' must also be understood from this
perspective.
The Changing Reception of Contemporary Abstract Art
The appearance of Cubist and Surrealist works in The Visual Arts and state galleries
did not mean that political censorship had been fully relaxed. On the contrary, the
works of most contemporary innovative artists who had formed unof®cial art groups
were still banned. Censorship was still enforced, and special employees of the Chief
Press Inspection Board (HlavnõÂ spraÂvy tiskoveÂho dohledu) continued to scrutinise art
exhibition programmes, art catalogue reproductions and accompanying texts, for
any `wayward' sentiments. Anything which did not conform to the censors'
directives was excised before publication. The names of certain artists were banned
in publications, particularly the names of those who had emigrated to the West.46
Those artists who de®ned their identity by stressing present-day links between
Czech and Western European artistic movements were regarded by the censors as
especially dangerous. Their interest in the works and aesthetics of their Western
colleagues suggested that the Iron Curtain was not shut quite as tightly as the
45
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Czechoslovak state leaders might have wished. Western-orientated Czech artists
managed to keep up with recent artistic developments in the West by reading
publications which were occasionally smuggled into the country. Subsequently,
they attempted to incorporate what they saw into their own work. As the sculptor
Hugo Demartini recalled:
When information about Western post-war abstractionism started to get through we were
in¯uenced by it, whether it be work by the painter Alberto Burri, or by George Mathieu.
From time to time a magazine with those things in it made it through to Czechoslovakia. To
us this in¯uence was very welcome, because . . . it gave us more possibility to develop our
own work.

Some information about contemporary Western art could even be found in the
of®cial libraries which kept on their subscriptions to some Western art journals.
There was the university library and the library of the Museum of Applied Art which
collected certain Western magazines about architecture and the applied arts. We, the young
people, always went along and looked through them to ®nd certain things which we were
normally not allowed to see.

The producers of unof®cial Western-orientated abstract art, encouraged by the
increasing tolerance of The Visual Arts and rumours about de-Stalinisation in the
Soviet Union, tried to have their works accepted by the of®cial state galleries.
Towards the end of the 1950s some of them succeeded in holding public exhibitions
of their works. In 1957, some members of MaÂj 5747 held an exhibition in ObecnõÂ
duÊm in Prague. A year later the art critic FrantisÏek SÏmejkal organised an exhibition
in the lecture rooms of the Philosophical Faculty at Charles University, including
Existentialist and abstract works.48 In the same year non-conformist works by a
number of young artists were exhibited in the House of Art (Du. m UmeÏnõÂ ) in Brno.
To make it politically acceptable, the exhibition was presented as `an historical
turning-point of a genuine approach of fresh artistic powers to generate new creative
possibilities in socialist art'.49 Although the exhibition was ®ercely criticised at the
eleventh Congress of the Czechoslovak Communist Party, it remained open. In its
own way this was a considerable victory for the proponents of artistic variety but, in
the overall context of state censorship, it was relatively insigni®cant. Art exhibitions
continued to be censored and exhibitions of non-conformist art were frequently
closed. The painter Adriena SÏimotovaÂ, one of the members of the unof®cial art
group UB 12, vividly recalled how the programme of censorship continued:
I had an exhibition with the sculptress VeÏra JanousÏkovaÂ in a small exhibition hall on Karlovo
naÂmeÏstõÂ in 1960. In art terms it wasn't by any means revolutionary, but the work was very
daring. They didn't close that exhibition. But when we had another exhibition with the
group UB 12 in 1961, they closed it and re-opened it three times. They forced us to remove
47
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some of the works, then re-opened it. The exhibitions were always closed for so-called
technical reasons. They formed committees to judge the works, as if we were criminals.

Despite the continued censorship, non-conformist artists persisted in trying to enter
the of®cial art scene. In Scott's words, `the hidden transcript [was] continually
pressing against the limit of what [was] permitted on stage', just like `a body of water
pressing against a dam'.50
The dam ®nally burst in 1964. After Khrushchev's second de-Stalinisation speech
in 1961, the politicians who adhered to his views put the Czechoslovak President
AntonõÂn NovotnyÂ under increasing pressure to introduce political and economic
changes.51 As a result, in the ®eld of the visual arts, hardline Stalinists quickly lost
ground. Artists and art historians who de®ned artists as `free creators' were able to
take up in¯uential positions in the Art Union, and introduce organisational changes.
In 1964, the art historian Jindrich ChalupeckyÂ, well known for his vociferous
criticism of political censorship and his ardent support of political non-conformism,
was appointed Chairman of the Art Union. Together with other members of the
Union, he introduced a number of measures aimed at reducing political restrictions
on artists' activities. In an article in 1969 he reviewed the changes as follows:
[In 1965] the Union abolished the position of Central Secretary, and thus wrenched itself
free from control by political institutions. By the beginning of 1965 the Union had reinstated
all those who had been discriminated against. The Union also put an end to the censorship of
exhibitions. At the same time, exhibiting abroad was permitted and all artists were eligible to
receive scholarships irrespective of their [political] opinions.52

Of®cially, artists were re-identi®ed as free creators, and measures were taken to
guarantee the autonomy of the Czech art world in which non-political specialists
would judge the quality of art. In itself, the ideal of a depoliticised art world was,
of course, part of the political discourse of reformist Communist politicians such as
Alexander DubcÏek. In the Art Union plans were made to decentralise the art
world and re-introduce organisational pluralism through the establishment of
independent art associations. The fate of Hungary's uprising in 1956 was similarly
repeated in Czechoslovakia. The invasion by the Warsaw-pact troops in 1968 and
the introduction of the programme of normalisation thwarthed the Art Union's
plans. Czech artists were once again expected to take up the role of political
propagandist.53
Conclusion
When the Communist Party seized power in 1948, its leaders took complete control
of the exhibition and purchase of art works. Non-®gurative avant-garde art was
50
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denounced and banned as the product of a hostile, `bourgeois', international eÂlite.
Artists were rede®ned as political propagandists who should work in a realist manner
and depict scenes which promoted Communist ideals. Prominent representatives of
the Czech avant-garde art movement were no longer able to advance their careers
whereas, in contrast, artists working according to the Socialist Realist principles
gained artistic success and were held up as examples to the rest of the artistic
community. Socialist Realist discourse was propagated in a new Communist art
magazine in which art historians rewrote art history from a Communist perspective.
Artists who, before 1948, had won national and international recognition, were
either classed as `bourgeois enemies' or `progressive friends', depending on their
political views.
The art world was re-organised in such a way that public artistic discourse
reinforced the authority of the Communist Party. Art students were trained to
produce ideologically acceptable works, reinforcing a notion of Czech national
identity which referred to folklore, lay culture and the collective ®ght against the
international bourgeoisie. However, the Communist Party failed to halt completely
the production of art works opposed to Communist discourse. A small group of
artists refused to work in ®gurative or Socialist Realist styles and continued to take
their inspiration from non-®gurative avant-garde work. They rejected the Communists' optimistic political view, and de®ned their art content as a re¯ection of
existentialist problems. They produced images which emphasised human suffering
and experimented with abstraction. Their works were consequently banned from
public exhibition and became symbols of a clandestine artistic discourse. Although
the works were not allowed to be publicly exhibited, they were viewed and
discussed in the privacy of artists' studios. Such works resisted the merging of
Communist and artistic discourse, and implicitly challenged the authority of the
Stalinist regime.
In 1955, public debates were staged in which critical Art Union members (some
of them respected Party members) protested against its overwhelming centralising
control and its refusal to acknowledge artistic plurality. Until then, some of them
had expressed their criticism in secret, afraid of being labelled as enemies of the state.
The protests did not, however, lead to organisational changes. Hardline Stalinists in
the Union, with the government's backing, opposed decentralisation: as a result, the
unof®cial groups remained just that. After 1955, however, the Communist art
journal The Visual Arts began to publish articles in which critical art historians
openly attacked Socialist Realism's rigidly enforced ideas, and rehabilitated artists
who had produced avant-garde art during the ®rst half of the twentieth century.
Cubism and Surrealism were rede®ned as artistic movements which were characteristic of Czech art history, and therefore, elements of Czech culture which
distinguished the Czechs from other Communist nations.
Of®cial exhibition policy in the late 1950s used a twin-track approach which
fostered con¯icting images of Czech artistic identity. Exhibitions of Czech avantgarde art were organised by art historians who managed, in part due to international
political changes, to express their formerly hidden views on Czech art and the task
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of Czech artists in public. At the same time, the more dogmatic art historians
continued to organise exhibitions of Socialist Realist works, emphasising the
Communist identity of Czech art. After 1961, as part of a wider process of deStalinisation, the Party began to exercise less control over the Union's activities,
which in turn allowed more liberal artists and art historians to take up key positions.
They rede®ned art as an autonomous discourse and promoted Western-orientated,
politically non-conformist artists. Their plans to implement far-reaching decentralising reforms were, however, thwarted when they were dismissed from their
in¯uential positions as a result of political normalisation.
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Table. Percentage of works by artists from Czechoslovakia, other Communist countries
and the West in the art journal VyÂtvarneÂ UmeÏnõÂ (The Visual Arts)
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Each volume contains between 250 and 550 photographic reproductions of art works.
Socialist Realist works mainly by Soviet artists.
3
Figurative and Socialist Realist works.
4
Unfortunately this volume was missing from the libraries of the Academy of Fine Arts and the
Museum of Applied Arts in Prague.
5
Figurative and abstract works.
6
Mainly Russian abstract Modernists.
2
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